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Introduction 
In today's era when Information Technology (IT) has become a key resource for 
organizations to enable them to compete in the marketplace and address fast 
changing customer expectations, it becomes important to address the gaps in 
research that still remain in the area of IT adoption particularly in the Indian 
context. This research aims to reduce the gap in and contribute to understand 
better the role that internal organizational factors play to either deter or aid the IT 
adoption process in the organizations. 
It is in the last two decades that IT started making an impact on work practices in 
organizations. In many cases, its impact extended to influencing the organization 
structure and organization design itself. With the growth and success of computer 
based information systems, even the economies entered a transformation phase 
(Sharif e/«/., 2004). 
IT is purported to provide impetus to the organization's ability to change and to 
respond fast for immediate and direct economic benefit. It also streamlines the 
administrative processes and facilitates the decentralization of the scope and scale 
of the business (Farbey et al., 1994). 
On one hand heavy investments were made in acquiring new information systems 
by organizations with the objective of gaining competitive advantage (Caldeira 
and Ward, 2002) while on the other hand numerous examples of IT 
implementation failures started circulating (Dryden, 1998). The possible causes 
included the lack of knowledge about how social factors and internal 
organizational variables were influencing the IT adoption processes. The biggest 
challenge identified in achieving successful IT implementation appears to be not 
technical in nature but human. The issues in IT implementation generally have 
pertained to lack of user awareness, project management, and industry or 
organization culture (Russell and Hoag, 2003). 
It was these challenges and the anticipated perceived impact of IT on 
organizations' competitive advantage that fuelled extensive research on IT 
adoption and its use in the organizations. The role that user acceptance of new 
innovations plays in the success or failure of IT implementations in organizations 
has been found to be a critical one. Thus understanding this intricate process and 
creating conditions for human organizations to adopt information systems 
successfully has become a high priority research issue (Venkatesh and Davis, 
2000). 
It has been suggested in literature that introducing IT without planning 
corresponding appropriate organizational changes generally leads to productivity 
losses rather than gains. The anticipated benefits due to the introduction of IT 
innovations in organizations do not materialize because of negative interactions of 
the IT systems with existing organizational practices (Milgrom and Roberts, 
1992). Various research studies have effectively illustrated the inherent need to 
match the organizational structure with its technology capabilities in properly 
guiding a smooth transition to information technology intensive processes 
(Brynjolfsson et al., 1997). 
Indian banking industry is in tiie midst of an IT revolution. The automation in 
banks is emerging as a key strategic component due to the combination of 
regulatory mechanism and increasing competitive intensity. It is posing an 
immense challenge to the bank managements as although investments in latest IT 
systems are being seen as a forgone conclusion but there are some concerns about 
the effective implementation of the IT systems as well as return on these huge 
investments. Literature reaffirms that the financial institutions in the 21^' century 
would need to constantly leverage latest technology and continuously introduce 
innovative financial products and services (Gulati et al., 2002). 
While Indian banks have accepted the key role that IT can and is playing in their 
organizations, it is crucial to keep in mind that it is not the sole reason of progress 
or change. The aspect of human elements basically personality issues and culture 
plays an equally important role in organizational operations including the effective 
and efficient deployment of IT (Chan, 2000). While the major contribufion of IT 
in an organization is in enabling business processes and work practices and 
increasing productivity by reducing costs and increasing output quality 
(Bynjolfsson and Hitt, 2000), ail these benefits can be diluted or even totally 
negated by user resistance to the introduction of new innovations in organizations 
thus leading to this aspect becoming one of the most studied currently. 
Problem Definition and Justification 
As it is becoming essential for Indian banking industry to consider IT as the 
strategic component that can help the banks to transform themselves, it is also 
becoming important for bank managements to understand how IT adoption 
process will interact with internal organizational environment to facilitate this 
process. As studies have concluded that just making changes to existing IT 
systems or introducing new IT systems do not guarantee successful 
implementations, the organizations need to keep in view the relationships between 
the IT initiatives and their interaction with the existing organizational culture. 
Exploring and understanding this influence that the internal environment of an 
organization has on the success or failure of IT implementations is the key 
challenge for managements today (Harper and Utley, 2001). 
This research examines the influence of organizational orientation particularly 
technology orientation of an organization on the IT adoption process in the Indian 
banking industry. The organizational orientations can either aid or deter the IT 
adoption process. Hence it is important to understand better the process of 
interaction of these orientations with the IT adoption process in an organization. 
Despite the criticality of success of IT adoption process in Indian banks, little 
empirical research has addressed the role that organizational orientation plays in 
the whole process. Poku (2003) has referred to the gap that exists in determining 
the role an organization's internal operations play in information technology 
adoption in organizations. 
This research specifically aims at understanding the relationship between 
organizations' success in adopting Information Technology systems in form of 
TBA or Total Branch Automation in Indian Banking industry and the level to 
which organizational orientation in form of technology orientation supports the IT 
initiatives. An organization can have more than one orientation at the same time 
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but for the purpose of this study only the technology orientation has been 
investigated. 
Specifically this study addresses the following questions. At what dfferent stages 
of IT, various banks are at this juncture? Does technology orientation have an 
influence on the It adoption factors chosen for this study viz., Extent of IT 
Application, Organizational Factors, Perceived Ease of Use by User, Perceived 
Usefulness by User, and External Factors, to enhance or reduce the Perceived 
Organizational Effectiveness of IT adoption. 
Research on this aspect of the IT adoption process would not only provide bank 
managements and other stakeholders like Reserve Bank of India, Government of 
India, Bank Associations etc. with helpful information concerning the challenges 
that entrenched organizational orientation can create in the adoption process but 
also the possible intervention strategies that can be deployed to facilitate the 
whole process. 
Research Objectives 
To accomplish the research purpose, the following are the specific objectives that 
have been formulated: 
1. To study the status o{Information Technology in Indian Banks.' 
2. To examine the interaction of Technology Orientation and Perceived IT 
Adoption Effectiveness in organizations and develop a suitable model of 
this interaction process. 
3. To evaluate how Technology Orientation affects the IT adoption process 
in organizations by studying Indian Banking Industry. 
Research Hypotheses 
The research hypotheses were formulated keeping in mind the specific 
relationships in the conceptual framework. In this study the IT adoption factors, as 
independent variables, considered are Extent of IT application (XI), 
Organizational Support (X2), Perceived Ease of Use by User (X3), Perceived 
Usefulness by User (X4), and External Factors (X5). Their relationship with 
perceived effectiveness of IT adoption, (Y) the dependent variable, in the Indian 
banking industry has been studied from the Technology Orientation (Mod), as a 
moderator variable, point of view of the user community particularly bank branch 
managers and their equivalent. 
The research hypotheses are as follows: 
Hypothesis 1: Technology orientation will influence the relationship between 
'extent of IT application' (XI) and 'perceived organization effectiveness of IT 
adoption (Y), such that the relationship between 'extent of IT application' (XI) 
and 'perceived organization effectiveness of IT adoption' (Y) will be positively 
pronounced for high technology orientation of an organization. 
Hypothesis 2: Technology orientation will influence the relationship between 
'organization support' (X2) and 'perceived organization effectiveness of IT 
adoption' (Y) such that the relationship between 'organization support' (X2) and 
'perceived organization effectiveness of IT adoption' (Y) will be positively 
pronounced for high technology orientation of an organization. 
Hypothesis 3: Technology orientation will influence the relationship between 
'perceived ease of use' (X3) and 'perceived organization effectiveness of IT 
adoption' (Y) such that the relationship between 'perceived ease of use' (X3) and 
'perceived organization effectiveness of IT adoption' (Y) will be positively 
pronounced for high technology orientation of an organization. 
Hypothesis 4: Technology orientation will influence the relationship between 
'perceived usefulness' (X4) and 'perceived organization effectiveness of IT 
adoption' (Y) such that the relationship between 'perceived usefulness' (X4) and 
'perceived organization effectiveness of IT adoption' (Y) will be positively 
pronounced for high technology orientation of an organization. 
Hypothesis- 5: Technology orientation will influence the relationship between 
'external factors' (X5) and 'perceived organization effectiveness of IT adoption' 
(Y) such that the relationship between 'external factors' (X5) and 'perceived 
organization effectiveness of IT adoption' (Y) will be positively pronounced for 
high technology orientation of an organization. 
Research Methodology 
As IT is an all encompassing term that includes hardware, software, 
communication, man and materials required to implement, for this study 
specifically Bank Branch Automation in form of Total Branch Automation (TBA) 
has been chosen as an example of IT application. 
A structured questionnaire was developed to collect data on the variables of this 
study with TBA as the technology on which the conceptual model would be 
tested. Based on the literature, some questions were adopted and compiled from 
previous studies of IT adoption and others were developed or modified 
specifically for this study. The measures used for testing the constructs were 
developed by the researcher as well as adopted from other sources that had been 
used in previous studies (Poku, 2003; Kamal, 2006; Sohal, 2000; Lee et al, 2005; 
Power, 2004; Lu et al, 2003, Kim and Galliers, 2004; Ndubisi and Jantan, 2003; 
Hsieh et al., 2006; Poon et al., 2005). The guidelines followed during the 
questionnaire design were based on the recommendations of Dillman (1978) and 
Churchill (1979). The type of questions ranged to include open ended, 
dichotomous, multiple categories closed ended and labelled scale response 
questions. 
Pilot testing was conducted to validate the items and whole scale in the 
instrument. This was necessitated because some of the measurement items were 
modified or developed specifically for this research leading to compilation of 
some new questions. 
A preliminary questionnaire was developed by amalgamating item pools from 
previous studies and distributed to five bank managers and five professors (two 
from Aligarh Muslim University, one eminent retired professor from Delhi 
University and two professors from Lingaya's Institute of Management & 
Technology) to gain their feedback on the content, layout, wording and ease of 
comprehension of measurement items. Their feedback for improvements on 
clarity, readability, content enhancement and layout were incorporated in the 
second stage of the instrument development. 
A set of twenty bank branches was interviewed using the revised questionnaire. 
Verbal feedback was received and changes made accordingly. The pilot test 
results indicated a requirement of simplification of some words to cater to varied 
level of English language comprehension in India. The words flexibility and 
responsiveness were explained again with more clarity. 
The target population for this research was bank branch managers or equivalent, 
like divisional managers etc. of scheduled commercial banks. The total population 
of the bank branches of interest for the present study turned out to be 54618 
spread all over India. The banks that were not taken into account were scheduled 
cooperative banks, regional rural banks and other non-scheduled banks. The 
reason for such exclusion is on the basis of issues in governance under strict 
rules/supervision; and pertinent data inaccessibility. 
This study has heavily relied upon the published data of RBI and web-links of 
Indian Banks Association and sample banks and their offices. In the multi-stage 
sampling design, in the first stage a list of bank names in the categories viz.. 
Nationalized Public Sector bank, SBI, SBI Subsidiary, Old Private Sector bank, 
New Private Sector bank and Foreign banks was listed. In the second stage, a list 
of 4 banks each was selected on the purposive random sampling basis. At this 
stage the number of bank branches of these short listed banks turned out to be 
27135. This constituted nearly 49.7 per cent of the total branches of the selected 
universe of scheduled commercial banks excluding regional rural banks. The 
bank branches list was then compiled from the websites and also by contacting the 
banks' offices. Further sampling was done using software called 'The Survey 
Systems' version 9.5. From this database of 27135 branches, 1200 branches were 
sampled out at 80per cent confidence interval. 
The structured questionnaire was sent to 1200 branches through couriers and also 
through offices of IT division, DCM Ltd. as well as Sysnet Ltd., wherever their 
service locations matched with the locations in sample. 
For some IT adoption factors, a modified version of a similar instrument which 
was developed by Computer Science and Telecommunications Board of National 
Research Council in 1991 and used by Poku (2003) was suitably adapted for IT 
adoption. Other items were adapted from the TAM by (Davis 1989; ~ et al. 
1989). The organizational support and external factors adoption factors were 
adapted from Kamal's (2006) model for IT innovation adoption in the 
Government sector. 
An alpha of 0.50 or above is considered by Bowling (1997) as an indication of 
good internal consistency, whereas an alpha of 0.70 or above is considered 
satisfactory by Howitt and Cramer (2003). In this research, the multi item scales 
were checked for reliability by calculating Cronbach's alpha, where the 
benchmark value of 0.50 or greater was considered acceptable. 
The study has used seven tools to measure following variables and their 
Cronbach's alpha is as given: Perceived effectiveness of IT adoption (.686), 
Organization Support (.830), Perceived Ease of Use (.739), Perceived Usefulness 
(.567), External Factors (.791), Technology Orientation (.512) and Extent of IT 
Application (.585). 
For validity apart from the expert's opinion during the pilot testing, the statistics 
were computed for ANOVA with Friedman's test and Tukey's test, which 
explained that the tools employed in the study between observations and between 
items are significant at 95 per cent confidence interval. 
The collected information/data using questionnaire was keyed into MS Excel. 
Further it was exported to SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) software, 
version 12 for Windows with compatible environment of data coding. Using SPSS 
analyse menu option, factor analysis, regression and multivariate statistical 
tools/techniques were deployed to analyse the quantitative aspect of the data. For 
qualitative data, univariate inferential summary statistics were used and the 
differences and similarities of ordinal and interval were used to measure various 
constructs. Graphical representations of the data such as charts, tables and other 
figures were depicted wherever applicable. Descriptive analyses were used to 
emphasize the qualitative side of the research. 
Analysis and Results 
To derive the relevant items for each variable, (regressors and regressand) in the 
present study, a composite value was worked out using lateral averaging method 
for each scale whereas a principal component analysis with communalities in the 
primary diagonal and a varimax rotation was also conducted. During factor 
loadings, an iterative procedure led to a reduction of unwarranted items under 
each factor. 
For all the hypotheses, two tailed t-test results were not found significant at 0.05 
level where t-value lies outside the range of-1.96 and +1.96. Hence, it has been 
concluded that interaction of XI, X2, X3, X4 and X5 (independent variables) and 
moderator variable Mod (P in (y) = -0.03, -0.005, -0.007, -0.011, -0.007 
respectively, p>0.05) is supporting technology orientation as a moderator of the 
relationship between and XI, X2, X3, X4, X5 and Y. 
The decision rules for acceptance/rejection of Null Hypothesis (Ho) state that the 
calculated absolute value of a test statistic is more than or equal to its critical (or 
table) value. Hence, we reject the Null Hypothesis (Ho) and the Alternative 
Hypothesis (Hi) is accepted as thep value cited in the results corresponding to the 
Moderator Variable (Mod) in Model 1 is 0.598 (XI), 0.935 (X2), 0.893 (X3), 
0.846 (X4) and 0.902 (X5) respectively. The analyses indicate that the technology 
orientation influences the relationship between XI, X2, X3, X4, X5 respectively 
and Y such that the relationship between XI, X2, X3, X4, X5 and Y is positively 
pronounced for high technology orientation of an organization 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
Results from the study indicate that majority of respondents in the Indian banking 
industry have either already adopted or are in the process of adopting IT in form 
of TBA or even more sophisticated software and in the process not only 
attempting to deliver better service to the customer but even bring efficiency in its 
internal operations. In the study the majority of respondents confirmed that IT is 
enabling better customer response, instituting productivity enhancements and even 
improving the coordination among various departments. The study has also shown 
the depth to which IT has percolated in all the processes of the Indian banking 
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industry with 97.5 percent of respondents agreeing with the statement that their 
organizations are using technology to create value. 
As explained in demographics, 54.7 percent of respondents had gone even beyond 
TBA. The major IT adoption exercise in Indian banking industry happened 
between years 2000 to 2006. This could be seen in light of the urgent need of 
Indian banks to survive and adapt to the changing environment. The banking firms 
started focusing on understanding the drivers of success, like better utilization of 
its resources (viz., technology, infrastructure and employees), process of 
delivering quality service to its customers and performance benchmarking. The 
efficiency of banks became the critical basis to offer an effective competition 
(Mukherjee et ai, 2002). 
At this juncture the challenges being faced by the Indian banking industry are in 
the form of, deregulation leading to increasing competitive intensity requiring 
flexibility of operations, customers demanding more innovative product offerings 
and competency gap on the human resource front. With more than 50 per cent of 
respondents confirming the status of IT in their organization as core banking or 
beyond, it is not surprising that a study has indicated that public sector banks have 
become more efficient than private and foreign banks. The public banks are 
catering to a large number of customers spread across the country whereas foreign 
banks are focusing on niche markets and thus not able to reap the full benefits of 
the high technology (Mukherjee et ai, 2002) 
This study confirms that IT has become quite pervasive in the Indian banking 
industry with majority of respondents confirming that IT has started contributing 
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in decision making process and even improving it. Public sector banks tiiat are 
moving fast on adopting new concepts in banking, turning tech savvy, becoming 
more efficient post VRS and getting more autonomous can succeed in effectively 
taking on the private sector banks by virtue of their sheer size. Foreign banks on 
the other hand are likely to achieve success in their chosen niche segments and 
remain the leaders in innovation and technology introduction. The introduction of 
technology has brought a major change in delivery of services and raised the 
customer expectations to get fast, efficient and personalized service 
(Kuppuswamy, 2003). 
Kamath et al. (2003) has defined winners in this sector as those players who will 
have a better understanding of the customer, fulfill their needs better, leverage 
technology, knowledge, and human resources to make available quality products 
and services, thus delivering value to all stakeholders. And towards these 
objectives the role of information technology has been reaffirmed by this research 
to be of critical nature. As one of the key factor for the success remains improving 
the competency levels of their human resources and although banks have formal 
systems, procedures and departments, there is a need to improve the quality of 
training initiative much beyond the current levels as the study has shown that 
although majority are satisfied with the quantum of training but less than 50 per 
cent are satisfied with the quality levels of training programs. This will require 
intervention by top management as their role has been identified as an enabler in 
the successful adoption of IT in the Indian banking industry. 
As predicted the moderator variable "technology orientation' significantly 
influenced the relationship between "extent of IT application" and "perceived 
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organization effectiveness of IT adoption". This indicated that the increasing 
efficiency needs of the banlcs require successful IT adoption to improve 
operational efficiency as well as provide better portfolio of products and services 
in a more personalized manner. A high technology orientation of an organization 
makes IT pervasive in all organization activities and deepens IT's impact on 
organization processes. As borne out by study, it improves the decision making 
process, enables faster customer response, leads to productivity enhancements, 
improves coordination amongst different departments and meets employees' and 
management expectations. 
The relationship between "organization support" and "perceived organization 
effectiveness of IT adoption" was also significantly influenced by high technology 
orientation. Organizations with high technology orientation have a more effective 
internal technical support as well as extensive top management support. High 
technology orientation also has better IT knowledge and IT expertise ingrained 
across various levels of the organization. In such organizations employees tend to 
participate in contributing to IT decisions and the level of cooperation amongst 
coworkers is generally high 
The new technologies are bound to provide more "perceived ease of use" to the 
users leading to better assimilation of the new technologies and thus further 
strengthening the ease of use feeling making it a positive virtuous cycle. This 
process is strengthened by a high technology orientation of an organization as has 
been shown in the study. It also makes employees' jobs easier to perform. The 
employees not only enjoy deploying IT in their activities but they even explore 
and find new ways of doing their jobs. 
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Similarly the interaction, of "perceived usefulness" and the "perceived 
organization effectiveness of IT adoption" was seen to be significantly influenced 
by technology orientation. The study reinforced that high technology orientation 
impacts more positively on increasing productivity and leads to a greater work 
control. 
External environmental factors' interaction with perceived organizational 
effectiveness of IT adoption was also significantly influenced by technology 
orientation. The technology orientation enables organizations to respond faster to 
the introduction of new innovations by the various stakeholders in the 
environment like government entities, trade associations, competitors and also the 
mandatory compliances by central banks and world level agreements. The high 
technology orientation not only helps in a better response but it also makes the 
adoption process faster and more effective. 
Limitations and Directions for Future Research 
The suggestions for further research have been proposed based on the results and 
the limitations of the study. 
This study not only has provided a view about the IT adoption process and IT 
adoption effectiveness in Indian banking industry but also offers an opportunity to 
the top management to further fine tune the IT adoption process and thus get more 
value out of their huge investments. Before launching any organization wide IT 
initiative, better planning can be done with the help of this study by incorporating 
the parameters listed and measured in the planning process itself 
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The sample for this study consisted of the respondents who were at managerial 
grade in bank branches and whose responses provided their perspective of the IT 
adoption process in their banks. Hence, the results cannot be generalized to all the 
employee segments of the banks. Future research should also attempt to include 
lower levels of hierarchy within bank branches to get their perceptions and views 
about the IT adoption process in banks. This study was focused on technology 
orientation only and did not attempt any comparative impact analysis of different 
orientations. This opens up another area of research for future where more than 
one orientation can be studied and their impact analysed on the IT adoption 
process in organizations. 
In this research the sample consisted only of scheduled commercial banks sans 
regional rural banks, cooperative banks and other non scheduled commercial 
banks. In future when better quality data is available for such banks, they also can 
be included in the study. There were limitations in the study as it did not 
investigate differences between measured variables with respect to respondent's 
demographic characteristics. There may be variations in the subjects with different 
demographic characteristics leading to differences in responses and behaviour 
which itself could be subject of a research study. 
The study brought out the different stages of IT that banks are at currently. This 
provides an opportunity to investigate the different experiences of the banks with 
different IT solutions and conduct a comparative analysis of their impact on the 
effectiveness of IT adoption in the organizations. 
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Training was found to be an area that requires more focus and intervention by the 
management particularly on quality aspect. It throws up an opportunity for the 
researchers to evaluate other non formal methods that can contribute to training 
process amongst the employees. 
The Indian banking industry was forced to drastically change its technology 
strategies after the opening up of the Indian economy and the deregulation of the 
sector, a comparative study between before and after would provide interesting 
information about the differences in the two as well as knowledge about the 
migration process and how to mitigate the pains associated with it. On the 
orientation aspect, future research is also warranted on how the other orientations 
may influence the IT adoption process in the organizations. 
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Preface 
In today's era when Information Technology is becoming a icey resource for 
organizations to enable them to compete in the marketplace and address fast 
changing customer expectations it becomes important to address the gaps in 
research that still remain in the area of IT adoption and particularly in the Indian 
context. This research aims to reduce the gap in and contribute to understand 
better the role that internal organizational factors play to either deter or aid the IT 
adoption process in the organizations. 
Since late 1990s and early 2000s, IT started influencing the work practices in 
organizations. This influence even extended itself to threaten the status-quo of the 
organization structure, design, marketplace and even whole economies also. This 
led to managements committed to invest huge amounts in latest technologies so 
that they are not left behind in this competitively intense arena. Still there is an 
element of uncertainty about the value that they will derive out of these. Due to a 
combination of these factors there is a spurt in research activity in this area 
worldwide. 
In India the Indian banking industry which was operating in a particular style prior 
to 1991, had to undergo a massive transformation after the deregulation and 
economy opening up process started. The strategic tool that was chosen for aiding 
this process was information technology and most of the banks went through 
adoption of various stages and forms of IT over the years and the process is still 
continuing. The challenges to this IT adoption process appeared to be mainly in 
the form of entrenched cultural orientations and fears over the new technology due 
to various factors. 
This study was conceived to look at the various forms of IT being adopted by 
Indian banks, develop a model of interaction of organizational orientation and IT 
adoption process and evaluate the influence of organizational orientation in form 
of technology orientation on the IT adoption process in Indian banking industry. 
The study consists of seven chapters. The first chapter introduces the background, 
states the problem, justifies the reasons for the study and defines the research 
objectives. In the second chapter an attempt is being made to review existing 
literature focused on organizational orientation as a part of culture, information 
technology, information technology adoption and Indian banking industry. The 
third chapter concerns itself with defining the purpose statement, conceptual 
framework, development of model constructs and stating the research hypotheses. 
Fourth chapter covers the research procedure and elaborates on the instrument 
development, pilot testing, sampling procedures and questionnaire, reliability and 
validity and the data analysis. In the chapter five detailed analyses is presented on 
demographics and each model construct. Chapter six covers the testing of 
conceptual model. And finally the summary, conclusions and suggestions are 
presented in the last chapter seven. 
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CHAPTER-1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Since late 1990s and early 2000s, Information Technology (henceforth, IT) started 
making a significant difference to the work practices in organizations. The impact 
of IT even extended to requiring changes in organization structure and 
organization design. It was not only the organizations but even the economies 
entered a transformation phase with the growth and success of computer based 
information systems (Sharif e? a/., 2004). 
There were heavy investments in acquisition of information systems by 
organizations. Large number of organizations converted to new modern 
technologies in information and communication area to try to gain competitive 
advantages (Caldeira and Ward, 2002). 
At the same time, there were numerous reports of IT implementation failures 
across the globe. The possible reasons included the lack of knowledge about how 
social and organizational complexities were influencing IT adoption and 
implementation. There were instances of an average annualised loss per 
organization in business and productivity of USD 5 million in a survey for a 
project, resulting from Enterprise Resource Planning failures (Dryden, 1998). 
The biggest challenge in implementing IT appears to be not technical in nature but 
human. There have been issues in IT implementations generally due to lack of 
user awareness, project management, and industry or organization culture (Russell 
and Hoag, 2003). 
These challenges gave a fillip to research on Information Technology adoption 
and its use in the organizations. The user acceptance of information technology in 
the organizations has been found to be an intricate and vague but yet a very 
important phenomenon which decides the success or failure of IT 
implementations. Hence understanding the process and creating conditions for 
human organizations to adopt information systems has become a high priority 
research issue (Venkatesh and Davis, 2000). 
Literature recommends adopting or introducing information technology as a part 
of a system or cluster of mutually reinforcing organizational changes (Milgrom 
and Roberts, 1992). Instituting changes partially by introducing IT without 
corresponding appropriate organizational changes or even partial changes 
generally leads to productivity losses instead of expected gains. The benefits that 
are expected because of introduction of IT systems do not materialize due to the 
negative interactions of the IT systems with existing organizational practices. 
Research studies effectively illustrate the intrinsic need to match the 
organizational structure to technology capabilities and the inherent challenges in 
guiding the transition to information technology intensive processes (Brynjolfsson 
etal, 1997). 
Various case studies and econometric work have identified the major drivers that 
aid and enhance the contribution of information technology in organizations and 
characterized them as new business processes, new skills and new organizational 
and industry structure. These studies have strengthened the belief that the 
investments in these organizational complements required to achieve successful 
IT implementation may turn out to be much higiier tlian the investments in IT 
itself (Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 2000). 
1.2 The Problem 
Indian banking industry, today is in the midst of an IT revolution. Banking 
automation is becoming a key strategic component due to the combination of 
regulatory mechanism and increasing competitive intensity. Bank managements 
are facing an immense challenge as although the need for induction of latest IT 
systems has become a foregone conclusion but there are concerns about the 
effective implementation of the IT systems and the return on these huge 
investments. 
The continuously evolving changes in business environment and technology are 
changing the issues that need to be tackled by bank managements. The bankers' 
mindset has to change radically towards various aspects of banking technology for 
the survival of their institutions. To gain competitive advantages, the financial 
institutions in the 21^' century would need to constantly leverage latest technology 
and continuously introduce innovative financial products/services (Gulati et. al, 
2002). 
IT'S role as a vital component in the transformation of an organization has to be 
understood and appreciated by managements. Information Technology purports to 
provide impetus to the organization's ability to change and to respond fast for 
immediate and direct economic benefit. It also streamlines the administrative 
processes and facilitates the decentralization of the scope and scale of the business 
(Farbey e/a/., 1994). 
IT has provided the organizations, wherewithal to be more efficient, flexible and 
economically powerful. It will continue to be the centrepiece of the modem day 
network organization and enable them to be more self adaptive, reorganizing and 
explorative. Even though IT seems to be playing such a crucial role in the 
organizations what is important is to always keep in mind that it is not the only 
reason of progress or change. The aspect of human elements basically, personality 
issues and cultures play an important role in organizational operations including 
the effective and efficient deployment of IT (Chan, 2000). 
The major contribution of IT in an organization is in enabling business processes 
and work practices and increasing productivity by reducing costs and increasing 
output quality (Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 2000). All these benefits can be diluted or 
even negated by user resistance to the introduction of new innovations and 
technologies in an organization. This has led to this aspect becoming one of the 
most studied currently. 
For Indian banking Industry, to cater to this constantly changing external 
environment, it is becoming essential to consider IT as the strategic component 
that can help the banks to transform themselves. How such IT adoption process 
will interact with internal organizational environment and adoption factors needs 
to be understood better for facilitating this process. 
Studies have concluded that just making changes to existing IT systems or 
introducing new IT systems does not guarantee successful implementations. The 
organizations need to keep in view the relationships between the IT initiatives and 
their interaction with the existing organizational culture. Exploring and 
understanding this influence that the internal environment of an organization has 
on the success or failure of IT implementations is the key challenge for 
managements today (Harper and Utley, 2001). 
This research examines the influence of organizational orientation particularly 
technology orientation on the IT adoption process in the India banking industry. 
The organizational orientations can either aid the innovation adoption process or 
act as a stumbling block. Hence it is important to understand better the process of 
interaction of these orientations with the IT adoption process. 
Specifically this study addresses the following questions. At what different stages 
of IT various bank branches are at this juncture? Does technology orientation have 
an influence on the IT adoption factors chosen for this study viz.. Extent of IT 
Application, Organizational Factors, Perceived Ease of Use by User, Perceived 
Usefulness by User, and External Factors, to enhance or reduce the Perceived 
Organizational Effectiveness of IT adoption. 
This study attempts to answer these questions through a survey of a sample of 
bank branches of scheduled commercial banks spread all over India. 
1.3 Justification 
Bank managements are facing a dilemma as far IT is concerned. On one hand it is 
quite difficult to quantify the benefits of huge investments in information 
technology and on the other side technology is being viewed as an essential tool in 
obtaining a competitive advantage in the marketplace. However what remains a 
matter of concern is that the direct measurement of competitive advantage is 
difficult (Violino, 1997). But this dilemma is still not coming in the way of their 
moving forward with IT investments due to the compulsions of high competitive 
intensity and ever changing customer expectations. 
Despite this criticality of success of IT adoption process in Indian banks, little 
empirical research has addressed the role that organizational orientation plays and 
can play in the whole process. Poku (2003) has referred to the gap that exists in 
determining the role an organization's internal operations play in information 
technology adoption in organizations. 
Research focused on this aspect of the IT adoption process would not only provide 
bank managements with helpful information concerning the problems that 
entrenched organizational orientation can create in the adoption process but also 
the possible intervention strategies that can be deployed to facilitate the whole 
process. 
Banks and other stakeholders like Reserve Bank of India, Government of India, 
Bank Unions and Associations would gain by improving their understanding of 
the role that the banks' internal operations play in IT adoption and thus come up 
with more effective solutions to address the bottlenecks to resolve the problems. 
Thus understanding the relationship between Indian banks' success in adopting 
information technology and the organizational orientation in form of technology 
orientation in either aiding or blocking this process is the aim of this study. 
1.4 Research Objectives 
To accomplish the research purpose, the following are the specific objectives that 
have been formulated: 
1. To study the status of Information Technology in Indian Banks; 
2. To examine thie interaction of Technology Orientation and Perceived IT 
Adoption Effectiveness in organizations and develop a suitable model of 
this interaction process; and 
3. To evaluate how Technology Orientation affects the IT adoption process 
in organizations by studying Indian Banking Industry. 
CHAPTER-2 
Review of Literature 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter covers the literature review of the foundation concepts and subjects 
required to build the model for the intended study. The concepts and subjects 
covered are related to organizational orientation, information technology, 
information technology adoption and Indian banking industry concluding with the 
implications for this study. 
The literature review for the dependent variable, independent variables and 
moderator variable specifically appears in chapter three under model constructs 
description and development (3.4). 
2.2 Overview of Organizational Orientation 
Organizational orientation or corporate orientation is generally an end result of 
deep-rooted cultural inclinations that an organization develops over time. There 
are extensive studies on corporate culture or organizational culture and the subject 
is continuously evolving as organizations face new developments like emergence 
of service economy, the ubiquity of technology that is pervading most of the 
aspects in an organization, the increasingly dynamic external environment, and 
increasing importance of flexibility in production systems against standardization 
etc. 
While the influence of a large number of external factors viz., industry, product, 
technological environment on the conception and implementation of 
organization's strategy is often considered in the literature, the role of an 
organization's internal resources in the process is mostly neglected. 
2.2.1 Corporate Culture 
Pioneering work on this subject in literature showed the influence that the values 
and philosophy have on employees' behaviour in guiding their organizations 
towards success and it has attracted lot of attention since then (Deal and Kennedy, 
1982). 
The definition of corporate culture has evolved over time and lots of researchers 
have added to it. It has been defined as a set of values, beliefs and behaviour 
patterns that form the core identity of organizations and that helps in guiding the 
employees' behaviour (Deal and Kennedy, 1982; Schein, 1992; Kotter and 
Heskett, 1992; Pheysey, 1993; Van der Post et al, 1998). It also has been referred 
as a pattern of beliefs, symbols, myths and practices that have evolved over time 
in an organization (Pheysey, 1993) and also the dominant values espoused by an 
organization that define "how we do things around here" (Deal and Kennedy, 
1982; Quinn, 1988). 
The various studies have suggested the importance of corporate culture in the field 
of organizational behaviour and explored its linkage in understanding the context 
of organizations as well as the people managing these organizations to achieve the 
organizations' goals and objectives. 
Literature refers to the linkage that a positive corporate culture has in providing a 
leading competitive edge over competition (Sadri and Lees, 2001). Better 
performance appears to be a norm in organizations with participative cultures 
(Denison, 1990). More financially effective organizations have been shown to be 
different from those that are not on organizational culture dimensions (Van der 
Post etal., 1998). 
Researchers have categorized corporate cultures as this can help managers in 
many ways. Categorization provides a better understanding of the strengths and 
weaknesses of different cultures and thus it helps managers in deciding about and 
guiding the process of cultural change in an organization. Managers also get a 
better understanding of the effects that a particular culture may have on the 
organizational strategies that may be developed and deployed. 
Sonnenfeld (1988) defines four types of cultures: the academy, the club, the 
baseball team and the fortress. The academy culture gives exposure to employees 
in varied jobs so that they are mobile within an organization. The club culture 
concerns itself with how to fit people in the organization. The baseball team 
culture relies on individual talents who are rewarded handsomely for 
achievements and are also mobile for better opportunities elsewhere. The fortress 
organization's sole objective is survival. 
There has been research on the relationship between corporate culture and market 
orientation in Indian and Japanese organizations (Deshpande and Farley, 1999). It 
identifies four types of corporate culture viz. competitive culture, entrepreneurial 
culture, bureaucratic culture and consensual culture. The competitive culture gives 
emphasis to, demanding goals, competitive advantage, market superiority and 
profits whereas the entrepreneurial culture values innovation, risk taking. 
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dynamism and creativity. Bureaucratic culture is characterized by formalization, 
rules, standard operating procedures and hierarchical coordination resulting in 
predictability, efficiency and stability. It is the elements of tradition, loyalty, 
personal commitment, socialization, teamwork, self-management and social 
influence that are important as the organizational values in a consensual culture. 
Another categorization has been suggested by postulating that corporate culture is 
a function of levels of sociability and solidarity. Sociability is defined as a factor 
depicting sincere friendliness among members of a community whereas solidarity 
describes a community's ability to pursue shared objectives quickly and 
effectively. The combination of these dimensions is categorized as networked, 
mercenary, fragmented and communal (Goffee and Jones, 1996). 
No category is better than others; instead they serve as a way for management to 
determine where their culture fits relative to other types of cultures. It has been 
suggested in literature that there are a core set of ideological guidelines within an 
organization that requires a minimal consensus and consistency otherwise 
organizations would not function. Hence in midst of all inconsistencies, 
ambiguities, conflicts, disruption and dissolution in an organization there will still 
be consistency, consensus, harmony and integration on some aspects (Schein, 
1999). 
Earlier literature on corporate culture concerned itself with the culture pertaining 
to production teams and focused in particular the study and transfer of Japanese 
shop-floor culture to western industry. With the increase of services content and 
research work on service quality over time the researchers' interest in the role of 
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corporate culture in delivery of service quality increased (Parsuraman et al., 1985; 
Zeithaml et al, 1988; Gronroos, 1988 and Gummesson, 1988). Various studies 
have proposed different conceptual models placing corporate culture at the centre 
of the service delivery process and its impact on the effectiveness of an 
organization's service delivery capabilities. 
The services industry is uniquely characterized by generally intangible offerings 
which mostly are heterogeneous, production, distribution and consumption may 
happen simultaneously, customers participate in the production process and 
transfer of ownership may not materialize. Thus the basic characteristics of 
services generally remain same where there is an interaction between the customer 
and some or all parts of the production process of the service provider be it 
personnel, technology or both and some input is always required from the 
customer (Shanker 2002). 
Corporate culture is believed to be important in determining success or failure of 
organizations in the coming decades and the financial performance is postulated to 
have a significant influence on an organization's long-term economic performance 
(Kotter and Heskett, 1992). Research on strategy has identified the importance of 
the role that an appropriate and consistent, culturally defined orientation plays in 
effective business development. The functional orientation was found to be a 
significant factor in UK textile industry for innovation and achieving strategic 
success (Pearson, 1993). 
It has been summarized in the literature that in the first fifty years of the twentieth 
century, the successful organizations were focused on optimising their 
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performance of one of the function, production, R&D or marketing. Since 1950s, 
tlie business environment started becoming complex and dynamic and success 
started depending on a combination of many functional influences. Until the mid 
1980s, the high tech industries remained focused on technology and later the focus 
started shifting to the multifunctional orientation. A major aspect of this became 
the general management's control over the rate of technology proliferation 
(Ansoff, 1987). 
In the earlier literature, the concept of business orientation referred to four 
orientations viz., production, product, sales, and marketing. Production 
orientation summarizes that if a product can be made cheaply enough, it will be 
bought. Product orientation assumes that if product is of sufficient quality, people 
will buy it. Sales orientation in contrast takes the product as a given and assumes 
that if one sells hard enough, people will buy anything. Finally marketing 
orientation holds that a business must first identify customer needs and then 
produce a product satisfying those needs. 
Gatignon and Xuereb (1997) used the term "Strategic Orientation" to refer to three 
distinct orientations: customer, competitor, and technology (or product). Pearson 
(1993) reviewed the orthodox treatment of production, product, sales and 
marketing business orientations in marketing texts and suggested changes. He 
identified orientation as one of the most important factor for business success and 
valued its profound effect on effectiveness of business strategy. He recommended 
that the orthodox orientations should be revised to marketing/customer 
orientation, accounting/cost orientation, production/technology orientation and 
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R&D/innovation orientation. These are not mutually exclusive but rather 
organizations generally are and also need to be oriented to all four to some extent. 
The literature affirms that an intended strategic direction that is not supported by 
an appropriate business orientation is unlikely to succeed (Pearson 1993). It has 
been theorized that organizations should be 'need oriented' while choosing a 
strategic philosophy. After having analysed all the elements that are required for 
success of an organization, it should be decided which orientation is most suitable. 
This process would require an assessment of the organization's strengths and 
weaknesses and identification of its competencies. This analysis will then be used 
for targeting the organization's strategic and new product efforts. An organization 
may find that a strong marketing orientation is required or it may find that 
alternately a technology or production orientation is more suitable and effective 
route to follow (Bennett and Cooper, 1979). 
2.2.2 Technology and its Role in Organizations 
Technology has been broadly defined as know-how. Classification of technology 
has been done on the basis of the set of ideas that are embedded in a product, or 
the set of ideas in the manufacturing process of a product or the steps required to 
amalgamate new materials to produce a product. Generally organizations focus on 
product related technology as the driving force of a company's competitiveness 
whereas it alone may not provide the organization a long-term competitive edge 
unless it is matched with appropriate manufacturing capabilities. Product 
innovation and manufacturing activities nowadays go hand in hand such that 
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continual improvement in production processes can enable a company to maintain 
product innovation based competitiveness (Kotabe, 1998). 
The technological changes of 21^' century are creating immense strategic 
challenges for organizations. These changes on one hand are making traditional 
competitive advantage's meaningless whereas they are also giving rise to new 
opportunities for technologically savvy organizations. 
Utilization of technology across all business functions is the way to create 
customer value for any organization. This value creation, which is critical for 
organizations to survive, encompasses all the functions of an organization from 
R&D to manufacturing to marketing. 
Nowadays what has become important for organizations is how much it focuses 
on and invests in innovation and technology rather how much it spends on R&D 
alone. During the early 1990s itself most organizations moved beyond isolated 
R&D management to the next generation wherein R&D was integrated across the 
entire business enterprise and became a major part of the organization's strategy 
and culture (Jonash & Sommerlatte,1999). 
2.2.3 Technology Orientation Definition 
There is a wide spectrum of orientations that organizations could have or adopt as 
a dominant orientation viz., marketing orientation, R&D orientation, technology 
orientation etc. 
However, forthe purpose of this study, organizational orientation investigated and 
analysed conceptually is the technology orientation. 
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The updated definition of teclinology orientation on the basis of the synthesis and 
discussion on corporate culture, organizational orientation, and technology and 
service industry necessitates incorporating the developments traced in the above-
mentioned literature. 
Technology Orientation can be defined as an extent: 
• To which processes in the organization use technology to produce and 
deliver the product/service at lowest cost, high efficiency that are aimed 
for wide distribution. 
• To which the new technologies become part of the daily business 
practices. 
• To which technology allows for flexibility in production. 
• To which technology allows for quality in production and integrates 
various control systems. 
2.3 Overview of Information Technology (IT) 
2.3.1 Introduction 
According to NDCC 54.59.01 guideline of North Dakota Information Technology 
Department, Information technology means the use of hardware, software, 
services and supporting infrastructure to manage and deliver information using 
voice, data and video. 
Continuing to further define Information Technology it states it to include: 
• All computers with a human interface 
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• All computer peripherals which will not operate unless connected to a 
computer or network 
• All voice, video and data networks and the equipment, staff and 
purchased services necessary to operate them 
• All salary and benefits for staff whose job descriptions specifically 
includes technology functions, i.e. network services, applications 
development, systems administration 
• All technology services provided by vendors or contractors 
• All costs directly associated with developing, purchasing, licensing or 
maintaining software 
Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia on net, defines information technology as the 
technology required for information processing. In particular the use of electronic 
computers and computer software to convert, store, protect, process, transmit and 
retrieve information from anywhere, anytime. 
An alternative definition that is based on the definition by Martin et al. (1999) and 
which has been used in various research studies (Ryssel et al, 2004) is cited infra: 
Information Technology is a term that encompasses all forms of technology utilized to 
create, capture, manipulate, communicate, exchange, present and use information in its 
various forms (business data, voice conversations, still images, motion pictures, 
multimedia presentations, and other forms, including those not yet conceived. 
Information technology is in a virtuous cycle; the costs of hardware, 
communications, and software are continuously falling. The utility in almost all 
areas of business is increasing. The result is that information technology is 
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becoming pervasive in areas as diverse as manufacturing, retail, services, finance, 
HR, education and sales and marketing. Everywhere the technology is not only 
providing greater operational efficiency but also impacting the way business is 
done and organizations are structured and designed (Aral et al., 2006). 
In the developing countries the inforrhation technology has found major use in 
services arena. It has been noticed that in the early phases of a country's 
computerization generally Government is the biggest adopter of the applications 
followed by banking sector. A world bank policy research bulletin has 
summarized that several requirements should be fulfilled for the effective use of 
information technology and these are; knowledge must flow worldwide with the 
greatest possible freedom, the incentives to adopt new technologies must be in 
place, the national infrastructure to support the adoption of those technologies 
must exist and the organizations must have the capacity and structure to absorb 
the technology (Mody and Dahlman, 1992). 
Initially IT was perceived as a business efficiency enhancement tool but now it 
has become one of the most critical components of the overall business strategy. 
Its role includes creating new needs, enabling efficient new product development 
and generating new work procedures. 
In an organization IT can be internally oriented or outwardly oriented. Information 
systems that are not in interaction with external organizations comprise of internal 
IT. These typically include domains of office and factory automation systems that 
organize work in an efficient manner (Stump and Sriram, 1997). It is the advent of 
Internet, WANs etc. that has created the technological basis for connecting an 
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organization's internal information systems with outside networics. Tliis sliared IT 
is generally used between suppliers and customers and sometimes also interacts 
with competitors, research organizations, industry associations etc. Some of the 
applications that are covered in internal IT are office automation, Transaction 
processing, Enterprise Resource Planning, Data Warehousing, Groupware, 
Intranets and executive information whereas common applications in Shared IT 
are inter-organizational systems. Electronic Data Interchange and Extranets 
(Ryssel et al, 2004). 
The influence of information technology in the growth of relationships between 
suppliers and customers has evoked a considerable interest and has been a focus 
of extensive research due to its potential to enhance the benefits of these 
relationships. Internet based systems enhance the opportunity for organizations to 
support their customer's complex requirements of mobility and remote access to 
information and services on 24x7 environment. The electronic medium thus 
adopts a role of an extension of the existing product or brand (Mulligan and 
Gordon, 2002). 
Chan (2000) has proposed a framework of the roles of IT as an initiator, a 
facilitator or an enabler. Under this framework IT can adopt any of the three roles 
subject to the business environment and the way technology is being applied. In 
the initiator role IT acts as a change agent where a causal relation may be 
involved, new requirements generated which need to address by the using existing 
IT systems. IT as a facilitator serves to make some work or workload easier 
generating a need to design new product offerings to fulfil those requirements or 
seeks to create new operations to accomplish new functions. Whenever IT acts to 
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generate a process innovation to provide tiie ability to accomplish some objective 
it acts an enabler. 
Chan (2000) has summarized some of the reported impacts of IT on process 
innovation on the basis of works of Davenport and Short, 1990 and Davenport, 
1993. 
Capability Impact and Benefit 
Automational 
Analytical 
making 
IT can replace or reduce human labor in a process 
IT can improve analysis of information and decision-
Disintermediation IT can be used to connect two parties within a process and 
eliminate intermediaries from a process 
Geographical 
Informational 
Integrative 
Intellectual 
KM 
IT can transfer and coordinate information with rapidity and 
ease across large distances, making processes independent 
of geography 
IT can capture vast amounts of detailed process information 
for purpose of understanding 
IT can coordinate tasks and processes 
IT can capture and distribute intellectual assets 
IT allows the capture and dissemination of knowledge and 
expertise to improve the process 
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Sequential IT can enable changes in the sequence of tasks in a process, 
often allowing parallelism 
Tracking IT allows the detailed monitoring of process status, inputs 
and outputs 
Transactional IT can transform unstructured processes into routinized 
transaction 
There is another theoretical framework that explains the important factor called IT 
and its evolution in the organizations. It offers in-depth insights in the ways which 
IT has evolved and also offers the senior managers and IT professionals the 
possibility of giving direction and managing IT to their advantage (Nolan, 1973). 
The evolution stages in the Nolan stages theory are DP stage, IT stage and 
Network stage in the organizational learning. In the DP stage the IT is used as 
internal efficiency tools and thus could be planned and implemented independent 
of business strategy. It was used generally in support departments e.g. finance, 
personnel or marketing. In the IT stage, IT starts needing involvement and 
participation of senior management as it enables process oriented designs and 
becomes a key resource to provide improved service levels to customers and 
becomes channel to establish useful electronic links with other stakeholders. 
It is in the network stage that it becomes important to first define a vision, and 
then involve IT as strategic component and interweave it in all aspects of the 
business be it products, services, distribution and delivery processes (Mutsaers et 
ai, 1998). 
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2.3.2 Information Technology & Banking Industry 
Moskow (1997), President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago made the 
following telling remarks in a conference: 
Technology is fundamentally altering the industry - it's affecting what products and 
services are provided, where they are provided, how they are provided and who they are 
provided to. There's urgency about technology that we haven't seen before... 
Technology is blurring the old lines that define products and services, customers and 
markets...It has far reaching implications for all aspects of the banking business.... 
How bankers respond to these issues will help shape the future of the industry. 
Technology in banking is known to reduce transaction costs, allow cross 
marketing products to customers and allow innovation in developing new 
products. It speeds up the financial reporting process and makes public disclosures 
in form of regulatory reports an easier and timely job. Hence technology can be 
the key to differentiation, competitive edge and institutional survival (Rishi and 
Saxena, 2004). 
Information technology has played two prominent roles in banking. One is 
communication and connectivity and other is business process reengineering. It 
has allowed sophisticated product development, provided better market 
infrastructure, implemented reliable techniques for control of risks and has helped 
the financial intermediaries to reach geographically distant and diversified 
markets. 
In view of this, technology has changed the contours of three major functions 
performed by banks, i.e. access to liquidity, transformation of assets and 
monitoring of risks. Further IT and the communication networking systems have a 
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crucial bearing on the efficiency of money, capital and foreign exchange markets 
(Khanna, 2002). 
2.4 Overview of Information Technology Adoption 
2.4.1 Theoretical Models of IT Adoption 
IT adoption in organizations, as a subject, has been studied and analysed from 
various points of view and theoretical perspectives, such as transaction cost 
economics, population ecology and resource dependence theory (Iskander et ah, 
2001). 
However, there is still a shortage of research studies that have analyzed the factors 
that influence IT adoption process by organizations, particularly the factors that 
characterize the internal environment of the organizations. 
Mandatory compliance based approaches for IT introduction and implementation 
in organizations have not been found to be effective. It is the social influence, 
which appears to be more effective in bringing about positive changes in 
perceived usefulness. 
It is developing mandates that enhance credibility of sources of social information 
or implementing communication packages to increase the prestige of system use 
have been found to have a positive impact in increasing acceptance of new 
technology. These efforts may also exhibit the comparative effectiveness of a new 
system compared to the status quo in enhancing the user acceptance (Davis and 
Kottemann, 1995). 
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Research efforts on IT adoption and diffusion have generally converged around on 
a core set of theoretical models that seek to explain target adopter attitudes and 
their innovation related behaviour (Gallivan, 2001). The diverse information 
technology adoption models are summarized and presented in the Table 2 (Kamal, 
2006). 
The diffusion research in social sciences till 1960s had concentrated on 
individuals as adopters of innovation and it was their behaviour that had been the 
research target. The studies attempted to explain the observed patterns of diffusion 
in terms of rational decision making by potential adopters (longitudinal). What 
were generally not focused on were the variables that influenced the adoption 
decision by organizations (cross-sectional). It was only later that the focus of 
research started including the organizational characteristics as an important 
framework that influenced adoption of innovations in organizations. 
In any organization the innovation adoption is purported to follow three stages 
viz., cognitive, affective and lastly behavioural. In the first stage i.e. cognitive 
stage, managers of an organization either mull over a new technology or they get 
exposed to it due to various factors. In the next stage, the organization enters the 
affective stage where the managers' feelings toward the new innovation take 
shape and become important. If the feelings are favourable, the organization 
moves to the last behavioural stage where it adopts the new technology (Williams 
and Rao, 1998). The various classical models explaining this process include 
AIDA model: Attention, Interest, Desire and Action, Hierarchy of Effects model. 
Innovation adoption model; and Kotler's (1984) Communications model. 
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In the AIDA model, first the innovation comes to the attention of the organization, 
which evokes the organization's interest in it. This interest leads to a desire for 
obtaining the benefits of the new innovation and finally the new technology is 
adopted by the organization. 
Hierarchy of Effects model follows similar but more detailed steps. The first step 
starts with organization becoming aware of the new technology, which pushes the 
organization to research and evaluate it for benefits. This generates some views 
and feelings about the new technology. The positive feeling about the technology 
evokes a conviction, which ultimately leads to technology adoption. 
In the communications model, an organization becomes aware of the new 
technology and gets exposed and receives the new technology with a cognitive 
response. An attitude about the new technology gets developed which culminates 
into an organization's intention to act thus leading to the final adoption. 
Innovation Adoption model too follows the similar steps. It was Rogers (1962) 
who proposed the Innovation Adoption model that suggested five product or 
service characteristics, which were postulated to influence consumer acceptance 
of new products and services. These were Relative Advantage, Compatibility, 
Simplicity/ Complexity, Observability and Trialability. This model has been 
incorporated by various researchers in their empirical work that have examined 
technological innovations (Rogers, 1962; Raju, 1980; Shimp and Beardon, 1982; 
Price and Ridgeway, 1983; Childers, 1986; Prendergast, 1993; Dabholkar, 1996; 
Lockett and Littler, 1997; Daniel, 1999; Howcroft et al, 2002; Lee et al, 2003). 
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Relative advantage refers to the degree to which users/consumers perceive a new 
product or service different from and better than its substitutes. It may be a time 
saving mechanism for users or money-saving in operation or just being more 
expedient compared to its substitutes. In case users need to provide large amounts 
of personal information, it may affect the adoption process negatively. In the 
banking context easier reconciliation of bank accounts and automatic ledger 
generation using total branch automation may affect adoption of Total Branch 
Automation positively. 
Compatibility is the extent to which a new product or service is consistent and 
compatible with consumers' needs, beliefs, values, experiences and habits. In case 
of banking services or technologies, it could be the degree to which the innovation 
fits in with the banking behaviour of a consumer and the way in which consumers 
have historically dealt with the banks. The innovations like electronic pass book 
printing, or mail alerts etc. may have better acceptance as the consumer has to do 
no extra effort. Same technology having teething problems like consistent 
breakdown of printers or computers would be considered in a negative manner 
and may influence innovation adoption negatively. If the bank employees have to 
totally relearn their way of working then adoption of innovation may be affected 
adversely. 
Simplicity / Complexity refers to the degree to which a new innovation is 
perceived by the users/consumers as easy to understand or use. Consumers not 
having previous computer experience may not appreciate all the advantages that 
IT in banking may have to offer and the adoption of innovations thus may be 
thwarted. 
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Table 1. Diverse IT Adoption Models & Processes (Kamal, 2006) 
DIVERSE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION MODELS 
References Stages / Phases 
Change Model 
(Lewin. 1952) 
Unfreezing Change (or Moving) Refreezing 
Organisational 
Innovation Model 
(Pierce and 
Delbecq 1977) 
Initiation Adoption Implementation 
Four Phase 
Innovation Adoption 
Process 
(Danvawan, 2001) 
Initiation Adoption Implementation Evaluation 
Stages of Innovation 
Adoption 
(Becker and 
Whisler, 1967) 
Stimulus Conception Proposal Adoption Decision 
Awareness 
The Research Model 
(Aganval and 
Prasad 1998) 
Perception Adoption Decision 
-Channel Type t- Personal Innovativeness - t 
Organisation 
Innovation Adoption 
(Frambach and 
Schillewaert, 2002) 
Aw/areness Consideration Intention Adoption 
Decision 
Continuous 
Use 
User 
Acceptance 
Innovation Adoption 
and Implementation 
(Gallivan, 2001) 
Pnmary Authority 
Adoption Decision 
Secondary Adoption and 
Organizational Assimilation 
Organizational Acceptance And 
Consequences 
Innovation Adoption 
(Rogers 1995) 
Knowledge of 
Innovation 
Attitude towards 
Innovation 
Adoption 
Decision 
Implementing 
Innovation Idea 
Confirmation of 
Decision 
IT Adoption Model 
(Dixon 1999) 
Analyzing 
Requirements & 
Assessing 
Capabilities 
Analyzing Fit of 
Technology 
Adoption Decision 
. Accept for 
•r utilization 
Or 
Upgrade 
capabilities 
Rejection 
Technology 
Acceptance Model 
(Davis 1989) 
Investigating 
the extemal 
vanables 
\ ^ 
Perceived usefulness 
Perceived ease of use 
Attitude 
towards 
Technology 
Behavioural 
Intention for 
technology 
acceptance 
Actu 
al 
syst 
em 
Ace 
epte 
d 
and 
in 
use 
J Two Stage Innovation Adoption 
Model 
(Zallman el al 1973) 
Pnmary Adoption I 
A Firm Level Decision for Technology Acceptance 
Secondary Adoption 
Actual Innovation Implementation and 
including Individual Adoption by Users 
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Observability is the extent to which an innovation is visible and communicable to 
users. While automating any bank branch, the simple installation of a PC at a desk 
is more observable. 
Trialability is the ability of users to experiment with a new innovation and 
evaluate its benefits. The extent to which various bank employees are exposed to 
the hardware and software for deploying IT impacts the IT adoption process of the 
innovation. 
Roger's model got further refined with the addition of dimensions of perceived 
risk and product involvement. Product involvement related to how involved the 
users were in associated product categories. Users exposed to ATMs were more 
likely to adopt Internet banking than risk-averse households. It was also postulated 
that perceived innovation attributes appear to be better predictors of adoption 
behaviour than personal characteristics (Lockett and Littler, 1997). 
Another important model of innovation diffusion was proposed by Davis (1989) 
namely, Technology Acceptance Model (henceforth, TAM) that incorporated the 
characteristics of perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness into a model of 
technology acceptance. , 
Perceived usefulness is the extent to which a user has a belief that using a 
particular innovation would improve his or her job. The genesis of this factor has 
roots in Theory of Reasoned Action Model (henceforth, TRA) which postulates 
that perceived usefulness impacts IT usage due to reinforcement values of 
outcomes. The assumption that consumers' behaviour is rational and they collate 
and evaluate all the accessible information systematically is inherent in this 
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theory. It also assumes that people consider the results of their possible actions 
and consequently decide whether to act or not. TRA not only states that it is the 
individual's perceptions and beliefs that affect behaviour but also indicates that 
the social influences may also have a role in influencing behaviour (Ajzen, 1985). 
Other studies by Thompson et al. (1991) -and Robey (1979) also suggest that 
perceived usefulness is positively associated with IT usage. 
Perceived ease of use refers to the degree to which a person believes that using a 
particular system or technology would be effortless. This is considered an 
important determinant of IT usage and a contributor to behaviour pattern of 
individuals (Mathieson, 1991). 
TAM is basically an adaptation of TRA specifically designed to explain computer 
usage behaviour and its main purpose is to provide a framework for the 
measurement of the impact of external factors on internal beliefs, attitudes and 
intentions. TAM and TRA while sharing many aspects differ significantly in two 
areas. 
First, TRA postulates that beliefs and attitudes are contextual in nature and hence 
generalizations are not possible whereas TAM states that perceived ease of use 
and perceived usefulness have an effect on acceptance of all IT systems. 
Second, in TRA all beliefs are summed together whereas in TAM both the beliefs 
are viewed as separate constructs. 
Davis et al. (1989) on their research on improving user acceptance postulated that 
although ease of use is clearly important, the usefulness of the system is even 
more important. While the users may make an extra effort to use a difficult 
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innovation if they believe it will lead to better functionality which is critical and 
important but the same may not hold true for ease of use. No ease of use level is 
sufficient for users to be goaded into trying new innovations if it doesn't lead to 
some useful task. 
After a review of 105 articles in the area of innovation, five more characteristics 
that influenced IT adoption were added which were cost, communicability, 
divisibility, profitability and social approval (Tornatzky and Fleischer, 1990). 
With so much research work going on in the area of innovation diffusion, a need 
was felt for an instrument to measure the variety of perceptions of innovations. 
Moore and Benbasat (1991) developed a comprehensive instrument designed to 
examine the decision to adopt an IT innovation. They also added two other 
constructs: image defined as 'the degree to which use of an innovation is 
perceived to enhance one's image or status in one's social system' and 
voluntariness of use, "the degree to which use of the innovation is perceived as 
being voluntary, or of free will". 
TAM model has been expanded by further research into diffusion of technological 
innovations to include individual differences and attitudes as defined by the TRA 
(Davis et al, 1989; Karahanna et al., 1999; Venkatesh and Morris, 2000). 
Individuals, as suggested by research, may also be motivated to use IT due to 
intrinsic factors such as enjoyment and usefulness or due to external factors such 
as social pressure (Deci, 1975). Research work on diffusion of technological 
innovations has expanded the TAM model to include individual differences 
(Gattiker, 1992; Gefen and Straub, 1997; Taylor and Todd, 1995; Mick and 
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Foumier, 1998) and attitudes as defined by the Theory of Reasoned Action (Davis 
et al., 1989; Karahanna et. al., 1999; Venkatesh and Morris, 2000). The diversity 
of the background of the employees in an organization can increase the number of 
information sources to know about the existence of an innovation (Cohn and 
Turyn, 1984). 
Size of an organization has been found to have a positive correlation with the 
innovation adoption processes in the organization. It may provide the critical mass 
that justifies the adoption of particular innovations. For larger organizations, there 
may be a greater need to adopt some innovations than for smaller ones (Zaltman et 
al., 1973). There are several organization structure variables that have been found 
to have an impact on the innovativeness of an organization. A higher level of 
organizational complexity denoted by the number of specialists in the organization 
and their professionalism may facilitate adoption of an innovation (Hage and 
Aiken, 1970). 
The number of information sources may become larger with greater diversity in 
the background of the members of an organization enabling an organization to 
become aware of an innovation (Cohn and Turyn, 1984). 
Although gender does not seem to have any direct correlation with adoption of 
innovations except for different acceptance rates amongst men and women 
whereas a correlation seems to exist between age and adoption of technologies 
with younger persons more likely to adopt (Zeithmal and Gilly, 1987; Trocchia 
and Janda, 2000). Increases in income and education also tend to be positively 
related to the adoption of an innovation (Labay and Kinnear, 1981). 
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Personal computers introduction diffused more rapidly among organizations that 
had prior exposure to mainframes and minicomputers. The pre-existing 
knowledge base of users and its linkage with the innovation being introduced in 
the organization does seem to have a positive correlation with IT adoption process 
(Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). 
Darmawan (2001) has suggested a comprehensive model on IT diffusion which is 
based on a variety of factors, viz., technological, institutional, personal, social 
and economic, that may influence the outcome of adopting and implementing IT 
in local governments. 
By synthesizing various stages of innovation adoption process proposed by 
previous authors, Daramwan (2001) presented a four phase conceptual model of 
innovation adoption and implementation process consisting of initiation phase, 
adoption phase, implementation phase, and evaluation phase. Possible adopters of 
the technology are organizations, organizational units, organizational sub units, 
and individuals. 
In this study, two levels of adoption are considered. The first level of adoption, 
organizational level adoption, commences when an organization starts realizing 
the need for strategic change and decides to incorporate IT. This level ends with 
the acquisition of technology. The second level of adoption, individual level 
adoption, begins with the acquisition of the technology, and finishes when the 
technology is utilized and operative. 
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2.4.2 IT Adoption and Information Characteristics & its processing 
The quantity, quality and value of the information available has a significant 
influence on the chances that an organization adopts an innovation over time 
(Webster, 1969). The information availability is a function of the level of 
communication of the suppliers of a particular innovation. It also depends on the 
level to which the potential adopters interact with other adopters, advisors and 
consultants. Literature affirms that the communication effort of the innovation 
supplier is more crucial in the knowledge phase of the IT adoption process 
whereas the interaction with third parties is more important during the persuasion 
stage of the adoption process (Rogers, 1962). It is the information processing 
characteristics of the decision makers that has been found to have significant 
impact on them becoming adopters or non adopters of an innovation. The greater 
the willingness a potential adopter displays to receive information on innovations 
and more his/her competence to process the information received, the higher is the 
probability of the innovation being adopted (Gatignon and Robertson, 1989). This 
pertains to the absorption capacity of the potential adopter, which is basically the 
knowledge, and ability of a firm to evaluate and process information to make 
efficient use of the information (Baldwin and Scott, 1987). 
2.4.3 IT Adoption and IT Usage: Their distinctiveness 
Most of the research studies have concentrated on studying the end user beliefs 
and attitudes about innovations after they have been adopted and start getting 
used. Consequently these beliefs are those that are held by users for continued use 
of IT. These may differ from the beliefs that initially led to IT adoption. These 
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differences have been supported by consumer behaviour research (Howard and 
Seth, 1969) and cognitive dissonance theory (Cummings and Venkatesan, 1976). 
These theories indicate that the use of an innovation/product affects and may alter 
one's perceptions, attitudes and needs with respect to that innovation. Hence the 
beliefs and attitudes after the use of a product may not be same as the beliefs that 
were there during the initial adoption phase. The literature on innovation diffusion 
supports these premises by signifying that it may be the sociological variables that 
may be of more importance in mental acceptance of the innovations while 
economic variables may be more crucial in explaining use (Klonglan and Coward, 
1970). It has been corroborated by research studies that social norms may have a 
more marked effect in guiding behaviour when the behaviour is new in relation 
with an innovation. Their influence on behaviour will start waning as users 
become more experienced (Traindis, 1971). 
Similar other studies in the IS implementation literature suggest that while ease of 
use is a significant determinant of use after one hour of use of IT, it has a non 
significant effect on use after 14 weeks of usage (Davis et al., 1989). Additionally 
the impact of social norms on usage was more for inexperienced than for 
experienced users (Thompson et al., 1994). 
Differentiation of diffusion of innovations during the adoption stage and the 
implementation stage has been supported by literature. In this two stage process, 
adoption denotes the degree to which a technology has been introduced into an 
organization, while implementation refers to the degree to which the technology 
has been put to use in the activities and processes of the organization (Rai and 
Patnayakuni, 1996). 
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2.4.4 IT Adoption and Organizational Learning 
The literature on organizational learning and technology diffusion suggests that 
the adoption of new technologies and innovations leads to creation of new 
knowledge (Attewell, 1992). Thought literature emphasizes that the learning is 
central in any innovation adoption process, but this view distinguishes between 
learning about the availability and the benefits of any new technology and the 
learning required to absorb and use an innovation. 
2.4.5 IT Adoption & Uncertainty 
Uncertainty has been found to have a significant impact on the innovation 
adoption process in an organization. The potential adopters could feel uncertain if 
the advantages claimed for an innovation adoption are unrealistic as the extent of 
the advantages of an innovation are not certain before they have been adopted. 
Additionally there is an element of uncertainty regarding the implementation 
efforts required for an innovation in an organization. As it is generally difficult to 
forecast all the efforts that may be required prior to the adoption process of an 
innovation, hence these types of uncertainties regarding an innovation might make 
a potential adopter post-pone the decision either to adopt or reject the innovation 
(Nooteboom, 1989; Gatignon and Robertson, 1985). It is quite likely that despite 
positive expectation from a technology innovation, organizations may still fail to 
invest in or adopt a new technology because of the adoption risks. In such 
situations the technology diffusion will be a function of the share of risks that 
technology vendors are ready to take (Shapiro & Varian, 1998). 
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2.4.6 IT Adoption & Innovation Classifications 
The technology adoption and innovation diffusion is one of the most widely 
researched areas but still there are many aspects of technology adoption that give 
rise to yield inconsistent results (Wolfe, 1994). On of the probable reasons for this 
inconsistency could be the general tendency to'consider all innovation adoptions 
in the same manner. To address this aspect several efforts have been made to 
classify innovations into different categories. Innovations have been categorized 
as administrative and technical (Daft, 1978; Kimberly and Evansiko, 1981; 
Damanpour, 1987), radical and incremental (Dewarand Dutton, 1986; Ettlit etal., 
1984), and initiation and implementation (Zmud, 1982). 
2.4.7 IT Adoption & Organizational Characteristics 
Damanpour (1991) has proposed a set of organizational characteristics that 
influence any organizational innovation adoption process. As per the study the ten 
positive organizational determinants are Specialization, Functional 
Differentiation, Professionalism, Managerial Attitude toward change. Managerial 
Tenure, Technical Knowledge Resources, Administrative Intensity, Slack 
Resources, External Communication, Internal Communication whereas the three 
negative organizational determinants are Formalization, Centralization and 
Vertical Differentiation. 
Another categorization suggested is such that the factors influencing IT adoptions 
are divided into Structural characteristics viz. Size, Sector, Location and Age; 
Organization variables viz. Composition and Training of the Workforce, Labor 
Cost, R&D, Product & Process Innovation, Collaboration with other organizations 
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and Subcontracting activity; Performance variables viz. Export propensity and 
Employment Variation (Giunta and Trivieri, 2004). Research studies also suggest 
that the factors that may result into a successful technology adoption may include 
the numbers of adopters in the organization, the extent of use of the innovation 
and the level of its impact in then organization (Cooper and Zmud, 1990). Some 
other factors that influence the technology adoption process are interaction of 
people, organizational issues and the technology applications within the company 
(Lorenzi and Riley, 1995; Lorenzi et al. 1995). In any innovation implementation 
project, a variety of expertise is needed and the behaviour of managers as well as 
users and how they form opinions about the innovations become critical for 
success for any innovation adoption (Chiasson and Lovato, 2001; Png et al., 
2001). 
2.4.8 Limitations of the IT Adoption theoretical Models 
Classical innovation attributes alone are not perceived to be strong predictors of 
organizational technology adoptions (Fichman, 1992). Additional factors are 
needed to be identified and considered. Zmud (1982) summarized that prior 
research failed to consider that innovation attributes get perceived differently 
depending on organizational context. 
It was apparent that there were there were more variables than innovation 
attributes alone that may explain the adoption process in organizations better. 
Several additional contexts have already been identified. Organizational and task 
considerations have been found to be important for information technology 
implementation (Cooper and Zmud, 1990). Another study found out the 
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importance of individual, organizational and contextual variables for innovation 
adoption (Kimberley and Evansiko, 1981). Tomatzky and Fleischer (1990) 
examined the innovation adoption processes in various organizations and 
proposed a fairly comprehensive framework that essentially suggests that a 
technology adoption decision of an organization can be jointly explained by the 
organizational, technological, and environmental contexts. 
Technological context refers to the technology that is planned to be introduced or 
is under consideration and also the benefits expected from its use by the target 
users. Organizational context refers to the framework of internal conditions that 
lead to the organizational readiness to adopt a technology. Lastly, the 
environmental context refers to the external world or environment in which an 
organization operates and exists. 
2.4.3 IT Adoption in Banks 
In the markets like US, which adopted most of the technologies and particularly e-
banking technologies earlier, various lessons become evident and need to be 
properly understood for possible applications in emerging markets like India. In e-
banking technologies arena, some e-banking technologies have grown fast in the 
US market while others have not had a similar growth and have been adopted 
more slowly (Kolodinsky et al., 2004). 
It is considered to be prudent to recognize the factors that impact the acceptance 
of new product introductions so that banks can provide an appropriate 
environment and deploy suitable strategies that will lead to broad-basing the users 
and customers. Research has shown that while banks were ready and willing to 
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adopt new e-banking technologies, the customers needed reassurance that their 
problems will be resolved and transactions will remain personal and secrecy 
maintained (Goldfarb, 2001). It has been shown that nearly one third of consumers 
who had signed up for e banking had stopped using it due to unsatisfactory 
customer service or complexities in using the service (American Banker, 2000). 
It has been found that in less developed countries many IT systems and 
investments are under utilized and hence may not be having a role in enhancing 
the performance of organizations (Foster and Cornford, 1992; Odedra et al., 
1993). 
Considerable work has been done in understanding the motivating factors that 
influence the acceptance of IT but most of the empirical data is based on studies 
conducted in USA (Hassan, 1990; Igbaria, 1993). As national culture influences 
IT utilization, generalizing findings of US based studies to different countries may 
lack validity (Deans et al., 1991) as the technology has been described as a 
culturally embedded, value laden activity implying that technology use has a 
strong cultural component (Nelson and Clark, 1994). Palvia and Sarawat (1992) 
too have highlighted the importance of country specific factors such as culture in 
determining the effectiveness of information systems. 
US as a country is characterized by high individualism and low uncertainty 
avoidance suggesting that developed countries are dominated by individuals with 
doing oriented cultures (Maznevski and DiStefano, 1995), whereas developing 
countries would have a culture characterized by low individualism and moderate 
to high uncertainty avoidance. Thus the response of individuals in developing 
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countries would be a shade different than that of developed world due to the 
various factors impacting any innovation adoption process. 
Another cultural dimension quite distinct from Hofstede's dimensions of culture is 
the abstractive versus associative character of culture which also influences IT 
adoption processes. This dimension evaluates patterns of thinking and perceptions 
that affect various aspects of user behaviour. 
In abstractive cultures people think and behave in a linear fashion based on a 
rational cause and effect paradigm to create perceptions as prevalent in US and 
Europe etc. In associative cultures there is generally a diffusion of perceptions and 
behaviour and associations are formed among events that may not have or appear 
to have any logical basis. One can find it typically in Africa, Asia and Middle East 
(Kedia and Bhagat, 1991). 
2.5 Overview of Indian Banking Industry 
2.5.1 Introduction 
To get an overview of Indian Banking industry, its various challenges and 
consequent appropriate strategies and responses that are getting generated, it is 
important to trace its evolution historically that have shaped up this industry. Its 
interaction with external factors, like societal requirements, governmental 
objectives, globalisation aspects, competitive intensity and etc.; and internal 
factors like evolving human resource competencies, changing strategic directions, 
reforming marketing mix have been extensively reviewed. This helps in getting an 
understanding of the interaction of these factors with the banking industry's IT 
adoption strategies. 
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Investorwords, a webportai, defines the word bank as an organization, usually a 
corporation, chartered by a state or federal government which does most or all of 
the following: receives demand deposits and time deposits, honours instrument 
drawn on them, pays interest on them; discounts notes, makes loans, and invests in 
securities; collects cheques, drafts and notes; certifies depositors cheques; issues 
drafts and cashier cheques. 
Indian Banking Regulation Act, 1949, Section 5(b), has defined the banking 
company as any company which transacts business of banking in India and the 
banking function has been defined as the accepting of deposit of money from the 
public for the purpose of lending or investment, which are repayable on demand 
or otherwise and are withdraw able by cheque, draft, order or otherwise. Section 6 
of Banking Regulations Act, 1949 elaborately specifies the other forms of 
business that a banking company may carry in addition to banking as defined in 
Section 5 (Ghosh & Bagheri, 2006). 
Investorglossary, a webportai, defines a commercial bank as a type of financial 
intermediary and a type of bank that raises funds by collecting deposits from 
businesses and consumers via checkable deposits, savings deposits and time 
deposits. It provides loans to businesses and consumers and also buys corporate 
bonds and government bonds. Its primary liabilities are deposits and primary 
assets are loans and bonds. As this is what people normally call a bank the term 
commercial was used to distinguish it from an investment bank or a development 
bank. 
Some major activities that are generally performed by banks are listed below: 
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Creation of money by way of deposit liabilities that are generally accepted 
as a means of payment, 
Managing the payment systems not only through cheques but also through 
various other instruments like credit cards, debit cards, ATMs etc., 
Creation of indirect financial securities by acting as financial 
intermediaries between the final lender and final borrower. 
Acting as information agents owing to an asymmetric supply of 
information due to borrowers choosing not to make relevant information 
publicly available, 
Acting as investors for depositors, 
Dealing in foreign currencies 
These include in a nutshell 
Issuing Demand Drafts & Traveler's Cheques 
Collection of Cheques, Bills of exchange 
Discounting and purchase of Bills 
Safe Deposit Lockers 
Issuing Letters of Credit & Letters of Guarantee 
Sales and Purchase of Foreign Exchange 
Custodial Services 
Investment Services 
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Doing all such other things as are incidental or conducive to the promotion 
or advancement of the business of the company 
Any other form of business which the Central Government may, by 
notification in the official Gazette, specify as a form of business in which 
it is lawful for a banking company to engage. 
The beginning of current form of banking can be traced to the entity Banco di 
Rialto which was founded in Venice in 1587. 'Banco di Rialto' accepted demand 
deposits and permitted depositors to transfer their credits by checks. What it was 
not allowed to do was provide loans or pay interest on deposits. As its expenses 
were paid by the city hence its services were free (Fratianni and Spinelli, 2005). 
Banking in India can trace its roots right up to the Vedic period. The transition 
from money lending to banking is believed to have happened before the time of 
Manu the Rishi. A special section on the subject of deposits and pledges can be 
found in one of the old law books of ancient India called Manusmriti (Tannan et 
a/., 2001). 
It was in 1926 that the Hilton Young Commission recommended the 
establishment of a separate central bank in the country. A bill to this effect was 
introduced in 1933 that led to the establishment of Reserve Bank of India 
(henceforth, RBI) in April, 1935 as the central bank of the country (Chugh, 2005). 
2.5.2 Phases of Reforms in Indian Banking Industry 
While tracing the history and evolution of the Indian banking system, three 
distinct phases can be identified (Kannan, 2005). These are 
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Phase I: Early phase from 1786 to 1954 
Phase II: The nationalization of banks and up to 1991 prior to beginning of 
banking sector reforms 
Phase III: New phase of Indian banking with the start of Financial and Banking 
Sector reforms post 1991. 
Phase I was the traditional or conservative phase and was characterized by slow 
growth and periodic failures of banks. In the period 1913 to 1948, as many as 
1100 banks failed causing justifiable concern amongst all stakeholders. 
Government of India reacted by enacting The Banking Companies Act, 1949. The 
title of this Act was changed as "Banking Regulation Act, 1949" as per amending 
Act of 1965 and this act was the first regulatory step taken by the Government of 
India to streamline the functioning and activities of the commercial banks in India. 
Extensive powers were given to RBI as the central banking authority for effective 
supervision of banks. 
In the Phase II, Government of India launched its process of nationalization in 
1955 and nationalized Imperial Bank of India to form State Bank of India 
(henceforth, SBl). The declared objective of nationalization was extension of 
banking facilities on a large scale, more particularly in the rural and semi-urban 
areas, and for diverse other public purposes. 
SBI's stated role was to act as the principal agent of the RBI and handle banking 
transactions of the Union and State Governments throughout India. SBI was 
required to fulfil the social objectives of the Government of India by opening the 
targeted number of branches within 5 years in the areas where bank branches did 
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not exist. These branches which would be non remunerative were to be 
subsidized by the Government of India (Chandavarlcar, 1959). 
In 1960 additional seven banlcs were nationalized which became the subsidiaries 
of SBI. This action brought one third of the banking segment under the 
Government of India's control. The nationalization process continued further with 
Government of India nationalizing 14 major commercial banks in 1969 and seven 
more banks in 1980 thus bringing SOpercent of the banking segment under 
Government's control (Sathye, 2005). 
On one hand this process did pay rich dividends due to development of a 
widespread network of the banking structure in the country but on the other hand 
the nationalized banks in their enthusiasm for development banking concentrated 
exclusively on branch opening, deposit accretion and social banking while 
neglecting prudential norms like profitability criteria, risk management and 
building adequate capital (Burgess et ah, 2005; Burgess and Pande, 2005; Kochar, 
2005). 
In the V^ Phase the reforms started with a focus on NPAs and the objective 
became to introduce elements of market incentive as a dominant factor gradually 
replacing the administratively coordinated actions for development and these 
necessitated changes in monetary policy, regulatory environment, structural 
transformations and the character of the self-regulatory organizations (Biswas and 
Deb, 2004). 
This environment promoted competition by permitting entry of private sector 
banks and liberal licensing of more branches by foreign banks in addition to entry 
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of new foreign banks. The regulation and supervision norms followed the 
international best practices. The reforms process continued and in 1999, a range of 
measures were announced to strengthen the banking segment as per the 
recommendations of the second Narasimham Committee, the mid-term review of 
the Monetary and Credit Policy of October 1999. Competition was deployed as a 
policy tool in banking sector reforms to increase efficiency and productivity. The 
foreign banks entry was liberalized and guidelines were issued for establishing 
new banks in private sector which led to twelve new private banks coming up 
since 1993. The reforms were also directed at legal and institutional side of 
banking (Kirkpatrick and Arun, 2003). 
Punvar (2003) summarized some of the major reform initiatives in the last decade 
that changed the face of the Indian banking and financial sector as under: 
Interest rate deregulation 
-e'-
Adoption of prudential norms in terms of capital adequacy, asset 
classification, income recognition, provisioning, exposure limits, 
investment fluctuation reserve 
Reduction in preemptions, lowering of reserve requirements (SLR & 
CRR), thus releasing more lendable resources which banks can deploy 
profitably. 
Reduction of Government equity in banks and allowing strong banks to 
access the capital market for raising additional capital 
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Greater operational freedom in opening and swapping of branches and 
greater flexibility in recruitment for banks with a track record of 
profitability 
Allowing new private sector banks entry and foreign banks to expand 
operations including through subsidiaries 
New areas opened up for banking viz. insurance, credit cards, 
infrastructure financing, leasing, gold banking, besides investment 
banking, asset management, factoring etc. 
Introduction of new instruments for greater flexibility and better risk 
management e.g. interest rate swaps, forward rate contracts, forward cover 
to hedge inflows under foreign direct investment, liquidity adjustment 
facility for meeting day to day liquidity mismatch 
Setting up of several new institutions viz. National Securities Depositories 
Ltd., Central Depositories Services Ltd., Clearing Corporation of India 
Ltd., Credit Information Bureau India Ltd. 
Liberalization of limits for investment in overseas markets by banks 
Introduction of Universal Banking by permitting them to diversify into 
long-term finance 
Strengthening of technology infrastructure for payments and settlement 
system in the country with electronic funds transfer, centralized funds 
management system, structured financial messaging solution, negotiated 
dealing system, and movement towards real time gross settlement 
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Adoption of global standards and practices 
Issuance of guidelines for risk management systems in banks 
Increase in limit for foreign direct investment in private banks 
Launching of wide ranging reforms in the area of capital markets 
The introduction of new technology in the banking sector is also changing the 
skill requirements in banking. A study conducted by Organization for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD) compared the old competencies with the 
emerging new competencies in a study on the impact of technology on human 
resources employed in banking and insurance companies in France, Japan, 
Germany, Sweden and United States of America. In this study authors compared 
the old competencies with the emerging new competencies and the findings were 
as follows (Mankidy, 2000): 
These resultant new skills would need not only new knowledge but also 
behavioural adjustments in the existing human resources. And it is because of this 
that training will become an important intervention tool in the industry to be 
integrated in any strategic direction that the top management may envision. 
Old Competencies New Competencies 
• Ability to operate in well • Ability to operate in ill defined 
defined and stable environment and ever changing environment 
• Capacity to deal with repetitive • Capability to deal with routine 
straight -forward and concrete and abstract work process 
work process 
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Ability to operate in a 
supervised worlc environment 
Isolated work 
Ability to operate within narrow 
geographical and time horizons 
Broad unspecified knowledge 
Procedural competencies 
• Ability to handle decisions and 
responsibilities 
• Group work, Interactive work 
• System wide understanding, 
ability to operate within 
expanding geographical and 
time horizons 
• Specialized knowledge 
• Customer assistance oriented 
competencies 
Another activity which is being viewed as a strategic option by banks to mobilize 
sufficient capital for backing assets as well as invest in technology is the merger 
option. 
Over the last few years some of the mergers that have been happened are as 
follows (Gupta and Kundu, 2005): 
Laxmi Commercial Bank 
Miraj State Bank 
Hindustan Commercial 
Traders Bank 
United Industrial Bank 
BankofTamilnadu 
BankofThanjavur 
Parur Central Bank 
Purbachal bank 
New Bank of India 
Bank of Karad 
Kashinath Seth Bank 
Bari Doab Bank 
Punjab Cooperative Bank 
Bareilly Corporation Bank 
Sikkim Bank 
with 
with 
with 
with 
with 
with 
with 
with 
with 
with 
with 
with 
with 
with 
with 
with 
Canara Bank 
State Bank of India 
Union Bank of India 
Punjab National Bank 
Allahabad Bank 
Indian Overseas Bank 
Indian Bank, 
Bank of India 
Central Bank of India 
Punjab National Bank 
Bank of India 
State Bank of India 
Oriental Bank of Commerce 
Oriental Bank of Commerce 
BankofBaroda 
Union Bank of India 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
1985 
1985 
1986 
1988 
1990 
1990 
1990 
1990 
1991 
1994 
1994 
1996 
1997 
1997 
1999 
1999 
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Times Bank with HDFCBank in 2000 
BankofMathura with ICICI Bank in 2001 
The effectiveness of this strategy will become more apparent as the strengths and 
weaknesses of this strategic option in Indian context become visible with time. 
2.5.3 Beginning of IT in Indian Banking Industry 
When State Bank of India came into being, it was given a mandate of a massive 
branch expansion program particularly in rural areas. This resulted into an 
explosion in the volumes of transactions. The inter-branch reconciliation became a 
serious management problem that defied manual handling. 
At this juncture the step was taken to introduce mechanization in banking 
processes by installing ICL 40 column punched card equipment in the late 50s in 
the Calcutta branch of SBI. It did not prove to be enough as it could not keep pace 
with the branch expansion, hence the bank decided to go in for its first computer, 
an IBM 1401, supported by a battery of about one hundred 80-column punched 
card machines for data input. This led to a revamping of reconciliation of 
transactions. Other leading banks too started following suit. As the business grew, 
the volume of transactions started putting tremendous pressure on customer 
handling leading to rise of customer dissatisfaction. Although the trade unionism 
remained active but still it started becoming apparent that unless computerization 
of customer accounts and other banking services like remittances etc. was 
achieved, the situation will only worsen further (Ramani and Gupta, 2001; Rishi 
and Saxena, 2004). 
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2.5.4 Rangarajan Committees for Computerization 
At this juncture, in the early 80s, RBI got into the act and set up two committees 
in quick succession to hasten the process of automation of banking operations. A 
high level committee was formed under the chairmanship of Dr. C Rangarajan, 
then Governor of the Reserve Bank of India, with a mandate to draw up a phased 
plan for computerization and mechanization in the banking industry over a five 
year time frame of 1985-89. The focus was on improving customer service and 
consequently two branch automation models were developed and implemented. 
• Front office mechanization where front desk operations were 
computerized while back office work was done manually. 
• Back office automation covering mechanization of General Ledger and 
back office operations while the front office work was done manually. 
Both the models were meant to make available to the customers an error free 
accounting and a regular statement of accounts. Despite these being the right 
strategies at that time, their implementation was very slow and also faced a stiff 
resistance from employee unions. Keeping in mind this experience, second 
Rangarajan committee was constituted in 1988, which drew up a detailed plan for 
computerization in banks and for extension of automation to other areas like funds 
transfer, electronic mail, BANKNET, SWIFT, ATMs etc. 
The committee recommended the following road map for computerization over 
the next five years: 
• Around 2000 to 2500 large branches located at high activity centers to 
be fully computerized. 
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• Regional offices/ Zonal offices / Head offices to be computerized 
• Inter and intra bank transactions to use the BANKNET set up by the 
RBI. 
• Installation of a network of cash dispensers/ ATMs at strategic 
locations such as airports/ railway stations etc. on a shared basis by 
banks. 
The committee also made studied recommendations on the Single Window 
Concept', all bank credit cards, credit clearing, office automation etc. 
(banknetindia.com) 
2.5.5 Narasimham Committees on banking reforms 
Sarkar (1999) opines that it was Narasimham Committee established in 1991 that 
had led the financial sector reforms liberalizing the Indian banking industry and 
opened it to competition from within and outside. It not only held unions 
responsible for their resistance to technology adoption but also alleged that that 
bank managers resisted the implementation of technology in the initial stages 
because of the lack of flexibility in restructuring employment in the face of 
automation. Eventually Narasimham Committee submitted two reports, in 1992 
and 1998 that laid significant thrust on enhancing the efficiency and viability of 
the banking sector. 
2.5.6 Role of Trade unions 
Role of trade unions also played an important role in the evolution of IT in banks. 
There was a strong resistance from them to the technology adoption in bank 
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branches as they feared job losses due to this process. The situation changed in the 
1990s when the liberalization measures introduced in the banking industry 
brought in competition in the form of new private banks and new foreign banks. 
Bank unions were put under tremendous pressure to permit the adoption 
technology within banks. 
Some salient features of the various union agreements are enumerated below to 
get a perspective on evolution of their role and influence on implementation of IT 
in Indian banking: 
Union Agreement 1983 
Accounting machine electric/electronic, other than computers may be utilized in 
banks for purposes like current account, savings bank account, G/L, CC and loan 
and salary and payroll. 
No accounting machines to be placed at rural branches and no electronic machines 
with memory to be installed at semi-urban centers except for limited MIS and G/L 
accounts. 
Computers including mini computers could be utilized for limited purposes in 
Area I centers clearing operation, reconciliation, foreign exchange transaction, 
investments, MIS, personnel inventory, PF and pension, merchant banking, salary 
and payroll. 
Banks could use not more than one large computer installed at one center in each 
bank and the capacity of such computer should not exceed what the Reserve Bank 
of India is using from time to time. 
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Maintenance of existing staff strength and inflow would have to be commensurate 
with the expansion in banking industry. 
Union Agreement 1987 
Number of ALPMs i.e. Advanced Ledger Posting Machines up-to September 7, 
1987 shbuld be only 3500. 
Maximum memory of an ALPM not to exceed 256 KB. 
ALPMs must not be installed at semi-urban and rural centers. 
Per machine voucher load 400 (for CA, OD, CC/ other loan accounts). 
Not more than 2200 savings bank accounts to be taken on one machine. 
ALPM to remain standalone machine dedicated to only one function 
Linkages (networking) of two or more machines in the same department or 
outside would not be permissible. 
Union Agreement 1988 
Banks were allowed by unions to take up one branch in metropolitan centers for 
total branch computerization project on an experimental basis. These agreements 
paved the way for the introduction of ALPM for back-office automation. 
An ALPM which was a single user PC with software for savings, cash, credit/ 
overdraft, current accounts was focused more for back-office housekeeping than 
front office customer service 
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Union Agreement 1993 
It was in October 1993, that a historic agreement was signed between the Indian 
banks' association and baniv unions which marked a major turning point in the IT 
journey of the banks. It permitted computerization without any restrictions and 
provided for computerization of all branches having an average voucher load of 
more than 750 in urban and metropolitan areas. 
All restrictions were removed on the type of hardware, capacity, number of 
machines etc. Banks were free to use communication facilities including PSDN, 
satellite etc. The agreement also allowed introduction of single window concept in 
branches. This agreement laid the ground for IT to start emerging as a strategic 
component for the bank managements to consider seriously (Rishi and Saxena, 
2004). 
2.5.7 IT Act 2000 
IT Act 2000 became another enabier for the IT adoption in the organizations. It 
provides legal framework for the use and misuse of IT. IT Act 2000 as an act 
affords legal recognition for the transactions that are carried out by data 
interchange and other methods available in electronic commerce. It encompasses 
the use of various alternatives to paper based methods of communication and 
storage of information and facilitates electronic filing of documents with the 
Government agencies (Duggal, 2000). 
It has accorded legal sanctity to information technology based transactions by 
amending the Indian Penal Code, the Indian Evidence Act 1872, the Bankers' 
Books Evidence Act, 1891 and the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 and 
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addressed some of the longstanding issues of the banking industry. The Act has 
provided solutions to issues of data protection, computer misuse, admissibility of 
electronic record as evidence, electronic record keeping and digital signatures. 
What is still left out of the ambit of this Act is treating electronic funds transfer on 
par with crossed cheques/drafts for purposes of income tax, clarification on 
payment finality in case of Electronic funds transfers and the rights and 
obligations of parties involved in Electronic Funds Transfer (Vartak, 2004). 
2.5.8 Three Waves of IT in Indian Banking 
Patrick (2005) described the journey of IT in Indian banking industry can in terms 
of three waves of changes. The first wave in banking technology started with the 
installation and use of Advanced Ledger Posting Machines (ALPMs) in the 1980s. 
RBI's advisory was to go in for massive computerizafion at the branch level. As 
recommended by Dr. Rangarajan Committee banks could go for either for 
automation of front office or back office. Most of the banks opted for automaton 
of the front office using ALPMs in the first phase. 
In the second wave the concept of Total Branch Automation (TBA) came into 
being which required automation of both front office as well as back office of the 
branch with its own database. 
It was the advent of the third wave, which started when private sector banks 
entered the Indian banking industry with a single centralized database thus 
launching the concept of core banking solutions. 
Launch of Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs) empowered the customer to handle 
their own interactions. The new buzzwords include internet banking and mobile 
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banking with core focus being servicing a lager number of customers at a lower 
cost than traditional channels apart from providing the customer flexibility of 
choices. 
2.5.9 RBI's Role for IT in Indian Banking Industry 
The RBI's role in promotion of IT initiatives in Indian banking industry deserve 
special mention. As part of the restructuring of the banking sector, special 
emphasis was been accorded to improvements in payment and settlement systems. 
Prominent among the measures initiated in these areas include introduction of 
Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT), Real Time Gross Settlement System (RTGS), 
Centralized Funds Management System (CFMS) and the Structured Financial 
Messaging Solution (SFMS). The SFMS would be the backbone for all message-
based communication over the Indian Financial Network (INFINET). 
The text in the RBI's report dealing with Technology in banking dealing with the 
technology initiatives of RBI that made a significant contribution to the 
introduction of IT in Indian banking industry has been reproduced as under 
(Kannan 2005): 
Payment and Settlement Systems 
As part of the restructuring of the banking sector, special emphasis has 
been accorded to improvements in payment and settlement systems. 
Prominent among the measures initiated in these areas include introduction 
of Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT), Real Time Gross Settlement System 
(RTGS), Centralized Funds Management System (CFMS) and the 
Structured Financial Messaging Solution (SFMS). The SFMS would be the 
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backbone for all message-based communication over the Indian Financial 
Network (INFINET). 
Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) 
The EFT scheme enables transfer of funds within and across cities and 
between branches of a bank and across banks. The scheme, which is 
operated by the reserve bank, is available for funds transfer across thirteen 
major cities in the country as on September 30, 2001. The facility is being 
extended to more cities. The scheme was originally intended for small 
value transactions. However, with effect from October 1, 2001, even large 
value transactions as high as Rs. 2 crores have been permitted. 
Real Time Gross Settlement System (RTGS) 
The work on operationalization included the fmalization of the design for 
RTGS system, issue of tender for development of the software, evaluation 
of the technical components of the bids received, site visits and evaluation 
of various commercial proposals. This system is under development and 
implementation. 
Centralized Funds Management System (CFMS) 
The CFMS would enable the funds and treasury managers of commercial 
banks to obtain the consolidated account-wise, center wise position of their 
balances with all the 17 Deposit Accounts Departments of the Reserve 
Bank, The system has been tested prior to installation and phase-wise 
implementation commenced from November 2001. The CFMs would 
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enable better funds management by constituent current account holders of 
the Reserve Bank. 
Structured Financial Messaging Solution 
At the base of all inter-bank message transfers using the INFINET is the 
SFMS. SFMS would serve as a safe, secure communication carrier built 
with templates for transmission of intra and inter bank messages in fixed 
message formats, which would facilitate "Straight through Processing". 
SFMS comprises of the central server in the form of a hub located at the 
Institute for Development and Research in Banking Technology (IDRBT), 
Hyderabad and individual bank gateways to which the branches of the 
banks would be connected with a provision for banks to have multiple 
bank level gateways. The SFMS would provide for all inter-bank 
transactions to be stored and switched at the central hub, while inter-bank 
messages will be switched and stored by the bank gateway. Adequate 
security in the form of smart card authentication apart from the Public Key 
Infrastructure (PKI) would be an integral part of the SFMS. All these 
would result in the security levels matching those of international 
standards. 
Imaging of Instruments 
A process of capturing the images of the instruments as they are being 
processed was introduced at the four metropolitan "National Clearing Cells 
managed by the Reserve Bank. Imaging facilitates in quicker balancing 
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during the cheque processing cycle and also in reducing clearing 
reconciliation differences. 
Electronic Clearing Services 
Emphasis on widespread usage of Electronic Clearing Service is being 
prescribed by the Reserve Bank to encourage non-paper based funds 
movement. The prime thrust areas forming part of this vital activity 
include the extension of ECS to more centers, inclusion of more customers 
under the ambit of the scheme and provision of a centralized facility for 
affording payments. 
Indian Financial Network (INFINET) 
It started as a closed user group communication network for the banking 
sector in India, the members being the public sector banks. During the year 
2000-2001, the membership was opened up for other banks and financial 
institutions that need to communicate with one another. 
RBI also passed an order that all urban and metro branches of public sector 
banks must be computerized before 1.1.2001 
Cheque Clearing 
Magnetic Ink Character Recognition (MICR) based cheque clearing 
accounts for about 65 percent of the values of cheques processed in the 
country. In addition, magnetic media based clearing systems account for 
about 10 per cent of the remaining value while claim-based processes 
cover the rest of clearing. It may be pertinent to note that growth in cheque 
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volumes has decelerated to 10 percent in 2000-01 from 12 percent during 
the previous year. This is reflective of the general tend the world over, 
indicating the migration towards electronic funds transfer mechanisms. 
Apart from these initiatives, on the recommendations of Committee on Financial 
Sector Reforms (also known as second Narsimham committee) a committee on 
Technology up-gradation was set up by the RBI for the Banking sector in 1994. 
This committee looked into the following issues: 
• Encryption of Public Switching Telephone Network (PSTN) lines 
• Admission of electronic files as evidence 
• Record Keeping 
• Modalities for a satellite based WAN for banks and financial institutions 
with the necessary security systems by banks and other financial 
institutions, to ultimately develop a sound and an efficient payments 
system. 
• Methods by which technological up-gradation in banks and financial 
institutions could be effected and in the context study the feasibility of 
establishment of standards, designing payment system backbone and 
standards relating to security levels, messages and smart cards. 
This committee also realized the urgency of setting up training centers and 
colleges for upgrading the technical skills of the banking manpower. Banks and 
financial institutions worked on this area and established technology based 
training centers and colleges. 
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However what was missing was an apex level institute that could act like a Think-
tank and brain trust for banking technology. As recommended by the committee, 
IDRBT was established by RBI in 1996 as an autonomous centre for Development 
and Research in Banking Technology at Hyderabad. 
2.5.10 Banidng Software and other IT Aspects 
The Software packages for banking applications in India had their beginning in 
the middle of 80s when the banks, spurred on by RBI and the Rangarajan 
Committee report, started computerizing the branches in a limited manner. The 
approach was to empanel a few hardware vendors who will also develop the 
software as per the bank's specifications and help to install these at the branches. 
These packages were written usually in Foxpro or C and predominantly were DOS 
based. 
The early 90s saw banks going in for TBA or Total Branch Automation packages. 
Architecturally some were centralized solutions with a powerful central server 
maintaining the database and with multiple terminals while others went in for 
distributed processing with multiple PCs linked to a LAN. The platforms used, 
ranged from simple UNIX C to powerful RDBMSs 
(www.banknetindia.com/speciai/itbl.iittn). 
Various products in Total Branch Automation (TBA) category are Bancs-2000 
from Infosys, EasyBank from MegaSoft Information Systems, ISBS from TCS, 
Laser Twig from Laser Soft Info Systems, Brains 2000 from CMC, BankSoft 
from Processware Technologies, e-BankPro from ProtechSoft, Pentabank from 
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Pentsoft Technologies, BankFlow from Datanet Systems, MIBAS & BIBAS from 
Nelito, Robust from Rolta India, Psitbm from PSI Data Systems etc. 
TBA as a product category as well as its implementation has reached a level of 
maturity in leading Indian banks which are already in the process of migration to 
core banking solutions that appear to provide solutions to meet better the customer 
demands at lower price per customer hence also providing the ability to combat 
the competitive intensity. 
A typical TBA solution is modular in structure and generally has modules for: 
Demand liabilities like savings, current, flex deposits 
Time liabilities like term deposits 
Fund based advances like cash credit, overdraft, loans, bills discounting 
Non-Fund based advances like bank guarantees, letters of credit; 
Customer Services like Cheque book issue, lockers, pensions 
Remittances like demand drafts, pay orders, mail transfers, telegraphic 
transfers 
Online Transaction processing for cash, transfer and clearing 
Signature & photograph maintenance and retrieval 
Non Performing Assets, 
Shares accounting 
Branch general ledger accounting 
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Most TBA solutions on the offer would have a mix of these modules with their 
names varying but basically performing similar functions as the needs of the 
branches that they serve are similar. 
With the advent of core banking solutions that appear more customer friendly and 
which convert a customer from a branch customer to bank customer even these 
Total Branch Automation Solutions have got add-on modules like Any branch 
banking, Forex, Extension Counter, Service branch. Relationship banking etc. 
(Rishi and Saxena, 2004). 
The factors that are driving banks to move to core banking from various stages of 
TBA implementations constitute rising customer expectations, competitive 
intensity, regulatory requirements, operational efficiency, Basel II preparations, a 
better security environment, real time delivery channel transactions and global 
trend towards centralized banking. The core banking generally involves 
centralized processing with IT applications & data residing at central data centre 
to which branches & administrative offices are connected. 
2.5.11 Basel Capital Accord: Implications for Information technology 
'First Basel Capital Accord' which is the current system used for evaluating 
capital adequacy, was implemented in 1988 by the Basel Committee on Banking 
Supervision. 
This accord termed as Basel I set the minimum regulatory capital for banks at 
Spercent of the risk weighted value of their assets. More than 100 countries have 
adopted these guidelines. Basel 1 guidelines were found to be too simplistic to 
address the needs of the banking system in this changing environment of new 
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innovations, increasing globalisation and competitive intensity. The Basel 
Committee has been developing a new accord, Basel II to address the 
shortcomings of the current accord and to reflect the new developments in the 
assessment and management of risk. It rests on three mutually reinforcing pillars, 
minimum capital requirements, supervisory review and market discipline 
(Griffith-Jones and Spratt, 2002). 
One of the requirements of Basel II which is directly related to IT is to build up 10 
years data of all the customers and that includes all retail as well as corporate 
clients. To meet these objectives that include data collection, computation of the 
audit trail and reporting between the various departments and across various levels 
within banks, technology becomes essential. Data Collection, networking and risk 
management are the key areas where banks will need to implement technology in 
their efforts to achieve standardization (Saidenberg and Schuermann, 2003). 
2.5.12 e-Security 
Banks are in the process of increasing connectivity between their IT systems of 
inter city branches as well as setting up WANs in addition to connecting this 
infrastructure to the Internet for customers. This is resulting in increase of a wide 
variety of threats and vulnerabilities. 
The threats include websites getting defaced, denial of service attacks, theft of 
credit card, information, a wide array of viruses and worms that threaten the 
information system resources thus making network security a major issue to be 
tackled. This has necessitated an institutional review mechanism for policies. 
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practices, measures and procedures to review e-security and evaluate their 
efficacy (Mohan 2004). 
The Reserve Bank of India constituted a 'Working Group for Information System 
Security for the Banking and Financial Sector' in 2001. The Group's 
recommendations have been the basis for the Information Systems Audit Policy 
for many banks and other financial entities. 
2.5.13 Current Industry Structure 
Generally, the banks in India are at one or mix of the various levels of automation 
as depicted in the Figure 1. 
All the banks are at one of these levels of automation 
Manual Process Spreadsheet 
EPM Solutions Enterprise 
solutions for 
CRM. HRM. 
Total Branch 
Automation 
•< f 
Connectivity 
between branches 
"  r 
Core Banking 
Figure 1. Various Stages of Automation in Indian Banks 
The banking system consists of three tiers. These tiers consist of the scheduled 
commercial banks, the regional rural banks which operate in rural areas not 
covered by the scheduled banks and the cooperative and special purpose rural 
banks (Kannan, 2005). 
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The commercial banking structure in India can be broadly classified into two 
major categories viz., Non-Scheduled banks and Scheduled banks. Scheduled 
banks comprise of commercial banks and the cooperative banks. Scheduled 
commercial banks constitute those banks that have been included in the Second 
Schedule of Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934. RBI in turn includes only those 
banks in this schedule that satisfy the criteria laid down vide section 42(60) of the 
Act. This status subjects the banks to certain conditions and obligations towards 
the reserve regulations of RBI. 
The scheduled banking structure in India as on March 2003 as enumerated by 
Indian Banks Association is as follows and is depicted in Figure 2 and Table 2. 
The Scheduled Banks in India can be divided into two categories 
Scheduled Commercial Banks 
Scheduled Co-operative Banks 
Scheduled Commercial Banks are further subdivided into: 
1. Public Sector Banks 
lA. Nationalized Banks 
IB. SBI & its Subsidiaries 
2. Private Sector Banks 
2A. Old Private Sector Banks 
2B. New Private Sector Banks 
3. Foreign Banks 
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4. Regional Rural Banks 
Thus under scheduled commercial banks there are 6 distinct categories of banks. 
Similarly Scheduled Co-operative Banks are divided into 2 categories. 
1. Scheduled Urban Co-operative Banks 
2. Scheduled State Co-operative Banks 
The non-scheduled banks are not governed under either strict rules or supervision 
and neither relevant data is available for them. Similarly cooperative Banks in 
India do not have the relevant data that can be vouched upon and there are a lot of 
issues allegedly on their governance. 
Hence for this study the focus has been on scheduled commercial banks sans 
regional rural banks. Regional rural banks comprise of less than 2 percent of total 
country's loans and advances. The major share in loans and advances is cornered 
by Public Sector Banks and amongst them the leader with around 25percent 
market share is State Bank of India and its subsidiaries. 
2.6 Implications for this Study 
There is a plethora of reports and studies with findings that many technologies 
that are adopted by organizations are either not implemented or implemented 
partially even over long periods of time. This assimilation gap between adoption 
and implementation is particularly true in case of technologies with high 
implementation complexity (Fichman and Kemerer, 1997, Agarwal et ai, 1997). 
However for the purpose of this study information technology adoption is 
considered in the context of Zaltman et al. (1973) as a two step process. 
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Scheduled Banking in India 
Scheduled Commercial Banks Scheduled Co-operative Banks 
Public Sector 
State Banks [27] 
Private Sector 
Banks [30] 
Foreign Banks 
in India [35] 
Regional Rural 
Banks [196] 
Scheduled Urban 
Co-operative 
Banks [57] 
1 
Nationalized 
Banks [19] 
1 
SBI & Its Old Private 
Subsidiaries [81 Sector Banks [21 ] 
New Private 
Sector Banks [9] 
1 
Scheduled 
Cooperative 
Banks [16] 
Figure 2. Scheduled Banking Structure in India (As on March31,2003)* 
*Source: www.indianbanksassoclatlon.org/home/images/chartnew.jpg 
Organizations first decide to adopt an innovation and then actually implement it. 
An effective IT adoption requires a good deal of planning, proper strategy as per 
the business context and openness to change. This assumes importance, as 
information technology tends to create increasingly complex internal and external 
demands on the information management capabilities of organizations (Rivera and 
Casias, 2001; Rogers, 2001). 
Lots of research studies have combined elements of Rogers' Diffusion of 
Innovation theory and Davis' TAM due to many similarities between them 
(Agarwal and Prasad, 1997; Thompson et al., 1991). Similarly for this study these 
two models act as foundations on which modified model has been proposed. They 
were suitably modified and tailored to focus on the research objectives of the 
study. 
It has also been noticed that the support for these foundation models in IT 
adoption scenarios in organizations is not overwhelming. The reasons could be the 
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high level of complexities in terms of the technology itself (Attewell, 1992) as 
well as high 
Table 2. Structure of Indian Commercial Banks 2003 (As on March 2003) 
(Rs In Crores) 
Bank Group 
Public Sector Banks 
, Market Share 
1 a State Bank Group 
Market Share 
1 b Nationalised Banks 
Market Shiare 
Indian Pvt Sector Banks 
Market Share 
2 a Old Pvt Sector Banks 
Market Share 
2 b .New Pvt Sector Banks 
Market Share 
Foreign Banks in India 
Market Share 
t 
Total Pvt Sec Banks 
(3+2) 
Market Share 
Total Comm BanksC1+4) 
Market Share 
Regional Rural Banks 
Market Share 
Total of all Banks 
Market Share 
No of Banks 
27 
9 34 
8 
2 77 
19 
6 57 
30 
10 38 
21 
7 27 
9 
311 
36 
12 46 
66 
22 84 
93 
32 18 
196 
67 82 
289 
100 00 
Deposits 
1079393 81 
76 87 
391032 69 
27 85 
688361 12 
49 02 
207173 57 
14 75 
91431 26 
65 
115742 31 
8 24 
69312 82 
4 94 
276486 39 
19 69 
1355880 2 
96 56 
48338 00 
3 44 
1404218 20 
100 00 
wvAA/ indianbanksassociation ora/home/visionreDort04 asp 
Capital 
14175 39 
59 30 
1035 80 
4 33 
13139 59 
54 97 
2921 06 
12 22 
648 77 
2 71 
. 2272 29 
9 51 
4497 79 
18 82 
7418 85 
31 04 
21594 24 
90 34 
2308 59 
9 66 
23902 83 
100 00 
Reserves 
5140716 
65 37 
22097 02 
2810 
29310 14 
37 27 
15974 40 
20 31 
5646 38 
7 18 
10328 02 
1313 
8906 28 
11 32 
24880 68 
31 64 
76287 84 
97 00 
2357 41 
3 00 
78645 25 
100 00 
Total Assets 
1285235 70 
72 92 
493954 27 
28 03 
791281 43 
44 89 
297279 31 
16 87 
105109 50 
5 96 
192169 81 
10 90 
11640108 
6 60 
413680 39 
23 47 
1698916 09 
96 39 
63614 00 
3 61 
1762530 09 
100 00 
Borrowings 
22431 04 
25 60 
11592 56 
13 23 
10838 48 
12 37 
42139 95 ' 
48 10 
2385 75 
2 72 
39754 20 
45 38^ 
22904 42 
26 14 
65044 37 
74 25 
87475 41 
99 85 
131 00 
015 
87606 41 
100 00 
• Investments ' 
54566810-' 
77 26 f 
223366 50 
3162 
322301 60 
45 63 
" * 107327 94 
15 20 
'40001 03' ' 
5 66 
** 67*326 91 
'. ..3 53 
* 40795 49 
5 78 
148123 43 
20 97 
693791 53 
98 23 
12524 00 
1 77 
706315 53 
100 00 
Loans & 
Advances 
" 54935118 
72 07 
189203 89 
24 82 
'360147 29 
47 25 
"l38951 10 
18 23 
~ 40001 03 
5 31 
89514 76 
11 89 
52170 87 
6 84 
191121 97 
25 07 
740473 15 
97 14 
21773 00 
2 86 
762246 15 
100 00 
implementation complexity spread over many adopters who may be scattered 
across various departments or geographic locations (Leonard-Barton ,1998). 
The researchers are advised to evaluate replacing the foundation models or 
integrating them with new theories such as critical mass (Markus, 1987), 
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absorptive capacity (Cohen et ai, 1990) or organizational learning (Attewell, 
1992), to build theoretical frameworks that fit these complex scenarios. 
A research model that supposes that people's innovative behaviour undergoes 
change over time depending on interactions among the persons, the technology, 
and the organization, should capture longitudinal data on all three dimensions 
(Gallivan, 2001; Orikowski and Robey, 1991). 
Kamal (2006) identified a set of factors that have been found to be of an influence 
at two levels of the organization i.e. the adoption of innovation at the 
organizational level and the acceptance and impact of IT innovation on the 
individual adopter level within the organization. By incorporating all the relevant 
factors he proposed a conceptual model that may be employed as a decision 
making tool for IT innovation adoption in government sector organizations and is 
of interest for this study is depicted in figure 3. 
Kamal's (2006) model and Poku's (2004) model form the base models on which 
the model for this study has been developed. 
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PERCEIVED 
TECHNOLOGY 
FACTORS 
1 Relative Advantage 
-Cost of Technology 
- Benefits 
- Risks 
2 Compatibility 
- Technological 
- Organizational 
- Existing Operations 
- Value Systems 
- Needs 
3 Complexities 
- Technological 
- Organizational 
4 Functionality 
5 Technology Potential for 
Integration 
6 Reliability 
7 Usability 
8 Degree of Time 
SUPPORT 
1 Administrative Authority 
2 Financial 
3 Managerial Capability 
-Knowledge of IT 
- Innovati\eness 
- Motivation 
4 Consultant 
5 Vendor 
6 Top Management 
7 Customer Support 
^ r n 
IT INNOVATION 
ADOPATION 
IN THE 
GOVERNMENT 
SECTOR 
i i i i i L 
EXTERNAL FORCES 
1 External Influence 
2 Policy/Legal Framework 
3 Socio-Economic Status 
4 Community Size 
5 Competitors 
6 Trading Partners 
- Enacted Power 
- Trust 
- Dependency 
7 Market Knowledge 
ORGANISATIONAL 
FACTORS 
1 Performance 
2 Culture 
3 Organization Size 
4 Productivity 
5 IT Capability 
- IT Resources 
- Personnel IT Skills 
- IT Sophistication 
- IT Infrastructure 
6 Championship 
7 Financial Capability 
8 Management Style 
9 Coordination 
10 Decision Making 
11 Structure 
12 Social Attitude 
13 Politics 
- Political Risks 
- Objectives Equivocality 
14 Innovation Capacity 
COLLABORATION 
FACTORS 
1 Stakeholders Participation in 
Planning & Development 
2 Inter-Organizational Trust 
3 Critical Mass 
4 User Participation 
Figure 3. Kamal's Proposed Model for IT innovation adoption in the Government 
Sector 
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CHAPTER-3 
Setting of the Research Problem 
In this chapter the research problem is outlined, the purpose statement and 
objectives are defined and research hypotheses are described. 
3.1 Purpose Statement 
The research purpose is to examine the interaction process of organizational 
orientation in form of technology orientation with IT adoption factors short-listed 
for this study and evaluate its influence on the IT adoption process in 
organizations by studying Indian banking industry. 
3.2 Research Objectives 
In consonance with the earlier discussions, the present study has been designed to 
meet the following specific objectives: 
1. To study the status of 'Information Technology' in Indian Banks; 
2. To examine the interaction of'Technology Orientation' and 'Perceived IT 
Adoption Effectiveness' in organizations and develop a suitable model 
depicting this interaction process; and 
3. To evaluate how 'Technology Orientation' affects the 'IT Adoption 
process' in organizations by studying Indian Banking Industry. 
3.3 Conceptual Framework 
The conceptual framework for this research is based on the theories and postulates 
outlined extensively in previous research as defined in Chapter 1 & Chapter 2. 
Organizational 
Support 
Extent of IT 
application 
Perceived 
usefulness by 
user 
Technology 
Orientation 
Organizational 
IT adoption 
Effectiveness 
Perceived ease 
of use by user 
External 
factors 
Figure 4. Model of IT Adoption & Organizational Technology Orientation 
Interaction 
The Figure 4 provides a model portraying the interaction between Technology 
orientation and the process of IT adoption factors characterizing and influencing 
the effectiveness of IT adoption in organizations. As the IT adoption factors 
define and influence the IT adoption process in organizations, how technology 
orientation moderates this process by either influencing the type or intensity of 
this relationship or both is what is attempted to be explained in this model. 
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In this model the technology orientation influences the type and/or intensity of the 
relationship between the predictor variables viz., perceived organization 
effectiveness of IT Adoption and the criterion variables that characterize the IT 
adoption i.e., extent of IT application, perceived ease of use by user, perceived 
usefulness by user, organizational support and external factors (Poku, 2003; 
Kamal, 2006). 
As defined earlier research, technology orientation has been chosen for the 
purposes for this study as the organizational orientation. It doesn't mean that 
organizations would not have other orientations at the same time. There will 
always be a mix of orientations in an organization and each will have its own 
important role to play. Orientation as defined is the degree to which any one 
particular functional or object orientation prevails over the way of thinking and 
actions of an organization. The orientations could be production orientation, 
technology orientation, marketing orientation, sales orientation or any other form 
of orientation but these won't exist as a singular orientation, still the organization 
would tend to lean towards one or another. 
Indian banking industry has traditionally been quite conservative and thus the 
dominant orientation in Indian banking organizations has been production 
orientation. The marketing orientation was missing due to no competition as well 
extensive controls under which it worked. Technology orientation was not the 
dominant orientation as there were too many vested interests which took a long 
time to come to terms with as it was found threatening due to feared job cuts. 
Globalisation, extensive negotiations with unions, various committees on 
introduction of technology over the years and toughening mandatory compliance 
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requirements of RBI started making technology as the mainstay of not only the 
strategies of banks but also the one of the main reasons of existence itself 
Literature indicates that before concluding the most suitable and appropriate 
orientation for the organization, it must evaluate all the elements that are required 
for success. The final result may be a strong market orientation but often a 
technology or production orientation could be the route to follow (Bennett and 
Cooper, 1979). 
It also needs to be kept in mind that the technology needs to be understood before 
it can be utilized to its full potential. This process of understanding would not 
assume technology to be a mere efficiency tool but as a new organizational 
practice itself For the organizations of the future who want to succeed over long-
term, it is the technology orientation that must become the foundation of the broad 
based business orientation (Cairncross, 2002). 
The items to measure technology orientation in this research have been adapted 
from Pearson (1993), Ansoff (1987), Florida (1997), Kuemmerle (1999), Kotabe 
(1998), Jonash & Sommerlatte (1999), Kotler (2000) and Cairncross (2002). 
For some IT adopfion factors, a modified version of a similar instrument which 
was developed by Computer Science and Telecommunications Board of National 
Research Council in 1991 and used by Kofi Poku (2003) was suitably adapted for 
IT adoption. Other items were adapted from the 'Technology Acceptance Model' 
by Davis (1989) and Davis et al. (1989). The Organizational Support and External 
factors adoption factors were adapted from Kamal's (2006) model for IT 
innovation adoption in the Government sector. 
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Although the culture is considered a critical factor that influences information 
technology use and acceptance, Veiga et al. (2001) proposed that no changes need 
to be incorporated in the basic TAM model to include any cultural influences. On 
the other hand Anandarajan et al. (2002) ascribed a non significant relationship 
between perceived usefulness and PC usage in Nigeria to cultural factors that were 
different in abstractive cultures and associative cultures. 
Western world generally is said to have abstractive culture characterized by belief 
of a rational cause and effect model to create perceptions. Whereas countries in 
Africa and Asia are assumed to have predominantly associative cultures wherein a 
logical basis may not be always present for relating events and forming 
perceptions. Still in this study relationship between ease of use and social pressure 
was as expected on the line of TAM model. 
Another study that examined home computer usage in USA, Sweden and India 
provides a basis for the notion that perceived usefulness and ease of use do play a 
role in home computer use in India. In this study the attitude and normative belief 
structures predicted rate and variety of use in all the three countries (Shih and 
Venkatesh, 2003). 
3.4 Model Constructs 
3.4.1 Extent of IT Application 
This adoption factor refers to the degree to which an organization incorporates 
information technology in assessing, formulating and implementing organizational 
decisions (Poku, 2003). 
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Information technology is purported to improve service quality levels by 
suggesting new service delivery methods, increasing customer intimacy, bettering 
response times to customer needs and making available to customers the 
wherewithal and means to help themselves. Its benefits come packaged with costs 
savings and improved- productivity on various parameters thus improving the 
overall business performance. 
Studies have suggested that there is a tendency in customers to try to manage the 
relationship themselves; using new technologies like internet and electronic data 
interchange (Stone er a/., 1996). 
Information technology not only improves the business processes but even fosters 
changes. IT has been utilized to radically redesign the business processes leading 
to improved business profitability and productivity (Shin, 1999). 
The role of IT in decision-making is not only that of amalgamating information 
sources but even in choosing alternative strategies (Bettman et al., 1990). In 
decision evaluation role IT determines the positive and negative outcomes with 
reasons for the same (Zaitman and Moorman, 1989) and in decision 
implementation role, IT helps in the determining how decisions should be carried 
out(Nutt, 1986). 
Despite these critical roles of IT in an organization, managements are concerned 
about underutilization of IT assets and low returns on their IT investments. Low 
usage of available IT systems and resistance to technology adoption is considered 
a major issue resulting in low returns from organizational investments in 
information technology (Sichel, 1997). 
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Research studies indicate that for better usage both the external variables like 
technical features and organizational environment and internal psychological 
variables viz., past education, attitude to system use, and prior experience need to 
be considered (Bajaj and Nidumoli, 1998). 
For developing an effective IT implementation strategy in an organization, it is 
important to ensure compatibility of new technology with existing systems and 
procedures. This not only enhances user acceptance but also increases the chances 
of successful IT implementation (Beatty, 1990; Richardson, 1988, Snyder, 1991) 
whereas incompatibility of hardware, software and telecommunication networks 
negatively impacts inter-organizational information sharing (Dawes, 1996). 
IT implementations also have a positive impact on customer relationships as these 
enable organizations to reach customers who are geographically remote (Quelch 
and Klein, 1996), facilitate customer surveys by performing sophisticated analyses 
of consumer needs, expectations and behaviour and in targeting specific 
customers and products (Dewhurst et al., 2003). 
Extent of IT application is being measured in this research in terms of perceived 
pervasiveness of IT in organization activities, its influence on various parameters 
like decision making process, customer response, productivity, coordination 
among various departments, employee expectations, management expectations 
and its compatibility with earlier manual procedures and IT systems. 
3.4.2 Organizational Support 
This adoption factor refers to the mix of all the organization support variables that 
can aid or deter the IT adoption process effectiveness in an organization. 
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Udoka and Nazemetz (1990) have listed seven factors responsible for successful 
implementation of any innovation in an organization and these are: alignment of 
the core organizational system with the corporate strategy, strategy formulation 
process, existence of an educational program, top down planning & bottom up 
implementation, pace of implementation, adequacy of the particular technology to 
an application and alignment of strategy with the organizational culture. 
Studies have reiterated that the important organizational factors for IT adoption 
include internal technical support, top management support, IT experience and 
training (Igbaria, et al. 1998; Premkumar and Roberts, 1999). Apart from the 
necessary positive management support, the proper allocation of sufficient 
resources for innovations implementation also becomes essential (Sherdian, 
1992). 
The success of the IT adoption process in organizations becomes more certain if 
the strategic efforts consider and target the level of IT knowledge among the IT 
professionals, level of IT knowledge among non IT professionals and lastly the 
level of IT use amongst all organization members (Mehrtens et al, 2001). It is the 
ability of the IT managers to recognize problems and concerns of current 
information systems and to propose and develop various options to improve the IT 
capacity of the organization which is considered a critical factor influencing IT 
adoption. This managerial capability is considered to consist of knowledge of IT, 
innovativeness and motivation (Kim and Bretschneider, 2004). 
A crucial organization support variable that can be the cause of the difference 
between success and failure of any IT adoption initiative in an organization is the 
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top management support (Farhoomand et al., 1990). It is the ability of the top 
management, to recognize opportunities and then align all the activities of the 
organization to those opportunities, which becomes a determining factor in 
effective innovation implementation. 
It has been postulated that IT innovation emerges constantly wherever top 
management values innovation and continuously promotes the value system and 
environment of the organization that supports and aids the innovation process 
(Quinn, 1988). 
One important reason for the necessity of management support is that any new IT 
adoption initiative generally requires large investments and time planning. Hence 
the ability to provide support to IT managers to design and implement new IT 
systems that will also have the possibility of failure becomes crucial for new 
innovations (Miller, 1983). In addition it is important that the top administrators 
too have sufficient IT knowledge so that they will have a more positive attitude 
towards IT innovation adoption and thus also support innovation initiatives by IT 
managers (Kamal, 2006). 
It has also been identified that updating organizational procedures to get value out 
of IT initiatives constitutes an important step in enhancing effectiveness of IT 
adoption. The other important initiative that needs to be taken is to encourage and 
motivate employees to use IT until its use becomes standard and the end objective 
of increasing productivity and efficiency is achieved (Cooper and Zmud, 1990). 
Fink (1998) too in a study listed important intra organizational support factors that 
aid the IT adoption process as: internally available and dedicated resources for 
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promotion of IT, level and quality of in-house IT expertise, available IT resources 
and an appropriate IT selection for further implementation. 
One word of caution in case of prior knowledge and experience with information 
technology as factors aiding the IT adoption process has been sounded by a study 
which found that too much experience may be as much an issue as too little as 
experienced users tend to find it more difficult to shift to a new system and may 
also form exaggerated criteria for their satisfaction (Kerr and Hiltz, 1983) 
Organizational support is being measured in this study in terms of adequacy of 
internal technical support, top management support, experience with IT systems, 
extensive use of IT, IT knowledge at various levels, IT expertise at various levels, 
participation of employees in planning about IT and effective internal 
communication of IT innovations. 
3.4.3 Perceived Ease of Use by User 
TAM has defined perceived ease of use as a major determinant of attitude toward 
use and this is based on an individual's evaluation of the mental effort involved in 
using a system (Davis, 1989). "Perceived ease of use" is defined as "the extent to 
which a person believes that using the system will be free of effort" (Doll et ai, 
1998). 
Basically effort being a limited resource available with any person to be expended 
on multiple activities, the implication becomes that all else being equal, an 
innovation considered easier to use than another is more likely to be accepted and 
adopted by users (Radner and Rothschild, 1975). The opposite too holds true i.e. 
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where the systems are complex or difficult to use, they are less likely to be 
accepted as these will require more effort on part of the user. 
Perceived ease of use also entails that existing routines and procedures are 
applicable to the work at hand and hence there will be no perception of 
uncertainty. Ease of learning is an important component of ease of using. The 
concept is that if the organization has to develop and adopt new procedures, which 
might be resource and time consuming, then perceived ease of use will be lower 
(Nelson and Winter, 1982; Argyris and Schon, 1978). 
It is understood that information technology systems need to be less intimidating 
and more user friendly i.e. there is an inherent necessity for them to be easy to 
learn and use if user acceptance is required (Moon and Kim, 2001). 
Extensive research has posited that perceived ease of use has considerable impact 
on usage intention whether directly or indirectly because of its influence on 
perceived usefulness (Agarwal and Prasad, 1999; Venkatesh, 1999, 2000; 
Venkatesh and Davis, 1996, 2000; Venkatesh and Morris, 2000). Improvements in 
perceived ease of use are considered contributing directly to improved 
performance (Lu et al., 2003) and influencing positively the perceived credibility 
of the IT systems thus increasing the chances of user acceptance and use (Wang, 
et al., 2003). 
Whether an information system initiative will succeed or not also relies on the 
degree and effectiveness of the participation of stakeholders in the development 
process. It is advisable that key stakeholders are included in the system 
development process so that their interests are aligned (Heeks, 1999). Hartwick 
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and Barki (1994) who investigated the role of user participation in IT systems use 
seconded the idea of user participation in IT system development to be an 
important factor in attaining IT systems success. 
Perceived ease of use is being measured in this research in terms of how clear and 
understandable is the interaction with the IT systems, ease of getting the system to 
do what is required, finding new ways of doing the job, the design of IT systems 
in the organization, employees enjoyment in using the systems and their 
constructive suggestions for improving IT. 
3.4.4 Perceived Usefulness by User 
Perceived usefulness is defined as "the prospective user's subjective probability 
that using a specific application will increase his or her job performance within an 
organizational context". If people believe that a certain innovation will help in 
performing their job better, they will be more likely to use it than if they do not 
recognize or value the innovation's usefulness (Davis, 1989). 
TAM model refers perceived usefulness in context of job related productivity, 
performance and efficiency and its professed direct impact on intentions to use 
(Davis, 1989). Usefulness is defined as improvement in output, efficiency, job 
performance, and job contentment in the immediate or near term and its influence 
on one's career prospects or social status in the long term (Lu, et oL, 2003). 
Extensive research studies indicate the considerable effect that the perceived 
usefulness has on usage intention (Agarwal and Prasad, 1999; Venkatesh, 1999, 
2000; Venkatesh and Davis, 1996,2000; Venkatesh and Morris, 2000). 
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In a study on knowledge management systems some of the measures of perceived 
usefulness have been defined as; enhanced effectiveness, improved creativity, 
increased productivity, costs reduction, broad icnowledge building, circumventing 
the repetition of same mistakes, contribution to hi tech image and improved 
customer services ( Xu, 2005). 
IT is postulated to strengthen human resource practices by aiding teamwork and 
improving communications among employees and managers (Dewhurst et al, 
2003). It makes individual knowledge transfer easier that requires interactions 
within small functionally related groups (Kogut and Zander, 1992). 
Measures of perceived usefulness of Information Technology systems in this 
research are in the terms of the automating earlier manual or tedious processes, 
access to in-depth information related to job, increase in productivity, 
improvement in working relationship with colleagues, allowing for a greater work 
control, enhancement in job quality and promotion of IT by co-workers. 
3.4.5 External Factors 
External factors refer to those factors or external associations that influence an 
organization and can range from no support to recommendation, request or 
offering incentives or exposure to penalties (Akbulut, 2002). 
Uncertainty prevailing within organizational environment and a need for inter-
organizational dependence gives rise to an impetus to IT adoption. The Indian 
banking industry which has to depend on electronic transfer of transactional 
information inter-banks and between banks and RBI, automatic pressure builds up 
on organizations to not only deploy IT systems but also to make them effective to 
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deliver results and interact with Central Bank and other banks (Cooper and Zmud, 
1990). 
The level of IT adoption and usage of innovations in the industry in general play 
an important role in pushing organizations to evaluate and adopt suitable 
technologies and innovations to remain relevant players (lacovou et al, 1995). 
Competitive intensity is considered a crucial factor in influencing IT adoption in 
the organizations. Any changes in the market place often forces organizations to 
explore for new methods to enhance their productivity and get a competitive 
advantage (Themistocleous, et al, 2004). The width and depth of product lines on 
offer and amendments in competitor's strategies are positively associated with 
higher dependence on IT planning practices (Kearns and Lederer, 2004) 
The Indian banks are not only under pressure due to fast globalization of the 
industry which is bringing in more IT savvy players into the market but also due 
to the mandatory compliances, both national and international, like Basel II which 
are being guided and encouraged by Government and central bank that are forcing 
them for rapid induction of technical innovations (Kuan and Chau, 2001). 
External support in IT systems, systems administration, networking and 
consulting also may play a role in making the IT implementation a success or 
failure in organizations. The support of external vendors and consultants in 
design, implementation and post implementation will go a long way in aiding the 
success of IT adoption (Fink, 1998; Igbaria et al, 1998). 
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Government policies on trade, banlcing and investments, costs of technology and 
the existing national information infrastructure can also aid or deter the IT 
adoption process in organizations (Dasgupta, 1997). 
Researchers have found that external factors relating to IT adoption that are 
common in various studies are; pressure from competitors, customers or suppliers, 
the role of government incentives, partners' alliances, technological infrastructure, 
technology consultants and image of IT ( Del Aguila-Obra and Padilla-Melendez, 
2006) although some studies have found these external factors to be less 
significant than internal and technological factors (Teo et al, 1997; Teo and Tan, 
1998). 
Measures of the external factors influencing IT adoption in this study are 
adequacy of outside vendor's technical support, use of IT in the banking industry, 
use of IT by partners and associates, support by government, use of IT by 
competition and influence of global accords on IT adoption in banking industry. 
3.4.6 Perceived Effectiveness of IT Adoption 
Perceived effectiveness of IT adoption refers to the degree to which organizations 
and individuals trust that the adoption of IT systems has been successful and has 
become part of day to day work. Although a successful IT implementation is 
professed to improve performance but on the other hand if not implemented by 
keeping in mind the human resource limitations, it can impede individual and/or it 
can retard individual and/or group performance (Templer, 1989). 
Various criteria for measurement of IT effectiveness are mentioned in the 
literature studies. One important criterion for appraising the effectiveness of IT is 
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purported to be its importance to the users (Lucas, 1975). Another criterion is the 
institutional acceptance of a particular IT system, which is important for 
evaluating the IT performance of organizations (Swanson and Ramiller, 1997). 
Usually it is their apprehension for market competitive intensity and 
organizational performance that forces organizations to increase their investment 
in IT. A sustained demand is being made by organizations for targeting future 
growth and profitability through astute investments in IT (Dasgupta, 1997). Some 
studies in literature have argued that the effects of IT sometimes are not visible in 
organizational level financial outcomes (Strassmann, 1997) but are visible more 
on an operational level basically in shorter cycle times and enhanced customer 
satisfaction (Handfield and Pagell, 1995). It creates an expectation that IT 
adoption would enhance operational and quality performance. 
Power (2004) has listed the following factors wherein the results of successful IT 
implementations may be reflected: enhanced customer satisfaction, reduction in 
finished goods inventory, decline in works in progress, less raw materials 
inventory, improved product tractability, superior stock accuracy, reduced time for 
annual stock takes, increased productivity, improved service quality, improved 
product quality, increased flexibility, increased sales, more profit, reduced cycle 
times, improved cash flow, reduction in claims, and reduced costs. 
The impact of the information system as an organizational change agent is 
positively associated with the effectiveness of IT (Dias, 1986) and also its 
utilization is a parameter of its implementation success, effectiveness or 
acceptance. It has been suggested that the realization of user and management 
expectations can also be considered possible indicators of evaluating the final 
success or failure of an IT implementation (Van D Ven, 1976). User satisfaction 
and quality of information constructs have been used to evaluate user's 
acceptability to measure the effectiveness of information systems (Bailey and 
Pearson, 1983) 
Research studies have postulated that the IT implementations can be improved 
with dynamic management support, clear implementation goals, active user 
participation and training (Griffith et al., 1999). 
The IT success has also been positively correlated with the perceived performance 
and importance of the following performance factors: functioning of existing 
transaction/reporting systems, linkage to strategic processes of the organization, 
amount and quality of user participation, responsiveness to new system needs, 
ability to respond to end user computing needs, IT staff quality and reliability of 
services (Miller and Doyle, 1987). 
Perceived effectiveness of IT adoption in this research is being measured in terms 
of importance of IT in conducting business in banks, importance of IT in 
enhancing employees' job performance, use of IT in day to day activities, 
employees' participation in the IT adoption process, management support to IT 
adoption process, employees' comfort in using IT, IT being part of overall 
business strategy, communication of IT vision to employees and IT's usefulness 
in providing services to the customer. 
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3.4.7 Technology Orientation 
Peters and Waterman's (1982) book titled "In Search of Excellence: Lessons from 
America's Best Run companies" increased the interest of managers in the 
concepts of corporate culture and its correlation with organization's success. Its 
main emphasis was on the idea that the key to corporate success is a strongly 
unified culture and this culture could be developed. The culture building exercise 
would involve articulating the desired set of values and then reinforcing these 
values with formal policies, informal rituals and jargon. Over time, these values 
would become shared and prized by all employees leading to better commitment, 
enhanced productivity resulting in more profits. 
Organization culture is defined as a blueprint of basic assumptions invented, 
discovered or developed by a group as it adapts and becomes skilled to handle the 
dual challenges of external adaptation and internal integration. The new members 
are then taught these values as the right way to think,, feel and act in relation to 
similar problems. The culture thus becomes the sum total of all the collective 
assumptions that a group has (Schein, 1992). 
Martin and Meyerson (1988) identified three distinct cultural perspectives viz., the 
integration perspective, the differentiation perspective and the fragmentation 
perspective. The integration perspective holds a culture desirable where an 
organization wide consensus and consistency exists whereas the differentiation 
perspective considers that consensus rather than being organization wide occurs 
within the boundaries of a subculture. The fragmentation perspective views 
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ambiguity as the norm with consensus, and dissension both coexisting 
simultaneously. 
The argument has been put forth that any corporate culture has elements of all the 
three perspectives and contains elements that can be understood only when all 
three perspectives are used (Martin, 1992). In essence within an organization there 
may be organization wide consensus on some issues, consensus only within some 
subcultures on other issues and an ambiguous state on the remaining. 
Strategic orientation refers to an organization's style of doing business that is 
constantly influenced by a set of deeply rooted values and beliefs (Gatignon and 
Xuereb, 1997). 
It has been theorized in the literature that the character of an organization 
emanates from its ideological orientation and those are power orientation, role 
orientation, task orientation and person orientation (Harrison, 1975). Power 
orientation tries to control its environment and crush all opposition. Role oriented 
organizations are generally rational and orderly whereas for task oriented firms 
attaining a goal is the highest value. The person orientated organizations exist to 
serve the needs of its constituents. 
Another orientation mentioned in marketing texts is societal orientation. This is 
based on the premise that "a firm has additional responsibilities involving 
consumerism, the struggle of the poor for the subsistence... and responsibility for 
the use and pollution of society resources" (Cohen, 1991). 
Two strategic orientations viz., customer and competitor orientations are 
generally well researched in the literature and these have been postulated to lead 
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to a superior performance (Narver and Slater, 1990). Importance of technology 
orientation has barely been addressed, as it is a more recent phenomenon when the 
technology is evolving rapidly and organizations need to keep up with these 
changes to remain relevant and competitive in the market place. 
Literature suggests that marketing orientation consists of customer and competitor 
orientations and it has been postulated to be an important indicator of business 
performance and new product innovation (Cooper, 1994; Narver and Slater, 
1990). Technology orientation subscribes to the philosophy of 'technological 
push' stating that consumers prefer technologically superior products and services 
whereas customer and competitor orientation subscribes to a pull philosophy. 
Technology orientation requires an organization to commit to R&D, acquisition of 
latest technologies and applying these technologies in all aspects of the 
organization (Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997; Wind and Mahajan, 1997). 
Florida (1997) and Kuemmerle (1999) have referred to the distinction in 
technology and market orientation in their research studies. Florida (1997) 
deploys the term supply and demand orientation to refer to technology and market 
orientation whereas Kummerle (1999) uses the terms home base augmenting and 
home base exploiting respectively. 
Supply orientation term implies the strategy to maintain competitive advantage by 
creating new technological assets and capabilities while demand orientation refers 
to creating products for foreign markets and providing technical support. Home 
base augmenting term has been used for investments in foreign R&D to acquire 
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new knowledge and capabilities whereas home-base exploiting refers to an 
organization seeking to exploit organization specific capabilities. 
Studies have indicated that superior performance may also be the result of 
strategic use of information and an efficient information based decision making 
process (Lee and Tsai, 2005). Hence an organization could achieve better overall 
performance and also reduce information asymmetry through its strong orientation 
towards information processing (Hseih et ai, 2006). 
Research suggests that it is the strategic use of information and efficient 
information based decision-making that may be making marketing orientation 
generate superior performance (Hsieh et al., 2006). Hence technology orientation 
that encompasses all organization functions and activities may lead to more 
productivity, superior quality, quicker delivery, and improved customer 
satisfaction in the long run. Though it is understood that developing this 
orientation and embedding it in the organization's DNA is a long drawn process. 
It has been brought out in literature that technology adoption or usage decisions 
are known to generally illustrate a strong productivity orientation (Venkatesh and 
Brown, 2001). Research also suggests that managers with a higher technology 
orientation focus on deploying latest and complex technologies in new product 
development and use technical knowledge in meeting the user needs or combating 
competition (Poon et al., 2005). 
There is a varied list of orientations that an organization could have and generally 
all organizations would have a mix of orientations with one or more than one 
being dominant at any point in time. For this study it is the technology orientation 
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that is being considered. It is defined as tiie organization's deeply rooted set of 
values and beliefs regarding technology and use of this technology in all strategic 
and operational aspects of the organizational activities. 
Technology orientation in this research is being measured in terms of as an 
enabler in providing flexibility in delivery of service, as a tool to" provide 
responsiveness to the customer, as a tool to improve quality of service, product 
innovation through the use of IT, value creation by use of technology as an 
organization practice, producing and delivering to the customer at low cost and 
high efficiency, focus of sales promotion on product features and quality, and 
integration of control systems. 
3.5 Research Hypotheses 
The research hypotheses were formulated keeping in mind the specific 
relationships in the conceptual framework. In this study the IT adoption factors, as 
independent variables, considered are extent of IT application. Organizational 
support. External factors. Perceived ease of use by users, and Perceived usefulness 
by users. Their relationship with perceived effectiveness of IT adoption, the 
dependent variable, in the Indian banking industry has been studied from the point 
of view of the user community particularly bank branch managers and their 
equivalent. 
As brought out in literature, any organization can and does have more than one 
orientation at any given time. It is the dominant orientation that characterizes the 
organizational orientation (Deshpande and Webster, 1989). For this study the 
orientation being focused on is the technology orientation. Whenever the 
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technology orientation is dominant and higli the organization can be said to have a 
high technology orientation and whenever the technology orientation is low the 
organization can be said to have a low technology orientation. 
This study examines the influence of technology orientation of an organization on 
the relationship between the IT adoption factors (the independent variables) and 
the perceived effectiveness of IT adoption (dependent variable) in an organization. 
An organization needs efficient information systems to be able to compete in the 
market place, offer quality services to its clients with flexibility and convenience 
to the customers. This requires not only for technology to be deployed across the 
organization in all aspects but also delivering value by adopting technology as an 
organization practice. 
Hypothesis 1: Technology orientation will influence the relationship between 
'extent of IT application' and 'perceived organization effectiveness of IT 
adoption', such that the relationship between 'extent of IT application' and 
'perceived organization effectiveness of IT adoption' will be positively 
pronounced for high technology orientation of an organization. 
Ho: There is no significant influence/impact of high technology orientation on the 
relationship between 'extent of IT application' and 'perceived organization 
effectiveness of IT adoption'. 
Hi : There is a significant influence/impact of high technology orientation on the 
relationship between 'extent of IT application' and 'perceived organization 
effectiveness of IT adoption'. 
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For any IT adoption initiative to succeed in an organization, the organization 
support for that initiative is considered an important factor. This support in form 
of top management support, IT knowledge across the various levels or 
organization etc. can be a key element to determine success or failure of any IT 
adoption exercise. A high technology oriented organization will provide the 
necessary environment that increases the perceived effectiveness of IT adoption. 
Hypothesis 2: Technology orientation will influence the relationship between 
'organization support' and 'perceived organization effectiveness of IT adoption' 
such that the relationship between 'organization support' and 'perceived 
organization effectiveness of IT adoption' will be positively pronounced for high 
technoiogy orientation of an organization. 
Ho: There is no significant influence/impact of high technology orientation on the 
relationship between 'organization support' and 'perceived organization 
effectiveness of IT adoption'. 
Hi : There is a significant influence/impact of high technology orientation on the 
relationship between 'organization support' and 'perceived organization 
effectiveness of IT adoption'. 
An organization that has a high technology orientation is better positioned to 
adopt new technologies. The new technological processes are generally designed 
to provide more pronounced ease of use by users leading to the users assimilating 
the technology better and faster thus contributing to and enhancing the ease of use 
feeling amongst them. 
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Hypothesis 3: Technology orientation will influence the relationship between 
'perceived ease of use' and 'perceived organization effectiveness of IT adoption' 
such that the relationship between 'perceived ease of use' and 'perceived 
organization effectiveness of IT adoption' will be positively pronounced for high 
technology orientation of an organization. 
Ho : There is no significant influence/impact of high technology orientation on the 
relationship between 'perceived ease of use' and 'perceived organization 
effectiveness of IT adoption'. 
H] : There is a significant influence/impact of high technology orientation on the 
relationship between 'perceived ease of use' and 'perceived organization 
effectiveness of IT adoption'. 
As new technologies are deployed in an organization and users are afforded more 
opportunities to use them, they learn to appreciate better the extent of usefulness 
of these technologies. This leads to a better effectiveness of IT adoption in 
organizations. 
Hypothesis 4: Technology orientation will influence the relationship between 
'perceived usefulness' and 'perceived organization effectiveness of IT adoption' 
such that the relationship between 'perceived usefulness' and 'perceived 
organization effectiveness of IT adoption' will be positively pronounced for high 
technology orientation of an organization. 
Ho: There is no significant influence/impact of high technology orientation on the 
relationship between 'perceived usefulness' and 'perceived organization 
effectiveness of IT adoption'. 
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Hi : There is a significant influence/impact of high technology orientation on the 
relationship between 'perceived usefulness' and 'perceived organization 
effectiveness of IT adoption' 
Many a times an organization may be pressured to adopt new technologies under 
external pressures of competition, governmental regulations or prevalent use of 
technology with partners and trade associations. This external environment 
sometimes provides an impetus to organization to assimilate a new technology 
faster. A high technology orientation of an organization may aid this process. 
Hypothesis 5: Technology orientation will influence the relationship between 
'external factors' and 'perceived organization effectiveness of IT adoption' such 
that the relationship between 'external factors' and 'perceived organization 
effectiveness of IT adoption' will be positively pronounced for high technology 
orientation of an organization. 
Ho : There is no significant influence/impact of high technology orientation on the 
relationship between 'external factors' and 'perceived organization effectiveness 
of IT adoption'. 
Hi : There is a significant influence/impact of high technology orientation on the 
relationship between 'external factors' and 'perceived organization effectiveness 
of IT adoption'. 
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CHAPTER-4 
Research Procedure 
In this chapter the research design and the procedures for conducting the study 
have been described. It defines the instrument development, pilot testing, 
sampling, data collection and data analysis procedures. 
4.1 Instrument Development 
As IT is an all encompassing term that includes hardware, software, 
communication, man and materials required to implement, for this study 
specifically Bank Branch Automation (Total Branch Automation, TBA) has been 
chosen as an example of IT application. This bank branch automation could be a 
resuh of implementation of TBA, TBA leading to core banking solution or direct 
core banking implementation. 
A structured questionnaire was developed to collect data on the variables of this 
study with TBA as the technology on which the conceptual model would be 
tested. Based on the literature, some questions were adopted and compiled from 
previous studies of IT adoption and others were developed or modified 
specifically for this study. The measures used for testing the constructs were 
developed by the researcher as well as adopted from other sources that had been 
used in previous studies (Poku, 2003; Kamal, 2006; Sohal, 2000; Lee et al, 2005; 
Power, 2004; Lu et al, 2003, Kim and Galliers, 2004; Ndubisi and Jantan, 2003; 
Hsieh et al, 2006; Poon et al., 2005). The guidelines followed during the 
questionnaire design were based on the recommendations of Dillman (1978) and 
Churchill (1979). The type of questions ranged to include open ended. 
dichotomous, multiple category closed ended and labelled scale response 
questions. 
Part I of the instrument consisted of questions on organization profile covering 
bank type, respondent office hierarchy, geographical location, number of 
employees etc. 
Part II covered questions on the technology orientation of the organization, role of 
technology and innovation in the organization, responsiveness, perceived 
flexibility in delivering service, stage of IT in the bank, integration of control 
systems, quality of deliverables with the help of technology, product innovation 
through the use of IT, technology as an organization practice, value creation by 
use of technology and role of technology in delivering low cost, flexible & 
efficient solutions. 
Part III addressed the extent of IT application and covered questions on level of IT 
in the bank, IT's role in cost cutting, IT's role in decision making, its 
compatibility with existing systems, IT's influence on speed of response to the 
customer and its linkage with productivity enhancement. 
Part IV of the instrument consisted of questions on perceived effectiveness of IT 
adoption covering importance of IT for the organization, importance of IT for 
individual employee, value of IT in performing job, management support, level 
and quality of training, and usefulness of IT. 
Part V addressed questions on the organization support variables and consisted of 
questions on internal technical support, top management support, IT experience at 
various levels, IT knowledge at various levels, IT in use. Planning for IT , 
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employees' participation in decisions about IT and communication package for IT 
innovation. 
Part VI covered the aspects of perceived ease of use by user through questions on 
ease of understanding and use, ease in finding new ways of doing one's job, 
enjoyment in using IT, employees contributing constructively for improving IT as 
well as using IT to perform a better job. 
Part VII covered questions on perceived usefulness by user by addressing use of 
IT in easier reconciliation, automatic ledger generation, providing in-depth 
information, increasing productivity, improving working relationship, enhancing 
job quality and coworkers promotion of IT. 
Part VIII explores the influence of external factors on IT adoption by addressing 
questions on use of IT by partners and industry players, bank's image, competitive 
pressures, governmental regulations and global trends and accords. 
4.2 Pilot Testing 
Pilot testing was conducted to validate the items and whole scale in the 
instrument. This was necessitated because some of the measurement items were 
modified or developed specifically for this research leading to compilation of 
some new questions. 
A preliminary questionnaire was developed by amalgamating item pools from 
previous studies and distributed to five bank managers and five professors (two 
from Aligarh Muslim University, one eminent retired professor from Delhi 
University and two professors from Lingaya's Institute of Management & 
Technology) to gain their feedback on the content, layout, wording and ease of 
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comprehension of measurement items. Their feedback for improvements on 
clarity, readability, content enhancement and layout were incorporated in the 
second stage of the instrument development. 
A set of twenty bank branches was interviewed using the revised questionnaire. 
Verbal feedback was received and changes made accordingly. The pilot test 
results indicated a requirement of simplification of some words to cater to varied 
level of English language comprehension in India. The words flexibility and 
responsiveness were explained again with more clarity. 
4.3 Sampling Procedures and Questionnaire Administration 
The target population for this research was bank branch managers or equivalent, 
like divisional managers etc. of scheduled commercial banks. The total population 
of the bank branches of interest for the present study as per RBI website (web-link 
cited in bibliography) and Indian banks association turns out to be 54618 spread 
all over India. The banks that were not taken into account were scheduled 
cooperative banks, regional rural banks and other non scheduled banks. The 
reason for such exclusion is on the basis of issues in governance under strict 
rules/supervision; and pertinent data inaccessibility. 
This study has heavily relied upon the published data of RBI and web-links of 
Indian Banks Association and sample banks and their offices. In the multi-stage 
sampling design, in the first stage a list of bank names in the categories viz., 
Nationalized Public Sector bank, SBI, SBI Subsidiary, Old Private Sector bank, 
New Private Sector bank and Foreign banks was listed. In the second stage, a list 
of 4 banks each was selected on the purposive random sampling basis. At this 
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stage the number of bank branches of these short listed banks turned out to be 
27135. This constituted nearly 49.7 percent of the total branches of the selected 
universe of scheduled commercial banks excluding regional rural banks. The 
bank branches list was then compiled from the websites and also by contacting the 
banks' offices. Further sampling was done using software called 'The Survey 
Systems' version 9.5. From this database of 27135 branches, 1200 branches were 
sampled out at SOpercent confidence interval. 
The structured questionnaire was sent to 1200 branches through couriers and also 
through offices of IT division, DCM Ltd. as well as Sysnet Ltd., wherever their 
service locations matched with the locations in sample. 
Total 243 responses were received back after an intensive follow-up with the help 
of company representatives wherever they were present. As per 'The Survey 
Systems', the distribution of sample means (sample size 243) can be said to be an 
unbiased estimate with SOpercent confidence level where the confidence interval 
ranges from 3.67 (SOpercent level) to 7.39 (99percent level). This signifies that we 
can be SOpercent sure that the true population percentage is ranging between 
76.33 and S3.67. 
4.4 Reliability and Validity of the Instrument 
For some IT adoption factors, a modified version of a similar instrument which 
was developed by Computer Science and Telecommunications Board of National 
Research Council in 1991 and used by Poku (2003) was suitably adapted for IT 
adoption. Other items were adapted from the TAM by (Davis 19S9; ~ et al. 
19S9). The organizational support and external factors adoption factors were 
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adapted from Kamal's (2006) model for IT innovation adoption in the 
Government sector. 
To draw valid inferences from the research, measures of all the variables are 
supposed to have validity and reliability (Cronbach, 1971; Nunnally, 1978). 
Reliability is defined as the proportion of the variability in the responses to the 
survey that is the result of differences in the respondents and it concerns itself 
with how consistently similar measures produce similar results. The answers to a 
reliable survey, will differ because respondents have different opinions, not 
because the survey is confusing or it has multiple interpretations. 
Cronbach's alpha is a measure of reliability. More specifically it is a lower bound 
for the true reliability of the survey. The computation of Cronbach's alpha is 
based on the number of items on the survey and the ratio of the average inter-item 
covariance to the average item variance. Under the assumption that the item 
variances are all equal, this ratio simplifies to the average inter-item correlation, 
and the result is known as the Standardized item alpha (or Spearman-Brown 
stepped up reliability coefficient). 
The widely accepted social science cut off for Cronbach's alpha is that alpha 
should be 0.70 or higher for a set of items to be considered a scale (Hair et ai, 
1998). When alpha is 0.70, the standard error of measurement is over half (0.55) a 
standard deviation. Kehoe (1995) suggests that an alpha value of at least 0.50 
should be achieved for accepting the items "as is" within a dimension, as long as 
they are within a short instrument. 
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There does not seem to be a consistent opinion on the value of Cronbach's alpha 
for scale reliability. An alpha of 0.50 or above is considered by Bowling (1997) as 
an indication of good internal consistency, whereas an alpha of 0.70 or above is 
considered satisfactory by Howitt and Cramer (2003). 
In this research, the multi item scales were checked for reliability by calculating 
Cronbach's alpha, where the benchmark value of 0.50 or greater was considered 
acceptable. 
The study has used seven tools to measure following variables and their 
Cronbach's alpha is as given: Perceived effectiveness of IT adoption (.686), 
Organization Support (.830), Perceived Ease of Use (.739), Perceived Usefulness 
(.567), External Factors (.791), Technology Orientation (.512) and Extent of IT 
Application (.585). 
The validity of a measurement instrument concerns how well it measures what it 
is supposed to measure (Rosental & Rosnow, 1984). In the present study the 
content validity of the measurement instrument was measured by requesting 
experts to scrutinize the questionnaire and provide feedback for revision. The 
panel consisted of five professors and five bank managers and they suggested 
changes to elucidate ambiguous statements as well as questions. In the pilot test 
each item was inspected for its clarity and relevance to the research. 
Tukey's test for additivity estimates the power to which items in a set would need 
to be raised in order to be additive. The statistics computed for ANOVA with 
Friedman's test and Tukey's test explains that the tools employed in the study 
between observations and between items are significant at 95percent confidence 
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interval. For "technology orientation" scale the test results indicate [Between 
Items additivity: Friedman's -^ = 42.593 (0.00*); ~ Non-additivity: Friedman's x^  
= 53.577 (0.00*)]. Hoteling T-squared distribution is of the form of 
MANCOVA/MANOVA, a multivariate test for equality of means among items in 
a dataset. The computed figure for the said scale is 1481.882 (0.00*). 
For "extent of IT application" scale the test results indicate [Between Items 
additivity: Friedman's x^  = 186.379 (0.00*); ~ Non-additivity: Friedman's x^  = 
39.803 (0.00*)]. Hoteling T-squared distribution is of the form of 
MANCOVA/MANOVA, a multivariate test for equality of means among items in 
a dataset. The computed figure for the said scale is 2219.907 (0.00*). 
For "perceived effectiveness of IT adoption" scale the test results indicate 
[Between Items additivity: Friedman's ^ - .584 (0.811*); ~ Non-additivity: 
Friedman's -^ = 712.714 (0.00 )]. Hoteling T-squared distribution is of the form 
of MANCOVA/MANOVA, a multivariate test for equality of means among items 
in a dataset. The computed figure for the said scale is 11.853 (0.252*). 
For "organization support" scale the test results indicate [Between Items 
additivity: Friedman's x^  = 9.901 (0.00*); ~ Non-additivity: Friedman's y^ = 24.06 
(0.00)]. Hoteling T-squared distribution is of the form of 
MANCOVA/MANOVA, a multivariate test for equality of means among items in 
a dataset. The computed figure for the said scale is 100.903 (0.00*). 
For "perceived ease of use" scale the test results indicate [Between Items 
additivity: Friedman's x^  "^  4.414 (0.00*); ~ Non-additivity: Friedman's x^  = 
12.414 (0.00)]. Hoteling T-squared distribution is of the form of 
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MANCOVATMANOVA, a multivariate test for equality of means among items in 
a dataset. The computed figure for the said scale is 33.649 (0.00*). 
For "perceived usefulness" scale the test results indicate [Between Items 
additivity: Friedman's -^ = 3.314 (0.02*); ~ Non-additivity: Friedman's x^ = 
167.381 (0.00*)]. Hoteling T-squared distribution is of the form of 
MANCOVA/MANOVA, a multivariate test for equality of means among items in 
a dataset. The computed figure for the said scale is 108.011 (0.00*). 
For the "external factors" scale the test results indicate [Between Items Additivity: 
Friedman's %^  = 11.930 (O.OO'); ~ Non-additivity: Friedman's x^ = .425 (0.515*)]. 
Hoteling T-squared distribution is of the form of MANCOVA/MANOVA, a 
multivariate test for equality of means among items in a dataset. The computed 
figure for the said scale is 44.405 (0.00*). 
Overall these tests signify that the tool used is valid at 80percent confidence 
interval of population. 
4.5 Data Analysis Procedure 
The collected information/data using questionnaire was keyed into MS Excel. 
Further it was exported to SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) software, 
version 12 for Windows with compatible environment of data coding. Using SPSS 
analyze menu option, factor analysis, regression and multivariate statistical 
tools/techniques were deployed to analyse the quantitative aspect of the data. For 
qualitative data, univariate inferential summary statistics were used and the 
differences and similarities of ordinal and interval were used to measure various 
constructs. Graphical representations of the data such as charts, tables and other 
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figures were depicted wherever applicable. Descriptive analyses were used to 
emphasize the qualitative side of the research. 
4.6 Limitations of the Study 
This research study has several limitations, some of which are listed here. The 
sample of the study consisted of the managerial grade only and excludes all the 
others in hierarchy thus missing their perspective on IT adoption. The study also 
focused itself on only technology orientation and excludes other orientations. 
Banks like regional rural banks, cooperative banks and other non scheduled banks 
have not been included in the sample. This study also did not investigate 
differences between the measured variables with respect to respondent's 
demographic characteristics. Only one IT application TBA was the subject of the 
study and there is no comparative analysis of different IT solutions in the banks. 
The study is also limited by the knowledge and skills of the researcher particularly 
in the statistical area. 
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CHAPTERS 
Results and Analysis 
5.1 Demographics 
5.1.1 Response Rate 
Table 3 lists the sample size of the questionnaires that were sent to 1200 bank 
branches. 
Table 3. 
Initial 
Sample 
Size 
1200 
Response Rate 
Undeliverable 
130 
Adjusted 
Sample 
Size 
1070 
Number of 
Total 
Respondents 
243 
Adjusted 
Response 
Rate 
22.71 percent 
For reasons of wrong address, a branch closed or shifted and returns with simple 
comment "undeliverable" the adjusted sample size was 1070. All survey 
respondents were at managerial/supervisory level. Help from IT industry 
particularly from the onsite IT manpower of IT Division, DCM Ltd. and Sysnet 
Ltd. was extensively taken to track the questionnaires within banks. This help 
from the IT industry in administering this questionnaire resulted in the response 
rate of 22.71 percent. 
5.1.2 Organization Profile Description 
As shown in Table 4, out of the 243 respondents, 63 respondents (25.9 percent) 
were from Nationalized Public Sector Banks, 139 (57.2) from SBI, 36 (14.8) from 
SBI Subsidiaries and 5 (2.1) from Private Sector. 
Table 4. Organization Profile Distribution (n=243) 
Organization Profile 
Nationalized Public Sector Bank 
SBI 
SBI Subsidiary 
Private Sector Bank 
Total 
Frequency 
63 
139 
36 
5 
243 
Percent 
25.9 
57.2 
14.8 
2.1 
100 
5.1.3 Respondent Organization's Hierarchical Distribution 
The targeted sample units i.e. bank branches constituted 211 (86.9 percent) of the 
respondents, 7 (2.9 percent) were from regional offices, 4 (1.6 percent) from zonal 
offices, 4 (1.6 percent) from divisional office and 16 (6.6 percent) from Head 
office as represented in Figure 5. This distribution ensured a representation of the 
views of other offices too apart from the targeted sample of bank branches on the 
IT adoption in bank branches. 
_, Brancti Office 
"" 86 9% 
™ Kegionai Office 
^ 2 9% 
m. Zonal Office 
i ™ 1 6% 
•A m Divisional 
'Jv ™ Office 1 6% 
g» Head Office 
'^ 6 6% 
1 ™ Any Other 
" 0 4% 
Figure 5. Respondent Organization Hierarchical Description (n=243) 
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5.1.4 Geographic Distribution of Respondents amongst Regions 
All the six major regions of India viz., North, West, East, South, Central and 
Northeast were represented in the study as shown in Figure 6. The majority of the 
respondents were from West constituting 33.7 percent and least from North East 
(2.9 percent). North followed West with 32.9 percent, followed by 15.2 percent 
respondents from Central, 11.1 percent from South and 4.2 percent from East. 
V 
^ ^ P<T r 
tttttUiUsiiiiB • • • T''^?'^'^'^^' 
H North 32 9% 
H West 33.7% 
. GS East 4.2% 
: ^ B South 11.1% 
| l jwv 01 Central 15.2% 
JSSmK rx Northeast 
' I J^W^ "^ 2 9% 
Figure 6. Respondent Office's Geographic Distribution (n=243) 
5.1.5 Employee Strength of Respondent's office 
The staff strength of respondent offices varied with 57.5 percent having 11-25 
employees, 17.2 percent having less than or equal to 10 employees and 25.3 
having greater than 25 employees as depicted in Figure 7. 
Ill 
> 30 employees 
26 to 30 employees 
21 to 25 employees 
15 to 20 employees 
11 to 15 employees 
< = 10 employees 
5 10 15 20 
Percentage of Respondents 
25 
Figure 7. Respondent Office's Staff Strength (n=243) 
5.2 Organization Orientation 
5.2.1 Organization Orientation 
In the orthodox literature, production orientation referred to the focus on 
minimizing production costs in order to sell the product as cheaply as possible 
(Kotler 2000). Earlier when standardization was the key to increase productivity, 
this may have had some validity but now in the modern production management 
the key elements are quality, flexibility and the integration of control systems. 
This has given rise to a revised orientation and that is production/technology 
orientation. This is also known that any organization will have a mix of 
orientations; the critical would be the dominant orientation that is prevalent in an 
organization. 
True flexibility and responsiveness to consumer needs has become possible now 
due to new production technology. This allows even large global players to get 
interested in smaller and niche market segments and launch a suitably focused 
attack (Pearson, 1993). 
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The extent of the use of innovation and how profoundly the organization's use of 
the new technology is influencing and altering the processes, structures and 
organizational orientation has produced more results of interest than technology 
use or user adoption (Fichman and Kemerer, 1997). 
Of the 243 respondents, 60.5 percent pointed out that they provide banking 
services to meet consumer needs indicating a marketing orientation whereas 39.5 
percent indicated that they provide services at the lowest possible cost to serve the 
market signifying production/technology orientation. Further probing into the 
respondents' indication of their agreement or disagreement with certain attributes 
of marketing and technology orientation as described by McCarthy and Perreault 
(1987), Kotabe (1998), Zehner (2000) and Cairncross (2002), the present study 
has employed a paired t-test of means differences between the responses to the 
indirect questions on the orientation towards marketing/technology. 
First indirect question combination, the two classes (marketing/technology) 
represent respective means ^i and |i2 where we need to decide between the 
hypotheses: 
Ho: 1^ = 1^2, and the difference is due merely to chance. 
Hi: Hi i- \i2, and there is a significant difference between the classes. 
Under the hypothesis Ho, both classes come from the same population. The mean 
and standard deviation of the difference in means are given by /^ jp,_j2 - ^ ^"'^  
^ K+£l.2.34 
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X -X 
where ai and 02 are the standard deviations as estimates. Thus, t value ~ ' 
""x.-x. 
= 2.744 (0.007*). For a two-tailed test the results are significant at the 0.05 level 
where t value lies outside the range -1.96 to 1.96. Hence, the study concludes that 
at 0.05 level there is a significant difference in responses between the two classes 
and that the second class is probably better. 
Second indirect question combination, the two classes (marketing/technology) 
represent respective means Hi and H2 where we need to decide between the 
hypotheses: 
Ho: Hi = H2, and the difference is due merely to chance. 
Hi: Hi 7^  H2» and there is a significant difference between the classes. 
Under the hypothesis Ho, both classes come from the same population. The mean 
and standard deviation of the difference in means are given by Mx,-X2 ~ ^ ^^^ 
2 2 
o-F, y, = J — + — = 1-783 
X - X 
where <3\ and 02 are the standard deviations as estimates. Thus t value = —' 
^^,-^. 
= 5.685 (0.000*). For a two-tailed test the results are significant at the 0.05 level 
where t value lies outside the range -1.96 to 1.96. Hence, the study concludes that 
at 0.05 level there is a significant difference in responses between the two classes 
and that the second class is probably better. 
* figures in parenthesis shows two tailed significance level. 
' figures rounded off up-to 3 digits in parenthesis shows two tailed significance level. 
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It is assumed that the respondents' response should lie at two extremes in the 5 
point Likert type scale. The results worked out as per the paired sample t-tests 
justify such proposition. Polarization of responses is more inclined towards 
technology orientation than towards marketing orientation which can be assessed 
from the mean value of technology orientation being larger than the marketing 
orientation. 
Majority of the respondents, 97.2 percent, were in agreement with the statement 
that their organization is using technology to improve quality of service as 
depicted in Figure 8 and 
+VJ+J+1 1 m mSSS 
_ Strongly 
™ Disagree 0 4% 
0 Disagree 1 6% 
Neither Agree 
Q nor Disagree 
0 8% 
0 Agree 74 6% 
\ pi Strongly Agree 
i *" 22 6% 
Figure 8. Is Organization using Technology to improve Quality of Service (n=243) 
97.5 percent agreed that organization is using technology as a practice to create 
value (Figure 9). Studies have shown that a new view and perception of 
technology is required before it can be exploited to its full potential. This new 
perception would see technology not merely as a new tool but rather as a new 
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organization practice to be followed and this understanding explains why the use 
of technology is also part of the technology Caimcross (2002). 
A 
"I 
1 'I I'll 
m Disagree 2.1% 
Neither Agree 
S nor Disagree 
0.4% 
H Agree 88.0% 
B Strongly Agree 
" 0 5 % 
t 
' « I I ' l l ' 
J 
I 
I I 
II ' nil II I' ll i 
Figure 9. Is Organization using Technology as a practice to Create Value (n=243) 
The orientations are not at the exclusion of each other and none of the orientations 
can be overlooked. The orientation refers to the degree to which a particular 
functional or object orientation is considered supreme and influences the way 
decision making is done in the organization or the way people perform their jobs. 
5.2.2 Responsiveness and Flexibility 
Responsiveness refers to the capability of an organization to offer acceptable level 
of service at all times and flexibility describes the ability of an organization to be 
open to change and support continuous improvements. These two characteristics 
as part and parcel of technology orientation of an organization are not only 
dependent on it for results but also are the main reasons that provide further 
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impetus to technology orientation getting enmeshed as a continuing organization 
practice (Kotabe, 1998; Caimcross, 2002). 
98.4 percent of respondents rated their organization as responsive as shown in 
Figure 10 and 96.3 percent of respondents considered their organization as 
flexible (Figure 11). These figures reflect the changes that the Indian banking 
industry is going through due to intense competition after opening of the India 
market to private and foreign players. Technology is becoming a key determinant 
to bring responsiveness and flexibility in operations of the industry. IT adoption 
strategies are taking root in almost all the banks and technology and innovation 
are becoming a critical part of business strategy and practice. 
Very 
E3 Responsive 
18 1% 
Responsive 
80 3% 
Neither 
Responsive nor 
Unresponsive 
1 6% 
Figure 10. Level of Organization Responsiveness (n=243) 
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rn Very Flexible 
^ 11.5% 
ES Flexible 84.8% 
Neither 
l Flexible nor 
Inflexible 2.5% 
Q Inflexible 0.8% 
ri Very Inflexible 
" o . 4 % 
Figure 11. Level of Organization Flexibility (n=243) 
5.3 Extent of IT Application 
5.3.1. Stage of Information Technology Adoption 
The widespread use of IT in Indian banking industry has shown up in the study as 
45.3 percent respondents have indicated that they have adopted Total Branch 
Automation (TBA), 2.1 percent have gone beyond to inter branch connectivity, 
51.8 percent have implemented the next level Core Banking and .8 percent have 
achieved the enterprise solution implementation including CRM and HRM which 
is one of the current highest levels of IT in banking (Figure 12). 
Before 2000, only I0!3 percent respondents had adopted IT as one of the main 
tools of performance, 24.3 percent respondents adopted IT from 2000 to 2002, 
57.6 percent in the period 2003 to 2004 and balance 7.8 percent in 2005 and 2006 
as shown in Figure 13. 
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Percentage of Respondents 
Figure 12. Stage of IT Adoption in the Organization (n=243) 
The peak period of adoption from 2002 to 2004 corresponds to the advent of 
intense competition from private and foreign players in the Indian banking 
industry and reflects the pace with which Indian banking industry went in for IT 
adoption due to internal factors like costs and efficiency as well as external factors 
like competition and economy opening up. 
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Figure 13. Year of IT Adoption (n=243) 
5.3.2 Pervasiveness of IT in the Organization 
97.2 percent of respondents agreed that the IT is quite pervasive in their 
organization reflecting the fast paced IT adoption and its prevalent use in most of 
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the activities of the banks (Figure 14). This suggests the depths to which IT 
adoption processes have already penetrated in Indian banks as well as acceptance 
of the new technology by its employees. IT adoption has been measured in 
literature as the extent to which the innovation has diffused into the routine 
activities and processes of a business (Cooper and Zmud, 1990). 
D Disagree 1 2% 
Neither Agree 
D nor Disagree 
16% 
B Agree 56 0% 
rn Strongly Agree 
' ^ 4 1 2 % 
Figure 14. IT is quite pervasive in the most of the organization activities 
(n=243) 
5.3.3 IT'S impact on organization processes 
IT on one hand enhances support to the organizational processes by broadening 
the range and depth of information available about the business activities and on 
the other hand also enables team members to coordinate their activities better 
(Rockart and Short, 1991). 
IT'S contribution in decision making process and improving it was endorsed by 
97.2 percent of respondents (Figure 15). When IT starts contributing in decision-
making process and is acknowledged to even improve it signifies that IT 
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innovations have become an organization wide part and parcel of business 
strategy. Indian banicing after initial slow IT adoption before 2002 has made IT 
adoption a successful organization process and it shows in organization wide 
recognition of inevitability of adopting IT fast to compete in the marketplace as 
well as to offer better services to the end clients. 
Consequently the benefits of IT adoption have also started accruing in Indian 
banks. 
B Disagree 1.6% 
Neither Agree 
B nor Disagree 
1.2% 
Q Agree 78.3% 
p-j Strongly Agree 
^ 18.9% 
Figure 15. IT helps in decision making process and improves it 
(n=243) 
In literature IT adoption process's success has been gauged by the extent to which 
it facilitates customer facing activities including product or service sales, 
distribution and after sales support (Chaterjee et al., 2002). 
98.8 percent of respondents felt that IT has enabled faster customer response 
externally, (Figure 16), and 99.6 percent indicated that IT has led to productivity 
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enhancements in their organization, (Figure 17), reflecting a strong endorsement 
of effectiveness of IT adoption processes. 
Literature suggests that the key to a successful IT adoption is to move from mere 
using the systems to a strategic use of them and the strategic use is denoted as 
applying IT to all the critical areas of business function of the organization to, 
enhance job effectiveness. 
B Disagree 0 4% 
Neither Agree 
S nor Disagree 
0 8% 
• Agree 65 1% 
— Strongly Agree 
"^ 33 7% 
Figure 16. IT has enabled faster customer response (n= 243) 
improve job performance and increase productivity (Ndubisi et ai, 2001). By thus 
utilizing IT, organizations fundamentally revamp their business processes, and 
enhance their business profitability and productivity (Shin, 1999). 
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Figure 17. IT has led to productivity enhancements (n=243) 
5.3.4 IT'S performance vis-a-vis expectations 
When asked whether IT has led to a better coordination among various 
departments, 97.6 percent of respondents were in agreement with it (Figure 18). 
The real success of any innovation adoption lies in when participants start seeing 
benefits in terms of better coordination among different departments as that 
signifies an organization wide acceptance of new innovation and its use in day-to-
day intra-organization activities. IT lessens the cultural differences between 
distinct information systems leading to faster innovation diffusion and enhanced 
coordination among systems and departments (Johannessen, 1994). 
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Figure 18. IT has improved coordination among various departments (n=243) 
94.2 percent of respondents felt that IT implementations have met the employee 
expectations (Figure 19) whereas a higher percentage of 96.3 percent felt that IT 
has met the management expectations (Figure 20). The Gap between the two is 
not very wide signifying an effective communication of IT vision by top 
management as well as employees' understanding and appreciation of the urgent 
need of technology to improve operations to meet the intensifying competition. 
The gap between expectations from new technology and actual implementation 
benefits perceived by employees explains the success or failure of an innovation 
adoption process. Management of Indian banks appears to have done a successful 
job in laying down the expectations and then effectively implementing the new IT 
innovations to meet those. 
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B Disagree 3 3% 
Neither Agree 
B nor Disagree 
2 5% 
D Agree 73 7% 
g Strongly Agree 
" "20 5% 
Figure 19. IT has met the employee expectations (n=243) 
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Neither Agree 
H nor Disagree 
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a Agree 73 3% 
Strongly Agree 
23% 
Figure 20. IT has met the management expectations (n=243) 
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5.4 Perceived Effectiveness of IT Adoption 
5.4.1 Importance of IT 
When the employees of an organization start realizing the importance of new 
innovations; the innovations start getting accepted. This in turn leads to 
enhancement of not only the organizational performance but even one's own. 99.6 
percent of respondents felt in this study that IT is important in conducting 
business in the banks (Figure 21) and same percentage also felt that it enhances 
the employees' job performance (Figure 22). This alludes to the level of success 
achieved in IT implementations in banks. 
Neither Agree 
• nor Disagree 
0.4% 
E3 Agree 64.6% 
-J, Strongly Agree 
^ 3 5 % 
Figure 21. IT is important in conducting business in Banks (n=243) 
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Figure 22. IT is Important in enhancing Employees' Job Performance 
(n=243) 
5.4.2 Use of IT 
As reiterated earlier, once innovations percolate into day to day activities and start 
getting utilized by all stakeholders, then the innovation adoption process can be 
said to have taken roots. Thus the innovation process is considered a success when 
the users express commitment by using the technology over a period of time 
(Bhattacherjee, 1998). 
The success of IT adoption in Indian banking industry can be gauged by the fact 
that not only 98 percent respondents use IT in their day to day activities (Figure 
23), 97.9 percent of them also found IT to be important in enhancing their own job 
performance (Figure 24). 
As a contribution to technology research, Frances Cairncross's book, "The 
Company of the Future", shifts the focus from a single-minded technology 
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orientation to a broad based business orientation. It states that in developing and 
deploying new technologies, it is crucial to understand the daily business practices 
that the new technologies become part of and how do both the business practices 
and technology constantly influence and shape each other. 
ES Disagree 0.4% 
Neither Agree 
on nor Disagree 
1.6% 
H Agree 74.1% 
^ Strongly Agree 
Figure 23. I use IT in my Day to Day Activities (n=243) 
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Figure 24. IT enhances my own Job Performance (n=243) 
The innovation adoption process is considered to be more effective when the users 
feel a comfort factor in using the new innovations. In this study majority of the 
respondents, 99.2 percent, were comfortable in using IT (Figure 25) thus further 
reflecting the effectiveness of the IT adoption process in Indian banks. 
H Disagree 0 8% 
Ea Agree 65 4% 
Strongly Agree 
33 8% 
Figure 25. I am quite comfortable in using IT (n=243) 
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5.4.3 Communication of IT vision 
The greatest challenge that any Innovation adoption process in an organization 
faces is the communication of the strategic vision to the employees and its 
proposed linkage with the targeted innovation. This is what decides the 
effectiveness of the process. This strategic vision is basically managers' depiction 
of the future strategy that the organization should follow (Schwarz and 
Nandkumar, 2002). If this representation is dynamic and demonstrates a capability 
to respond to market changes and needs, the vision will result in strategies that 
drive innovation in the organization (Itami and Numagami, 1992). In this respect, 
in the banks in this study, 95 percent of respondents were in agreement that the 
management has communicated the IT vision to the employees (Figure 26) 
reflecting the effectiveness of the process and subsequent success that banks 
achieved in IT implementation across the industry. 
B Disagree 2 9% 
Neither Agree 
H nor Disagree 
2 1% 
S Agree 61 7% 
fj. Strongly Agree 
"^ 33 3% 
Figure 26. Management has communicated the IT vision to employees 
(n=243) 
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5.4.4 Training 
It has been shown in Hterature that a high learning burden is imposed on the 
adopters by the complexity of technologies. This burden gives rise to knowledge 
barriers resulting in inhibition of the adoption. The degree to which organizations 
are in a position to overcome these knowledge barriers is a function of the 
learning burden that the organizations bear and methods that supply side 
institutions deploy to reduce these barriers (Attewell, 1992; Fichman & Kemerer, 
1997). 
For any new technology to be accepted and absorbed, the training, its quantum, 
quality and the process approach plays a key role. It allows employees to remove 
their reservations about new technologies, get hands on experience and facilitates 
interaction with colleagues and outside experts about the new innovations. This 
enables them to become comfortable with new technologies and provides them an 
impetus to go in for the extra effort for learning the new innovation. Various 
studies have provided empirical support for the impact of facilitating conditions 
viz., availability of training and provision of support on perceived usefulness and 
perceived ease of use (Thompson et al., 1994 Venkatesh, 2000). 
In this study majority of respondents i.e. 97.5 percent were in agreement that their 
organizations provide IT training (Figure 27). 88.1 percent of them confirmed that 
it is the bank's internal training department that provides training whereas 7.8 
percent of respondents agreed that it is the combination of internal training 
department and external agencies that provide the training to the employees and 
3.7 percent of the respondents picked up self training as the mode of 
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H Yes 97 5% 
B No 2 5% 
Figure 27. Agreement with Bank providing Training (n=242) 
training (Fig. 28). It may signal some shortcomings in the organization arranged 
training programs due to which they need to further hone their skills themselves 
but still the percentage is quite small. 
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rg Training 
Department 
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Agenaes 0 4% 
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Self Training 
3 7% 
Figure 28. When asked who provides training (n=243) 
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When questioned about their satisfaction with the level or quantum of training 
imparted to the employees, 14.4 percent were very satisfied, 81.5 percent 
somewhat satisfied, 1.2 percent somewhat dissatisfied and 2.9 percent totally 
dissatisfied (Figure 29). 
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Figure 29. Satisfaction level with Quantum of IT Training (n=243) 
In response to the query on their satisfaction level with the quality of IT training, 
majority of 58 percent were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied. It was 32.9 percent 
who were satisfied and only 5.8 percent who were very satisfied (Figure 30). 
Although the dissatisfaction level was only 3.3 percent, still it seems that more 
efforts have to be put in the organization to improve the satisfaction level of the 
employees. It appears that banks need to put in extra efforts to improve their 
training delivery processes for attaining the full benefits from the training 
program. The percentage of employees who are satisfied with the quality of 
training programs need to be consciously addressed to be increased by 
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communicating tiie importance and relevance of tlie training, improving the 
courseware, making it more interactive and interesting as well as deploying a 
good mix of internal and external experts on the subject and above all linking it 
with employee success and consequently organization success. 
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Satisfied 
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Neither 
Satisfied nor 
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Dissatisfied 
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Figure 30. Satisfaction Level with Quality of IT Training (n=243) 
Some areas of concern were visible in the frequency of IT training programs as 
74.9 percent of respondents chose sometimes as the option when asked how often 
employees attend IT training programs (Figure 31). It was 18.6 percent who 
indicated that the training programs are held often and 5.3 percent picked very 
often as the choice. Respondents who chose never at all were in a minority of 1.2 
percent. This is consistent with a mild dissatisfaction with the quantum and higher 
dissatisfaction with the quality of IT training by the organization in other parts of 
this study. 
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Very Often 
5 3% 
D Often 18 6% 
Sometimes 
74 9% 
Never at all 
1 2% 
Figure 31. Frequency of Employees attending IT Training Programs (n=243) 
88.5 percent of respondents answered in positive when asked about if there is a 
training calendar for the employees and only 11.5 percent chose no as an option 
(Figure 32). 
^^^^^^+X+X+XvX+l^ 
, j j ^ H Yes 88 5% 
^ ^ ^ ^ . S No 11 5% 
Figure 32. Is there a Training Calendar for Employees (n=243) 
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The training system in banicing industry already has had a strong structural base, 
but it has generally been a ritual due to there being no strategic link clearly 
defined between training and human resources development. At this juncture of 
transformation of Indian banking industry the training has to be used as an 
effective organizational intervention tool by identifying a clear and coherent 
policy of training and development within the structure of total human resource 
development. It is the time to integrate human resource management strategies 
with the business strategy (Kamesam, 2004). 
5.5 Organizational Support 
5.5.1 Internal Organizational Support 
It is the organization support in all forms that can make any technology adoption 
process in an organization successful or failure. First is the internal technical 
support that is needed for aiding the day to day adoption challenges and guidance 
particularly in the initial phases of adoption. In the latter phases of adoption the 
internal technical support becomes more crucial during the disruptions. 
Employees must also perceive as well as experience in action the full management 
support in all the IT initiatives to understand the seriousness with which 
management considers the new innovations. 
The importance of senior management participation and commitment has been 
identified as one of the potentially most important factors in IT adoption in 
organizations (Sohal et ah, 2002) whereas another important organizational 
support variable identified in literature is how committed is the IT department in 
supporting the IT related tasks across the organization (Kim and Oh, 2000). 
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Even in cases where IT managers initiate a new innovation adoption, support from 
administrative departments is a key in its completion or frustrating the effort. The 
key determinants of such support would be administrators' innovativeness and 
their knowledge of IT. IT managers' capability to locate shortcomings of existing 
IT systems and to evaluate and propose alternatives to improve the IT capability 
of the organization is a crucial factor influencing IT adoption (Kim and 
Bretschneider, 2004). 
Most of the respondents, 94.2 percent, were in agreement that the internal 
technical support is adequate for their needs (Figure 33) and 97.2 percent 
indicated that the top management fully supports all IT initiatives reflecting an 
effective communication program by top management in banks (Figure 34). 
„ Strongly 
Disagree 0.4% 
a Disagree 2.9% 
Neittier Agree 
fO nor Disagree j + l l i ^ g g ^ ^ ^ ^ , ^ 2.5% 
i j l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ E3 Agree 72.4% 
g i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ w gg Strongly Agree 
Figure 33. Internal Technical Support is adequate (n=243) 
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Figure 34. Top management support is adequate (n=243) 
5.5.2 IT Knowledge, Experience and Expertise 
It is the level of IT knowledge and experience with IT systems, across the 
hierarchy levels, which facilitates the IT adoption process in any organization. In 
Indian banks there have been dedicated IT departments, training departments as 
well as program implementation monitoring processes and procedures that have 
aided in the fast paced IT adoption programs. 
Studies suggest a positive correlation between experience with computing 
technology and attitude towards computers and its usage (Levin and Gordon, 
1989; Harrison and Rainer, 1992). 
Previous research also indicates that organizational characteristics that include an 
organization's prior experience with IT can also affect the IT effectiveness. This 
experience factor is related to human involvement and it needs to be part of the 
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actual users for that experience to be useful for future IT implementations (Kim 
and Oh, 2000). 
In this study 94.2 percent of respondents felt that their organization has enough 
experience with IT systems (Figure 35). *' 
The existing knowledge base of the users and its relation to the new technology 
seems to have an influence on technology adoption in organizations. It has been 
seen that personal computers werfe accepted more readily among organizations 
that had previous exposure to mainframes and minicomputers (Cohen and 
Levinthal, 1990). 
IT knowledge seemed to be highest at management level with 94.7 percent 
respondents agreeing with statement that IT knowledge is adequate at 
management level (Figure 38) followed by 93.4 percent in agreement with the 
statement for supervisory levels (Figure 37) and 88.9 percent agreeing for general 
employee level (Figure 36). This could be due to IT programs and initiatives being 
led and supported from head office in almost all the banks. As suggested by 
studies in literature the high level of IT effectiveness in Indian banks seems to be 
due to the higher level of IT knowledge among employees which plays an 
important role in IT adoption in organizations (Mehrtens et al. (2001). 
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Figure 35. Bank has enough Experience with IT Systems (n=243) 
Research has surmised that in today's economy, management must understand the 
roles and functions of three types of technology viz., product technology, process 
technology and management technology (Zehner 2000). 
Chwelos et al. (2001) identified IT sophistication, which pertains to the degree of 
management understanding of IT and their and support for using IT to achieve 
organizational objectives and postulated that higher levels of IT sophistication 
have a positive correlation with IT adoption in organizations. 
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Figure 36. IT Knowledge is adequate at employee level (n=243) 
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Figure 37. IT Knowledge is adequate at Supervisory level (n=243) 
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Figure 38. IT Knowledge is adequate at management level (n=243) 
IT expertise that exists amongst the various layers of the organization also can aid 
IT adoption process in organizations (Premkumar and Roberts, 1999). 
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Regarding IT expertise, 93.8 percent of respondents (Figures 39,40), indicated that 
employees as well as supervisors have developed sufficient IT expertise reflecting 
effective training programs that are run by banks as well as extensive IT use in 
delivering services to the customer. 
, , , , — T — 
•'It*- </ 
H Disagree 2.5% 
Neither Agree 
Q nor Disagree 
3.7% 
Agree 68.3% 
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25.5% 
/ 
Figure 39. Employees have developed Sufficient IT Expertise (n=243) 
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Figure 40. Supervisors have developed Sufficient IT Expertise (n=243) 
The level of technology diffusion in an organization can be measured by the 
degree of technology use in its various activities and potential applications that 
can be developed using the existing range of IT applications supporting the 
organization's current operations (Desai et al., 2004). 
Several other organization structure variables have been defined in the literature 
as factors influencing the innovativeness of an organization. One factor of interest 
to this study is the level of organizational complexity, which is denoted, by the 
number of specialists in the organization and their professionalism that may 
facilitate adoption of an innovation (Hage and Aiken, 1970). 
5.5.3 Involvement of Employees 
When employees start participating in decisions about IT planning, 
implementation and process improvements, then it can be assumed that the 
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adoption process has been effective and tlie IT vision communicated by 
management lias been accepted. 
In this study participation of employees in decisions about IT was indicated by 
90.6 percent of respondents (Figure 41) whereas 89.3 percent were in agreement 
with the statement that employees take part in planning about IT (Figure 42) 
indicating the success level of IT adoption in Indian banking industry. The high 
level of employee involvement in IT implementation has been identified as an 
important factor for successful IT adoption (Power and Sohal, 2002). 
B Disagree 5 3% 
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Figure 41. Employees participate in IT Decisions (n=243) 
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Figure 42. Employees take part in Planning about IT (n=243) 
This was further strengthened by respondents when asked about the statement that 
bank effectively communicates internally the IT innovations, 93.9 percent were in 
agreement with it (Figure 43). 
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Figure 43. Bank effectively Communicates IT innovations (n=243) 
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5.5.4 Level of Cooperation amongst Co-workers 
The level of cooperation amongst co-workers to resolve problems while using the 
innovation is another indicator of the maturity level of any innovation adoption 
process. The respondents' feedback on level of cooperation amongst co-workers 
to resolve problems while using IT in their jobs was overwhelmingly for neither 
low nor high category at 70.4 percent, 20.6 percent of them rated it high and 7.4 
percent at very high (Figure 44). The response shows that there is still some way 
to go for Indian banks to reach the maturity level of IT adoption processes but it 
could also be due to general prevailing levels of cooperation amongst co-workers 
in the Indian industry. 
„ Very High 
•^ 7 4% 
0 High 20 6% 
PI Neither High 
^ nor Low 70 4% 
@ Low 1 6% 
Figure 44. The Level of Cooperation amongst Co workers (n=243) 
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5.6 Perceived Ease of Use 
5.6.1 Ease of Use 
Any innovation must appear to be easy to understand and use or siiould have tiie 
potential for tlie user to reacii that level fast for any adoption process to have any 
chance of success. The employees must perceive the innovation to be helping 
them by making their jobs easier to perform. This process is aided by effective 
communication of the innovation vision, meticulous planning for implementation, 
extensive training and full technical and management support. In this study 95.5 
percent of respondents were in agreement with the statement, employees find it 
easy to understand and use IT, with only 2.5 percent respondents in disagreement 
(Figure 45) whereas 98 percent of respondents endorsed that IT has made 
employees job easier to perform (Figure 46). 
E3 Disagree 2.5% 
Neither Agree 
B nor Disagree 
2.0% 
a Agree 74 5% 
«-, Strongly Agree 
^ 21.0% 
Figure 45. Employees find it Easy to Understand and Use IT (n=243) 
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30 9% 
Figure 46. IT has made employees' job Easier to Perform (n=243) 
5.6.2 Enjoyment in using IT 
Enjoying an innovation signifies that users have not only absorbed the new 
innovation but also have started experimenting with the new technology. This 
experimentation and new discoveries gives rise to enjoyment in the process. Davis 
et al. (1992) postulated that perceived enjoyment has major impact on intention to 
use IT. 95.5 percent of respondents agreed that IT helps them in finding new 
ways of doing their job (Figure 47) and 97.5 percent of respondents indicated that 
they enjoy using IT for their job (Figure 48) reflecting the effectiveness levels and 
acceptance of the IT adoption process in Indian banks. 
Studies suggest that intrinsic factors like enjoyment and usefulness or external 
factors such as social pressure can be powerful motivators for individuals to use 
IT(Deci, 1975). 
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Figure 47. IT helps me to Find New ways of doing my Job (n=243) 
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Figure 48. I Enjoy using IT for my Job (n=243) 
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The involvement of employees on IT initiatives can be gauged from the fact that 
93.4 percent of respondents agreed with the statement that employees offer 
constructive suggestions for improving IT (Figure 49). 
p, strongly 
Disagree 0 4% 
D Disagree 2 5% 
Neither Agree 
Q nor Disagree 
3 7% 
S Agree 74 9% 
in strongly Agree 
° 18 5% 
Figure 49. Employees offer Constructive Suggestions for improving IT 
(n=243) 
5.6.3 Implementation Process Factors 
The extensive research on improving the understanding of issues in IT 
implementations and their possible solutions has been characterized into three 
categories viz., factors research, process research and pohtical research (Kwon 
andZmud, 1987). 
Factors research focuses on the individual, organizational and technological 
aspects that play a critical role in ensuring IT implementation effectiveness. These 
factors include top management support, good IT design, and suitable user-
designer interaction and understanding (Fuesrt and Cheney, 1982; Schultz, 1984; 
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Sanders and Courtney, 1985; Ives and Olson, 1984; Churchman and Schainblatt, 
1965). 
Process research is focused on social change activities and postulates that IT 
implementation is successful when organization wide commitment to change 
exists; projects are well defined and meticulously planned, and the change theories 
steer the administration of the process (Ginzberg, 1979). 
Political research which is of particular interest to this study proposes that the 
varied vested interests of IT stakeholders have a considerable impact on the 
success of IT implementation. These interests need to be recognized and duly 
managed to ensure success of IT implementation efforts (Kramer, 1981; Markus, 
1983). 
Five major related factors that have an impact on processes of varied 
implementation stages have been identified by synthesizing literature on 
technology diffusion, organizational innovation, and IT implementation. These 
relate to characteristics of the user community (job term, learning, resistance to 
change), characteristics of the organization (specialization, centralization, 
formalization), characteristics of the technology being adopted (complexity), 
characteristics of the task to which the technology is being applied (task 
uncertainty, inter-organizational dependence) (Kwon and Zmud, 1987). 
Majority of the respondents, 79.6 percent, rated "User Training" as the most 
important factor for successful implementation of IT in their banks (Figure 50). 
Literature indicates that commencing and supporting organization wide changes 
require user community to be trained in the use and potential of new technologies 
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so that they can deploy them effectively in their day to day activities (Power, 
2004). 
Although in training area banks have done a lot of groundwork and the results are 
visible as enumerated elsewhere in this study but still there is scope in this area in 
terms of improving the quality of training and a more process oriented approach 
covering each employee of an organization. This will enhance user involvement 
leading to better results from the IT implementation process. 
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Figure 50. Factors important for Successful IT Implementation 
(n=243, Multiple Responses Possible) 
5.7 Perceived Usefulness by User 
5.7.1 Perceived Benefits 
The direct benefits of an innovation that any user will perceive would relate to its 
impact on work or processes that used to take more time earlier and were more 
tedious without the new innovation. Any innovation should be useful for a user in 
a demonstrable way in making one's work easier or less time consuming or 
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provide an alternate better way of doing tilings. More tlie direct benefits tiiat users 
experience more tlie effectiveness of IT adoption it will lead to. 
The perceived benefits that have been found to be important in previous studies 
include benefits to decision makers, enhanced effectiveness, increased 
productivity, knowledge building, avoiding same mistakes and better customer 
services. 
In this study, 98.8 percent of respondents indicated that IT has helped them in 
easier reconciliation of accounts (Figure 51) and 100 percent confirmed that IT is 
helping them in automatic ledger generation (Figure 52). 
Figure 51. IT helps in easier reconciliation of accounts (n=243) 
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, Strongly Agree 
' 53.1% 
Figure 52. IT helps in Automatic Ledger Generation (n=243) 
5.7.2 Productivity & Job Quality 
Any new innovation must help a user in accessing more in-deptli information 
related to one's job for it to become effective and useful. A user should feel that 
the new innovation increases his/her productivity, allows for a greater work 
control and enhances job quality for him/her to adopt it and use it in day to day 
activities effectively. This will lead to a greater effectiveness of IT adoption 
process in an organization. 
Studies have found IT investments to be a critical factor in enhancing productivity 
and reducing costs (Bessen, 2002). 
In this study 89.7 percent of respondents have agreed with the statement that IT is 
helping them in accessing in-depth information related to their jobs (Figure 53). 
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Figure 53. IT helps access in-depth information related to my Job (n=243) 
98.4 percent of respondents have agreed with the statement that IT increases their 
productivity (Figure 54). As brought out by Jonash and Sommerlatte (1999), the 
next generation business model operates on two fundamental principles: 
The organization's management must drive innovation across the entire 
enterprise to create value. 
They must leverage technology and competency to drive sustainable 
innovation and capture competitive advantage. 
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Neiffier Agree 
Q nor Disagree 
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E3 Agree 68 3% 
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30.1% 
Figure 54. IT increases my Productivity (n=243) 
Individuals are known to be more creative in their work wiien they feel that they 
are free to choose as to how to carry out the tasks that they are supposed to do 
(Amabile and Gitomer, 1984). 98.8 percent of respondents agreed with the 
statement that IT is allowing them for a greater work control (Figure 55). IT has 
been recognized as a new technology tool that impacts the management and 
control of production and service systems (Knol and Stroeken, 2001). 
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Figure 55. IT allows for a greater Work Control (n=243) 
97.5 percent of respondents agreed with the statement that IT enhances job quality 
(Figure 56). 
H Disagree 2 1% 
Neither Agree 
H nor Disagree 
0 4% 
E3 Agree 68 7% 
Strongly Agree 
28 8% 
Figure 56. IT enhances Job Quality (n=243) 
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5.7.3 Importance of IT in Performing one's Job 
How important a new innovation becomes for employees in performing their jobs 
is the icey to know whether the innovation has become a part and parcel of day to 
day activities and whether it has succeeded or not. When asked how important it is 
for employees to use IT in performing their jobs, 73.7 percent of respondents 
considered it important and 19.8 percent considered it very important (Figure 57). 
It categorizes IT in Indian banks as a successful innovation. 
n Very Important 
" 19.8% 
Important 
73 7% 
Figure 57. Importance of IT in Performing One's Job (n=243) 
5,8 External Factors 
5.8.1 IT usage by External Stakeholders 
For any innovation to become urgent for adoption in any organization, level of use 
of that innovation by external parties/ vendors/ associates plays a key role in 
adoption. The pressure to adopt forces and increases the pace of adoption of any 
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innovation in an organization if the external world has started using it extensively. 
The external parties would include but not be limited to the industry in general, 
business associates and partners and competition. 
Studies indicate that increase in competitive intensity in the external environment 
does goad organizations to investigate new ways to enhance their productivity and 
seek a competitive advantage (Themistocleous et al, 2004) and thus higher levels 
of external forces / pressures can positively impact IT innovation adoption in 
organizations (Kamal, 2006). 
However empirical research has found an unambiguous support only for 
relationship between the competitiveness of a market and the rate of diffusion of 
an innovation in that market (Baldwin and Scott, 1987). 
In response to the question of extensive use of IT amongst these stakeholders, 
98.4 percent of respondents were in agreement that banking industry uses IT 
extensively (Figure 58). 
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Figure 58. Agreement with extensive use of IT in Banking Industry (n=243) 
96.8 percent respondents were in agreement with tlie statement that bank's 
business associates and partners use IT extensively (Figure 59). The studies 
suggest that the external agents play a crucial role in determining the speed of IT 
adoption in an organization and these include trade associations, trade partners, 
franchisers and voluntary groups (Treadgold, 1990). 
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Figure 59. Business Associates and Partners use IT extensively (n=243) 
Regarding the use of IT by competition, it was 97.2 percent of respondents who 
agreed with the statement that competition uses IT extensively (Figure 60). 
0 Disagree 1.2% 
Neither Agree 
5] nor Disagree 
1.6% 
E3 Agree 56.0% 
Strongly Agree 
41.2% 
Figure 60. Agreement with Competition using IT extensively (n=243) 
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The extensive use of IT by external stakeholders has affected IT adoption process 
in Indian banks positively and provided it the urgency required to make it a 
success and also reduce resistance within the organization. 
5.8.2 Role of Government and Central Bank 
Apart from the role of abovementioned external stakeholders, the role of 
Government and RBI is very crucial in how their policies promote and support IT 
implementation in banks. The use of IT by central bank itself forces the pace of 
IT implementation in banks since all the transactions finally have to be reconciled 
at RBI level and if IT has been deployed by RBI, it becomes mandatory for other 
banks to follow suit. 
Studies have indicated that the existence of a government-wide policy and legal 
framework can positively impact IT innovation adoption in organizations (Kamal, 
2006). 
Regarding Central bank's use of IT, 96.3 percent of respondents felt that central 
bank uses IT extensively (Figure 61) and even the Governmental policies support 
for IT implementation was endorsed by 95.4 percent of the respondents (Figure 
62). 
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Figure 61. Agreement with Central Bank using IT extensively (n=243) 
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Figure 62. Governmental Policies support IT implementation (n=243) 
5.8.3 Role of Global environment in Use of IT 
Sometimes even the global accords like Basel agreements mandate or require 
extensive use of IT without which it is not possible to meet the stringent 
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requirements of data management, date security and disclosure norms of these 
agreements. 
B Strongly Disagree 0 8% 
@ Disagree 2 1 % 
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Figure 63. Agreement with Global Accords mandating extensive use of IT 
(n=243) 
95.9 percent of respondents were in agreement with the statement that global 
accords like Basel influence the extensiveness of IT in organizations (Figure 63). 
When asked about external environment's (global, industry, trade bodies etc.) 
impact on the deployment of IT infrastructure in organizations, it was 95.1 percent 
of respondents who agreed with the statement that it does have a major impact 
(Figure 64). 
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H Yes 95.1% 
£3 No 1.2% 
I don't Know 
3.7% 
Figure 64. Does External environment have a major impact on IT 
deployment? (n=243) 
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CHAPTER-6 
Test of Conceptual Model 
6.1 IT Adoption Factors 
To derive the relevant items for each variable, (regressors and regressand) in the 
present study, a composite value was worked out using lateral averaging method 
for each scale whereas a principal component analysis with communalities in the 
primary diagonal and a varimax rotation was also conducted. The internal 
consistency (Cronbach's a) for the effect variable 'perceived organization 
effectiveness of IT Adoption' was .69 and for the regressors ranged from 0.57 for 
"perceived usefulness by user" and 0.83 for "organizational support". These 
computed figures lie above the benchmark of acceptable criterion (Bowling, 
1997). 
During factor loadings, an iterative procedure led to a reduction of unwarranted 
items under each factor. Using factor loadings greater than 0.50 as significant 
separation criterion on the basis of first principle component led to a reduction 
from ten items to six for 'extent of IT application', from twelve items to eight for 
'organizational support', from eight items to five for 'perceived ease of use by 
user', from eight items to four for 'perceived usefulness by user' and from seven 
items to six for 'external factors'. Items for 'perceived effectiveness of IT 
adoption' reduced from ten items to four. 
6.2 Model of Interaction of Technology Orientation with IT Adoption 
Process 
^ P ^ i i ^ 
All variables including product interactions can be represented mathematically as 
x^^^. When there are r explanatory variables ordered so that the first p have fixed 
and random coefficients, while the last r -phave only fixed coefficients, the 
hierarchical linear model can be represented as 
The two terms, 
r P 
ro +Y^hXf„j and U,j +Y,Ui,x„j +R,j 
h=\ ft=l 
are the fixed and the random components of the model, respectively. 
One may end up with a model which has no random effects at level 2 if the 
explanation of the random effects works very well indicating that the random 
intercept and all random slopes have zero variance. 
As the residuals are construed to be independent and have constant variance, the 
resulting model may be analyzed just as well with OLS regression analysis. This 
fully explains the within group dependence between measurements by the 
available explanatory variables and their interactions. This underscores that 
whether the hierarchical linear model is a more adequate model for analysis than 
OLS regression depends not on the dependence of the measurements, but on the 
dependence of the residuals. The intercept variance and the meaning of the 
intercept in random slope models depend on the location of the variable. Also the 
covariance between the intercepts and the slopes is dependent on this location 
(Snijders and Bosker, 1999). 
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The present model has used following variables: 
y "Perceived effectiveness of IT adoption" = —— where A^  = 4; 
X, "Extent of IT Application" = ^— where A^  = 6 
X2 "Organizational support" 
( " ^ 
V1=2 -=5 J 
N 
where N = %; 
Z Z^3,Z^3,Z^3, 
X3 "Perceived ease of use by user" =——^ 
N 
where A^  = 5; 
f 6 
Z Z^4,Z^4,Z^4, 
X4 "Perceived usefulness by user" = — ^ ^ 
A^  
where A^  = 4: 
Z^5, 
X, "External Factors" = —— where A^  = 6; and 
' A^  
Mod "Technology 
Z z^^^'Z^'^^'Z^'^^'Z^^^'Z^''^' 
V/=i 1=3 =^5 1=8 ;=io y 
A^ 
Orientation" 
where N -5. 
The general form of the functional relationship between regresand and regressor is 
as follows: 
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i^i =7o+ y,M^d +1^, where i = 1 to 5 . 
Given above specifications of the model, the study has employed hierarchical 
regression analysis. The results of the model are summarized under three tables, 
viz.. Model Summary, Coefficients, and Excluded Variables {cited infra). 
Table 5. Model Summary 
Model Summary(g) 
"53 
•a 
o 
2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
R 
.498(a) 
.537(b) 
.548(c) 
.569(d) 
.580(e) 
.580(0 
R 
Square 
.248 
.289 
.301 
.324 
.337 
.337 
Adjusted 
R Square 
.245 
.283 
.292 
.312 
.323 
.320 
Std. Error 
of the 
Estimate 
.37318 
.36379 
.36146 
.35622 
.35350 
.35424 
A Predictors: (Constant), xl 
b Predictors: (Constant), xl, x2 
c Predictors: (Constant), xl, x2, x3 
d Predictors: (Constant), xl, x2, x3, x4 
e Predictors; (Constant), xl, x2, x3, x4, x5 
f Predictors: (Constant), xl, x2, x3, x4, x5, Mo( 
g Dependent Variable: Y 
R Square 
Change 
.248 
.040 
.012 
.023 
.013 
.000 
Change Statistics 
F Change 
79.662 
13.598 
4.102 
8.087 
4.675 
.015 
dn df2 
241 
240 
239 
238 
237 
236 
Sig.F 
Change 
.000 
.000 
.044 
.005 
.032 
.902 
Durbin-
Watson 
1.747 
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The above tables 5 to 7 comprise of a quantitative explanation of the five 
hypotheses proposed in the study. 
The composite value of all the items of the scale, 'Technology Orientation' has 
been further defined as per high and low categories. The definition of high 
technology orientation is derived from the composite of those summated item 
values which are above 3 (Moderate Value). 
Hypothesis 1 states that the high technology orientation has a significant influence 
on the relationship between "extent of IT application" and "perceived 
organizational effectiveness of IT adoption". 
The t-test results are not significant at 0.05 level where t-value lies outside the 
range of ±1.96. As shown in Table 7, the interaction of X| and moderator variable 
(Mod) is (p in (y) = -0.03, p>0.05) supporting that the technology orientation acts 
as a moderator of the relationship between and Xi and Y. The t statistics and its 
significance value are used to test the Null Hypothesis (Ho) such that the 
regression coefficient is zero or that there is no significant influence of technology 
orientation on the relationship between X| and Y. To reach at a conclusion, a 
comparison between the calculated value of the test statistic with the critical 
value (also called standard table value of test statistics) has been made. The 
decision rules for acceptance/rejection of Null Hypothesis (Ho) states that the 
calculated absolute value of a test statistic is more than or equal to its critical (or 
table) value. Hence, we reject the Null Hypothesis (Ho) and the Alternative 
Hypothesis (Hi) is accepted. The p value cited in the table referred above, 
corresponding to the Moderator Variable (Mod) in Model 1 is 0.598, which 
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validates the decision rule where the level of significance has been worked out is 
greater than 0.05. Hence, the coefficient is not considered significant. Ideally, the 
hypothesis testing procedure should lead to the acceptance of the Null Hypothesis 
(Ho) when it is true and the rejection of Null Hypothesis (Ho) when it is not, which 
is usually defined in terms of Type I and Type II error. However, the correct 
decision is not always possible but since the decision to reject the Null Hypothesis 
(Ho) in the present study is based on the sample data and thus by chance. Thus, the 
theoretical verbal exposition formulated in a priori of the specifications of the 
model supports that there is a significant influence of technology orientation on 
the relationship between Xi and Y. 
The R^  (0.25), adjusted R^  (0.245) and the F change statistics (79.7) have been 
worked out. R^  shows the proportion of variance in the dependent variable 
explained by the regression model. Adjusted R^  has made an attempt to correct the 
R^to more closely reflect the goodness of fit of the model in the population. F 
statistics is the regression mean square divided by the residual mean square where 
the significance value of F change is smaller than 0.05 which indicates that the 
predictors do a good job in explaining the variation in the dependent variable. The 
final form of the regression equation is as follows: 
r = 1.6 + 0.498X, + 0.209^2 + 0.225^3 + 0.242X, + 0.197^5 + 0.369 
P, =YQ- 0.03Mod + ^ , where i = 1 to 5 & it is assumed that y^ -0 and /U, =0. 
The figure 65 shows the partial plot of Y (perceived organizational effectiveness 
of IT adoption) in correspondence with XI (Extent of IT application). The 
distribution pattern presented in the scatter plot represents high concentration 
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towards the high technology orientation (beyond moderate value). The 
gradient/slope signifies a positive relationship between predictor and predictand 
under the influencing factor of high technology orientation. 
XI Line Fit Plot 
1 
i J — 
• 
1 • • • < 
— • — 
• • 
• • 
y = 0 6276X + 1 60O5 
• 
Predicted Y 
-Linear (Predicted Y) 
3 
XI 
Figure 65. Partial Plot of Interaction of Technology Orientation and Extent 
ofIT application (XI) 
This justifies the conceptual framework of the model which is deduced from the 
hypothesis 1. 
Hypothesis 2 states that the high technology orientation has significant positive 
influence on the relationship between "organization support" and "perceived 
organizational effectiveness of IT adoption". For a two tailed t-test the results are 
not significant at 0.05 level where t-value lies outside the range of -1.96 and 
+1.96. Hence, we conclude that as shown In Table 7 the interaction of X2 and 
moderator variable Mod is (P in (y) = -0.005, p>0.05) supporting technology 
orientation as a moderator of the relationship between and X2 and Y. 
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As the decision rules for acceptance/rejection of Null Hypothesis (Ho) consider 
the calculated absolute value of a test statistic which is more than or equal to its 
critical (or table) value for rejection, hence, we reject the Null Hypothesis (Ho) 
and the Alternative Hypothesis (Hi) is accepted. The p value cited in the table 7, 
corresponding to the Moderator Variable (Mod) in Model 2 is 0.935, which 
validates the decision rule where the level of significance has been worked out 
and is greater than 0.05. Hence, the coefficient is not considered significant and 
the null hypothesis is rejected. Thus, the theoretical verbal exposition formulated 
in a priori of the specifications of the model supports that there is a significant 
influence of technology orientation on the relationship between X2 and Y. 
The R^  (0.289), adjusted R^  (0.283) and the F change statistics (13.6) have been 
worked out. R^  shows the proportion of variance in the dependent variable 
explained by the regression model. Adjusted R^  has made an attempt to correct the 
R^to more closely reflect the goodness of fit of the model in the population. F 
statistics is the regression mean square divided by the residual mean square where 
the significance value of F change is smaller than 0.05, which indicates that the 
predictors do a good job in explaining the variation in the dependent variable. The 
final form of the regression equation is as follows: 
Y = 0.992 + 0.442X, + 0.209^^ + 0.146^3 + 0A92X, + O.I6IX5 + 0.460 
P=y^- 0.005M9(5? + fi, where i = 1 to 5 & it is assumed that y^^Q and yU, = 0. 
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X2 Line Fit Plot 
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Figure 66. Partial Plot of Interaction of Technology Orientation and 
Organization Support (X2) 
The figure 66 shows the partial plot of Y (perceived organizational effectiveness 
of IT adoption) in correspondence with X2 (Organization Support). The 
distribution pattern presented in the scatter plot represents high concentration 
towards the high technology orientation (beyond moderate value). The 
gradient/slope signifies a positive relationship between predictor and predict and 
under the influencing factor of high technology orientation. 
This justifies the conceptual framework of the model, which is deduced from the 
hypothesis 2. 
Hypothesis 3 states that the high technology orientation has significant positive 
influence on the relationship between "perceived ease of use" and "perceived 
organizational effectiveness of IT adoption". For a two-tailed t-test the results are 
not significant at 0.05 levels where t-value lies outside the range of -1.96 and 
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+1.96. Hence, we conclude that as shown In Table 7 the interaction of X3 and 
moderator variable Mod is (P in (y) = -0.007, p>0.05) supporting technology 
orientation as a moderator of the relationship between and X3 and Y. 
As the decision rules for acceptance/rejection of Null Hypothesis (Ho) consider 
the calculated absolute value of a test statistic which is more than or equal to its 
critical (or table) value for rejection, hence, we reject the Null Hypothesis (Ho) 
and the Alternative Hypothesis (Hi) is accepted. The/? value cited in the table 7, 
corresponding to the Moderator Variable (Mod) in Model 3 is 0.893, which 
validates the decision rule where the level of significance has been worked out 
and is greater than 0.05. Hence, the coefficient is not considered significant and 
the null hypothesis is rejected. Thus, the theoretical verbal exposition formulated 
in a priori of the specifications of the model supports that there is a significant 
influence of technology orientation on the relationship between X3 and Y. 
The R^  (0.301), adjusted R^  (0.292) and the F change statistics (4.10) have been 
worked out. R^  shows the proportion of variance in the dependent variable 
explained by the regression model. Adjusted R^  has made an attempt to correct the 
R^to more closely reflect the goodness of fit of the model in the population. F 
statistics is the regression mean square divided by the residual mean square where 
the significance value of F change is smaller than 0.05 which indicates that the 
predictors do a good job in explaining the variation in the dependent variable. The 
final form of the regression equation is as follows: 
y -0.846+ 0.402Z, +0.130^2 + 0.146^3 +0.175.^, +0.141;^^; +0.564 
P,=Yo~ 0.007Mod + ju^ where i = 1 to 5 & it is assumed that y^=0 and //, = 0. 
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Figure 67. Partial Plot of Interaction of Technology Orientation and 
Perceived Ease of Use by User (X3) 
The figure 67 shows the partial plot of Y (perceived organizational effectiveness 
of IT adoption) in correspondence with X3 (perceived ease of use). The 
distribution pattern presented in the scatter plot represents high concentration 
towards the high technology orientation (beyond moderate value). The 
gradient/slope signifies a positive relationship between predictor and predictand 
under the influencing factor of high technology orientation. 
This justifies the conceptual framework of the model which is deduced from the 
hypothesis 3. 
Hypothesis 4 states that the high technology orientation has significant positive 
influence on the relationship between "perceived usefulness by user" and 
"perceived organizational effectiveness of IT adoption". For a two-tailed t-test the 
results are not significant at 0.05 level where t-value lies outside the range of-1.96 
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and +1.96. Hence, we conclude that as shown In Table 7 the Interaction of X4 and 
moderator variable Mod is (P in (y) = -0.011, p>0.05) supporting technology 
orientation as a moderator of the relationship between and X4 and Y. 
As the decision rules for acceptance/rejection of Null Hypothesis (Ho) consider 
the calculated absolute value of a test statistic which is more than or equal to its 
critical (or table) value for rejection, hence, we reject the Null Hypothesis (Ho) 
and the Alternative Hypothesis (Hi) is accepted. The p value cited in the table 7, 
corresponding to the Moderator Variable (Mod) in Model 4 is 0.846, which 
validates the decision rule where the level of significance has been worked out 
and is greater than 0.05. Hence, the coefficient is not considered significant and 
the null hypothesis is rejected. Thus, the theoretical verbal exposition formulated 
in a priori of the specifications of the model supports that there is a significant 
influence of technology orientation on the relationship between X4 and Y. 
The R^  (0.324), adjusted R^  (0.312) and the F change statistics (8.09) have been 
worked out. R^  shows the proportion of variance in the dependent variable 
explained by the regression model. Adjusted R^  has made an attempt to correct the 
R to more closely reflect the goodness of fit of the model in the population. F 
statistics is the regression mean square divided by the residual mean square where 
the significance value of F change is smaller than 0.05 which indicates that the 
predictors do a good job in explaining the variation in the dependent variable. The 
final form of the regression equation is as follows: 
7 = 0.591+ 0.365X, +0.095^2 +O.IO7X3 +0.175^4 + 0.130I5 +0.638 
P,-7r>~ 0-01 \Mod + //, where i = 1 to 5 & it is assumed that /^ = 0 and //, = 0. 
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Figure 68. Partial Plot of Interaction of Technology Orientation and 
Perceived Usefulness by User (X4) 
The figure 68 shows the partial plot of Y (perceived organizational effectiveness 
of IT adoption) in correspondence with X4 (perceived usefulness by user). The 
distribution pattern presented in the scatter plot represents high concentration 
towards the high technology orientation (beyond moderate value). The 
gradient/slope signifies a positive relationship between predictor and predict and 
under the influencing factor of high technology orientation. 
This justifies the conceptual framework of the model which is deduced from the 
hypothesis 4. 
Hypothesis 5 states that the technology orientation has significant positive 
influence on the relationship between "external factors" and "perceived 
organizational effectiveness of IT adoption". For a two-tailed t-test the results are 
not significant at 0.05 levels where t-value lies outside the range of -1.96 and 
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+1.96. Hence, we conclude that as shown In Table 7 the interaction of X5 and 
moderator variable Mod is (P in (y) = -0.007, p>0.05) supporting technology 
orientation as a moderator of the relationship between and X5 and Y. 
As the decision rules for acceptance/rejection of Null Hypothesis (Ho) consider 
the calculated absolute value of a test statistic which is more than or equal to its 
critical (or table) value for rejection, hence, we reject the Null Hypothesis (Ho) 
and the Alternative Hypothesis (Hi) is accepted. Thep value cited in the table 7, 
corresponding to the Moderator Variable (Mod) in Model 5 is 0.902, which 
validates the decision rule where the level of significance has been worked out 
and is greater than 0.05. Hence, the coefficient is not considered significant and 
the null hypothesis is rejected. Thus, the theoretical verbal exposition formulated 
in a priori of the specifications of the model supports that there is a significant 
influence of technology orientation on the relationship between X5 and Y 
The R^  (0.337), adjusted R^  (0.323) and the F change statistics (4.675) have been 
worked out. R^  shows the proportion of variance in the dependent variable 
explained by the regression model. Adjusted R^  has made an attempt to correct the 
R^to more closely reflect the goodness of fit of the model in the population. F 
statistics is the regression mean square divided by the residual mean square where 
the significance value of F change is smaller than 0.05, which indicates that the 
predictors do a good job in explaining the variation in the dependent variable. The 
final form of the regression equation is as follows: 
y = 0.400+ 0.333^ ,^ +0.091^2 +0.075^3 +0A66X, +0A30X, +0.708 
^,=70- 0.001 Mod + //, where i = 1 to 5 & it is assumed that /g = 0 and //, = 0. 
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The figure 69 shows the partial plot of Y (perceived organizational effectiveness 
of IT adoption) in correspondence with X5 (external factors). The distribution 
pattern presented in the scatter plot represents high concentration towards the high 
technology orientation (beyond moderate value). The gradient/slope signifies a 
positive relationship between predictor and predictand under the influencing 
factor of high technology orientation. 
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Figure 69. Partial Plot of Interaction of Technology Orientation and External 
Factors (X5) 
This justifies the conceptual framework of the model which is deduced from the 
hypothesis 5. 
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CHAPTER-7 
Summary, Conclusions and Suggestions 
This chapter sums up this research study, discusses the hypotheses, conclusions 
and implications of the results and offers suggestions for future research. 
7,1 Summary 
Organizations world over are under tremendous pressures due to both internal and 
external environmental factors not only for their performance but even for 
survival. The globalisation of the markets are ushering in intense competition in 
the developing countries due to the entry of global corporations and this in turn is 
threatening the market equilibrium and forcing the existing organizations to 
rapidly gear up and upgrade their technological levels as well as spruce up the 
customer service departments to the international level if they wish to survive. 
Organizational orientation, as a part of organizational culture, is an important 
component that can aid or deter the technology up-gradation process and requires 
intervention strategies to be deployed by management to make the process smooth 
and achieve implementation success. Organizations tend to have a mix of 
orientations but generally one of them dominates all the activities and processes in 
the organization. Earlier orientations were of four types only viz., production, 
marketing, product and sales. Over the years more orientations were identified 
and added to the literature. These included technology, service, cost, customer 
orientations etc. 
For this study the organizational orientation chosen is the technology orientation, 
the definition of which was synthesized from the existing literature on corporate 
culture and organization orientations. 
Indian banking industry is undergoing a transformation as it not only has to face 
global players due to opening of the economy, start the process of conforming to 
the emerging global standards of Basel etc., fulfil rising customer expectations but 
also introduce latest technologies fast, rather make technology as a part and parcel 
of business strategy while continuously assessing and improving its personnel 
profile and knowledge. Technology orientation might be the key to make this 
process less painful and this orientation can be strengthened further with 
management communication of a clear cut vision of strategy and role of 
technology in achieving that as well as providing the wherewithal for extensive 
training at all levels. 
The challenges ahead for Indian banking industry are varied and include 
increasing profitability in the environment of increasing competitive intensity. 
This requires great efforts in adopting new technological innovations, deploying 
robust risk management systems, enforcing better customer orientation and 
following a strict code for corporate governance (Purwar, 2003). 
To combat these, the emerging market scenario Indian banks have launched a 
series of initiatives which include large investments in IT, leveraging the branch 
network, moving aggressively in retail markets of home and personal loans, 
investing in upgrading skills of its manpower and launching innovative product 
lines. The information technology adoption process in Indian banks faced tough 
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times initially due to stiff resistance from the unions but ultimately the opening up 
of economy and entry of foreign banks and private players has forced every 
organization to move ahead fast on technology adoption continuum. 
The Reserve Bank of India has over the years directly nurtured and guided the IT 
initiatives of the public sector banks through recommendation of its various 
committees like Rangarajan committee I & II and Narasmiham committee etc. as 
well as implementing IT innovations in central bank itself for aggregating 
information from all banks. 
Technological innovations are purported to, enable organizations to compete in 
the marketplace better, improve the processes and increase profitability over the 
long run. 
As information technology is supposed to be the tool that is essential to fulfil most 
of the emerging business requirements of the Indian banking industry, most of the 
banks in India have moved forward on this front backing it up with massive 
investments on information technology as well as training and reorienting the 
manpower to the new evolving processes and activities. 
The IT initiatives in Indian bank started with spreadsheets and graduated to TBA, 
connectivity between branches and core banking solutions. Most of the scheduled 
commercial banks have either implemented TBA or even moved ahead and in 
some cases straight graduated to core banking solutions of the banking IT 
continuum. 
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Information technology adoption models that acted as foundation for this study 
are Roger's Diffusion of Innovations model and Davis' Technology Acceptance 
Model. 
There has not been much empirical research on influence of internal 
organizational factors on the perceived technology adoption effectiveness in 
Indian banks. The role of organizational orientation in aiding or deterring the 
innovation adoption process in Indian banking industry is an important area that 
has not been addressed fully and gap exists in the literature in this aspect. 
In this study, a model was developed on constructs presumed to be relevant to IT 
adoption effectiveness and the moderating role that technology orientation plays 
in the whole process. Specifically this study examines the perceived effectiveness 
of technology adoption processes in Indian banks and how the technology 
orientation is influencing this process. The overall objective of this research was 
to determine the IT adoption effectiveness based on relevant independent IT 
adoption factors by interviewing managers of Indian bank branches and determine 
if and how the organizational technology orientation is either aiding or deterring 
this process. 
The research hypotheses were formulated keeping in mind the specific 
relationships in the conceptual framework. Hypothesis 1 deals with the influence 
of moderator variable "technology orientation" of an organization on the 
relationship between the independent variable "extent of IT application" in the 
organization and the dependent variable "perceived organization effectiveness of 
IT adoption". Hypothesis 2 concerns the influence of moderator variable 
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"technology orientation" of an organization on the relationship between the 
independent variable "organization support" and the dependent variable 
"perceived organization effectiveness of IT adoption". Hypothesis 3 deals with the 
influence of moderator variable "technology orientation" of an organization on the 
relationship between the independent variable "external factors" and the 
dependent variable "perceived organization effectiveness of IT adoption". 
Hypothesis 4 is about the influence of moderator variable "technology 
orientation" of an organization on the relationship between the independent 
variable "perceived ease of use" and the dependent variable "perceived 
organization effectiveness of IT adoption" whereas the Hypothesis 5 concerns the 
influence of moderator variable "technology orientation" of an organization on the 
relationship between the independent variable "perceived usefulness" and the 
dependent variable "perceuad organization effectiveness of IT adoption". 
Each scale had a Cronbach's cu.'fficient alpha greater than 0.5 indicating 
sufficient reliability in terms of internal cons'stency. 
7.2 Conclusions and Implications 
Results from the study indicate that majority of respondents in the Indian banking 
industry have either already adopted or are in the process of adopting IT in form 
of TBA or even more sophisticated software and in the process not only 
attempting to deliver better service to the cu^tomt- but even bring efficiency in its 
internal operations. In the study the majority of respondents confirmed that IT is 
enabling better customer response, instituting productivit)' enhancements and even 
improving the coordination among various departments. The study has also shown 
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the depth to which IT has percolated in all the processes of the Indian banking 
industry with 97.5 percent of respondents agreeing with the statement that their 
organizations are using technology to create value. 
As explained in demographics, 54.7 percent of respondents had gone even beyond 
TBA. The major IT adoption exercise in Indian banking industry happened 
between years 2000 to 2006. This could be seen in light of the urgent need of 
Indian banks to survive and adapt to the changing environment. The banking firms 
started focusing on understanding the drivers of success, like better utilization of 
its resources (viz., technology, infrastructure and employees), process of 
delivering quality service to its customers and performance benchmarking. The 
efficiency of banks became the critical basis to offer an effective competition 
(Mukherjee et al., 2002). 
At this juncture the challenges being faced by the Indian banking industry are in 
the form of, deregulation leading to increasing competitive intensity requiring 
flexibility of operations, customers demanding more innovative product offerings 
and competency gap on the human resource front. With more than 50percent of 
respondents confirming the status of IT in their organization as core banking or 
beyond, it is not surprising that a study has indicated that public sector banks have 
become more efficient than private and foreign banks. The public banks are 
catering to a large number of customers spread across the country whereas foreign 
banks are focusing on niche markets and thus not able to reap the full benefits of 
the high technology (Mukherjee et al, 2002) 
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This study confirms that IT has become quite pervasive in the Indian banking 
industry with majority of respondents confirming that IT has started contributing 
in decision making process and even improving it. Public sector banks that are 
moving fast on adopting new concepts in banking, turning tech savvy, becoming 
more efficient post VRS and getting more autonomous can succeed in effectively 
taking on the private sector banks by virtue of their sheer size. Foreign banks on 
the other hand are likely to achieve success in their chosen niche segments and 
remain the leaders in innovation and technology introduction. The introduction of 
technology has brought a major change in delivery of services and raised the 
customer expectations to get fast, efficient and personalized service 
(Kuppuswamy, 2003). 
Kamath et al. (2003) has defined winners in this sector as those players who will 
have a better understanding of the customer, fulfil their needs better, leverage 
technology, knowledge, and human resources to make available quality products 
and services, thus delivering value to all stakeholders. And towards these 
objectives the role of information technology has been reaffirmed by this research 
to be of critical nature. As one of the key factor for the success remains improving 
the competency levels of their human resources and although banks have formal 
systems, procedures and departments, there is a need to improve the quality of 
training initiative much beyond the current levels as the study has shown that 
although majority are satisfied with the quantum of training but less than 50 
percent are satisfied with the quality levels of training programs. This will require 
intervention by top management as their role has been identified as an enabler in 
the successful adoption of IT in the Indian banking industry. 
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As predicted the moderator variable "technology orientation' significantly 
influenced the relationship between "extent of IT application" and "perceived 
organization effectiveness of IT adoption". This indicated that the increasing 
efficiency needs of the banks require successful IT adoption to improve 
operational efficiency as well as provide better portfolio of products and services 
in a more personalized manner. A high technology orientation of an organization 
makes IT pervasive in all organization activities and deepens IT's impact on 
organization processes. As borne out by study, it improves the decision making 
process, enables faster customer response, leads to productivity enhancements, 
improves coordination amongst different departments and meets employees' and 
management expectations. 
The relationship between "organization support" and "perceived organization 
effectiveness of IT adoption" was also significantly influenced by high technology 
orientation. Organizations with high technology orientation have a more effective 
internal technical support as well as extensive top management support. High 
technology orientation also has better IT knowledge and IT expertise ingrained 
across various levels of the organization. In such organizations employees tend to 
participate in contributing to IT decisions and the level of cooperation amongst 
co-workers is generally high 
The new technologies are bound to provide more "perceived ease of use" to the 
users leading to better assimilation of the new technologies and thus further 
strengthening the ease of use feeling making it a positive virtuous cycle. This 
process is strengthened by a high technology orientation of an organization as has 
been shown in the study. It also makes employees' jobs easier to perform. The 
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employees not only enjoy deploying IT in their activities but they even explore 
and find new ways of doing their jobs. 
Similarly the interaction, of "perceived usefulness" and the "perceived 
organization effectiveness of IT adoption" was seen to be significantly influenced 
by technology orientation. The study reinforced that high technology orientation 
impacts more positively on increasing productivity and leads to a greater work 
control. 
External environmental factors' interaction with perceived organizational 
effectiveness of IT adoption was also significantly influenced by technology 
orientation. The technology orientation enables organizations to respond faster to 
the introduction of new innovations by the various stakeholders in the 
environment like government entities, trade associations, and competitors and also 
the mandatory compliances by central banks and world level agreements. The 
high technology orientation not only helps in a better response but it also makes 
the adoption process faster and more effective. 
7.3 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Study 
Based on the results and the limitations of this study, the suggestions for further 
research have been proposed. 
The sample consisted of the respondents who were managerial grade in bank 
branches who provided their perspective of the IT adoption process in their banks. 
Hence the results cannot be generalized to all the employee segments of the banks. 
Future research should also be directed to lower levels of hierarchy within bank 
branches to include their perceptions and views. This study also did not do any 
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comparative impact analysis of different orientations. This opens up another area 
of research for future where more than one orientation can be studied and their 
impact analysed on the IT adoption process in organizations. 
This study excluded regional rural banks; cooperative banks and other non-
scheduled commercial banks. In future research when the better data is available 
for such banks, they also may be included in the sample. This study did not 
investigate differences between the measured variables with respect to 
respondent's demographic characteristics. There may be variations in the subjects 
with different demographic characteristics leading to different responses and 
behaviour. Further analysis of measured variables with respect to characteristics 
such as age and regions is recommended. 
The study showed that majority of the respondents has adopted various levels of 
IT. This provides an opportunity to investigate the different experiences of the 
banks with different IT solutions and do a comparative analysis with respect to the 
effectiveness of IT adoption. 
Training as shown in the study requires more focus and intervention on the quality 
aspect. It affords an opportunity for the researchers to evaluate other non formal 
methods that contribute to training amongst the employees. 
As the Indian banking industry was forced to change strategies after the opening 
of the Indian economy and the deregulation of the sector, a comparative study 
between before and after would provide interesting knowledge about the 
migration process and how to mitigate the pains associated with it. 
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Further research is also warranted about how the other orientations may influence 
the IT adoption process in the organizations. 
This study not only provides a view about the IT adoption effectiveness in the 
Indian banking industry but also offers an opportunity to the top management to 
further fine tune the IT adoption process and get more value out of their huge 
investments. It also gives an indication to the management the factors they must 
keep in mind to further enhance the effectiveness of IT adoption in their 
organizations. 
Before launching any organization wide IT initiative, better planning can be done 
with the help of this study by incorporating the parameters listed and measured in 
the planning process itself. 
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Appendix I 
Covering Letter for the Questionnaire 
How Information Technology is impacting banks 
Dear Sir 
I am a Doctoral scholar conducting research on IT adoption processes in Indian 
banking industry. To complete my dissertation work, I solicit your kind support in 
filling up the enclosed questionnaire. 
This survey is designed to collect information about the interaction of IT with 
Banking Organizations. A complementary copy of the survey results will be sent 
to you as a token of appreciation for participating in the survey. All information 
provided by you shall strictly be used for academic purpose only. 
This survey is confidential and only summarized information will be presented in 
the dissertation. The number at the top is an identifier only that allows for tracking 
of completed surveys and to avoid any duplication. 
I thank you for your kind efforts in helping in this cause by participating in it. 
Rakesh Suri 
Doctoral Candidate 
Aligarh Muslim University & AIMA collaborative DBA 
Formerly CEO, IT Division, 
DCM Ltd. 
G 576, Florence Homes, 
Sushant Lok II 
0pp. Scottish High International School 
Gurgaon-122002 
Haryana 
Phone:0124-4112926 
Email: rakeshsurifSrediffmail.com 
Part I - Organization Profile 
1. Which of the following best describes your Organization? Please Tick 
a. Nationalized Public Sector Bank b. SBI c. SBI Subsidiary 
d. Private Sector Bank e. Foreign Bank 
2. Which is the best description for your office? 
a. Branch Office b. Regional Office c. Zonal Office 
d. Divisional Office e. Local Head Office f Head Office 
g. Any Other (Kindly Specify) 
3. Which part of India your office is located? 
a. North b. West c. East d. South 
e. Central f Northeast g. Any other (kindly specify) 
4. Please estimate your bank's total Sales revenue in 2004-2005. 
5. Please provide an estimate of number of employees in your office? And in the 
total organization. 
Your Office Total Organization 
6. Kindly provide an estimate of the total number of branches of your bank all over India 
Part II 
1. In Your opinion, your bank focuses on (Please tick only one which best characterizes your 
bank)..,. 
Providing banking products and services to meet consumer needs 
Providing banking products and services at the lowest possible cost to serve the 
market 
2. On a Scale from 1 to 5 (I- Strongly Disagree, 5 - Strongly Agree), please rate your 
Opinion and level of agreement with the following statements about your organization by circling 
your choice. 
My Bank: 
Provides products & services that customers need 
Sells to customers what bank has and produces 
Uses market research to determine consumer needs 
Uses market research to determine customer satisfaction 
Strongly 
Disagree 
1 
/ 
1 
/ 
Disagree 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Agree 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Strongly 
Agree 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Uses technology to provide flexibility in delivering service 
Uses technology to improve quality of service 
Innovates to effect cost cutting 
Innovates to locate new market opportunities 
Innovates products/services through use of IT 
Focuses Sales promotion on the benefits of its services 
Focuses Sales Promotion on product features & quality 
Uses technology as an organization practice to create value 
IT has integrated Systems & Procedures across organization 
Strongly 
Disagree 
1 
/ 
1 
; 
1 
/ 
1 
? / 
1 
Disagree 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Agree 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Strongly 
Agree 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3. Responsiveness is the ability of an organization to provide acceptable level of service for all 
foreseen and unforeseen customer situations. How responsive do you rate your organization? 
Please tick the most appropriate option. 
a. Very Responsive 
d. Unresponsive 
b. Responsive c. Neither Responsive Nor Unresponsive 
e. Very Unresponsive 
Flexibility is the ability to be open to change and also be supportive of continuous improvements. 
How do you consider the level of flexibility of your bank? 
a. Very Flexible 
d. Inflexible 
b. Flexible c. Neither Flexible Nor Inflexible 
e. Very Inflexible 
5. What is the level of IT in your organization? Please encircle the most applicable to your bank. 
All the banks are at one o f these levels o f automation 
Klsmual Process 
E P M Solutions 
— 
spreadsheet 
Enterprise 
solutions for 
CRM. H R M . 
Total Branch 
Automation 
" r 
Connectivity 
between branches 
^ ' 
Core Banking 
Part III 
1. If your answer is Total Branch Automation (TBA) & higher level for the last question, which 
year did your bank first adopted TBA solutions? Please tick. 
a. 2006 b.2005 c.2004 d. 2003 e. 2002 
f.2001 g.2000 h. Before 2000 
2. IT offers a range of benefits. On a Scale from 1 to 5 (I- Strongly Disagree, 5 • 
Strongly Agree), please rate your opinion and level of agreement with the following benefits 
of IT by circling your choice. 
Neither 
Strongly Disagree Agree Agree Strongly 
Disagree Nor Agree 
Disagree 
IT is quite pervasive in most of the organization activities 
IT is sparsely used in my organization 
IT helps in decision matcing process and improves it 
IT deployed now is compatible with earlier manual systems 
IT deployed now is compatible with earlier IT systems 
IT has enabled faster customer response 
IT has led to productivity enhancements 
IT has led to better coordination among various departments 
IT has met the employee expectations 
IT has met the management expectations 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5-
J 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Part IV 
1. On a Scale from 1 to 5 (1- Strongly Disagree, 5 - Strongly Agree), please rate your 
opinion and level of agreement with the following statements about your 
organization by circling your choice. 
IT is important in conducting business in our bank 
IT is important in enhancing employees 'Job performance 
1 use IT in my day to day activities 
IT is important in enhancing my job performance 
Employees help in the success of IT adoption process 
/ am quite comfortable using IT 
IT adoption process has full management support 
ITstrateg}' is apart of overall business strategy 
Management has communicated the IT vision to the employees 1 
IT is useful in providing banldng services to the customer 
Strongly 
Disagree 
I 
/ 
1 
/ 
1 
1 
1 
I 
5
/ 
Disagree 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Agree 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Strongly 
Agree 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2. Does your bank provide IT training? 
a. Yes (Please continue to question 3) 
b. No (Please continue to part V ) 
3. In your bank who provides training? 
a. Internal Training Department 
c. A combination of the above 
b. External Agencies 
d. Self training 
4. Are you satisfied with the level of IT training imparted to the employees in your 
bank? 
a. Very Satisfied b. Totally Dissatisfied c. Somewhat Satisfied 
d. Somewhat Dissatisfied 
5. Are you satisfied with the quality of IT training imparted to the employees in your 
bank? 
a. Very Satisfied b. Satisfied c. Neither Satisfied Nor Dissatisfied 
d. Dissatisfied e. Very Dissatisfied 
6. How often employees attend IT training programs in your Banic? 
a. Very Often b. Often c. Sometimes d. Never at all 
7. Is tiiere a training calendar for IT training for employees? 
a. Yes b. No 
Party 
On a Scale from 1 to 5 (1- Strongly Disagree, 5 -Strongly Agree), please rate your 
opinion and level of agreement with the foilowing organization support variables 
by circling your choice. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
1 
/ 
1 
/ 
1 
/ 
1 
/ 
1 
/ 
1 
/ 
Disagree 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
3 
J 
3 
5 
3 
5 
3 
i 
3 
i 
3 
i 
Agree 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Strongly 
Agree 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Internal Technical support is adequate for our needs 
Top management fully supports all IT initiatives 
Bank has enough experience with IT systems 
Bank uses IT extensively to deliver customer value 
IT knowledge is adequate at general employee level 
IT knowledge is adequate at supervisory levels 
IT knowledge is adequate at management level 
Employees have developed sufficient IT expertise 
Supervisors have developed sufficient IT expertise 
Employees participate in decisions about IT 
Employees take part in planning about IT 
Bank effectively communicates internally IT innovations 
2. What is the level of cooperation amongst co-workers to resolve problems associated while using 
IT in their jobs? 
a. Very high b. High c. Neither High Nor Low 
d. Low e. Ver)' Low 
Part VI 
1. On a Scale from 1 to 5 (1- Strongly Disagree, 5 -Strongly Agree), please rate your 
opinion and level of agreement with the following ease of use variables 
by circling your choice. 
Neither 
Strongly Disagree Agree Agree Strongly 
Disagree Nor Agree 
Disagree 
Employees find it easy to understand and use IT 1 2 3 4 5 
IT has made employees job easier to perform 1 2 3 4 5 
Employees understand how to use IT to perform a better job 1 2 3 4 5 
Technical support is adequate to use IT for my job 1 2 3 4 5 
IT helps me to find new M'ays of doing my job 1 2 3 4 5 
I enjoy using IT for my job 1 2 3 4 5 
Employees offer constructive suggestions for improving IT 1 2 3 4 5 
Our IT design is good and effective for our job purpose 1 2 3 4 5 
2. Which of the following factors you consider important for successful implementation of IT in 
your bank? (Please Tick all that apply) 
a. User Involvement b. User training c. Management Support 
d. Clear business objectives e. Clear IT objectives f. Effective communication to all 
Part VII 
1. On a Scale from 1 to 5 (I- Strongly Disagree, 5 -Strongly Agree), please rate your 
opinion and level of agreement with the following Usefulness variables 
by circling your choice. 
Use of IT provides for easier reconciliation of accounts 
Use of IT helps in automatic ledger generation 
IT helps access in-depth information related to my job 
IT increases my productivity 
IT helps in improving working relationship with colleagues 
IT allows for a greater work control 
IT enhances job quality 
My coworkers promote IT 
Strongly 
Disagree 
1 
I 
I 
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1 
1 
I 
Disagree 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Agree 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Strongly 
Agree 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
How important it is for you to use IT in performing your job 
c. Neither important nor unimportant a. Very important 
d. Unimportant 
b. Important 
e. Totally Unimportant 
Part VIII 
On a Scale from 1 to 5 (1- Strongly Disagree, 5 -Strongly Agree), please rate your 
opinion and level of agreement with the following External variables by circling your choice. 
Neither 
Strongly Disagree Agree Agree Strongly 
Disagree Nor Agree 
Disagree 
Outside vendor's technical support is adequate for my job 
Banking industry uses IT extensively 
Our business associates & partners use IT extensively 
Our central bank uses IT extensively 
Governmental policies support implementation of IT 
Competition deploys IT extensively 
Global accords like Basel mandates extensive use of IT 
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2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
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3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
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4 
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4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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2. Does external environment (global, industty, trade bodies etc.) has a major impact in the 
deployment of IT infrastructure? 
a. Yes b. No c. I don't know 
Please provide your comments below for any additional comment that you may like to add about IT 
adoption and corporate culture. 
1 am extremely thankful to you for spending your precious time in providing your valuable feedback. 
If you have any query regarding this survey, please feel free to contact the undersigned. 
Rakesh Suri 
Doctoral Scholar 
G 576, Florence Homes, 
Sushant Lok II 
Gurgaon-122002 
Haryana 
Ph. 0124-4112926 
Email: rakeshsuri@rediffmail.com 
